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Notes On 

HEGEL'S PHENOMENOLOGY* 

The Whole of the Phenomenology, with its six stages of ~onsciousness, can 
be divided into two major deparoments: 1. Comprising Consciousness. Self-Conscious
ness and Reason, being the summation of both the relationship to, or rather aware
ness of, a world outside oneself through feudalimn to the beginning of capitalism, 
i.e., commercial capitalistll; and II. Comprising Spirit, Religion, and Absolute 
Knowledge, which take.'i us from industris:l capitalism and its ideological predcces ... 
sors covering the fielc from Christianity through the enlightenment to the Jacobina 
of the French Revolution, all the wav to 11the new society11 (Absolute Kncn,Yledge) 
with its "predecessor~• in Greek art ~nd the Greek city-state. 

In the case of Subdivision 1., once we have ·gone frmo coriscioueness-
whether that's only first awareness of things (sense-certainty) or rerception, or 
·actual understanding where the fOrces of the world of appearance with its laws 
which "leave out their specific character, 11--we immediately enter the troe rela ... 
tionship between people and not_just things •. Thus, in self~consciousness we sre 
thrust into a product1Dn r"elationship--lordahip and bondage." So that once the 
bondsman g . .1.1ins "a mind of his own, 11 he is compelled to see that theit! is moie to 
freed~ than either it~bberriness er·a mind of. on!'s'~n.·· 'Dbat!.is· t-o .• soy, ·if free
dam is nOt 118 type of fieedoril which does riot get beyond tbe attitude _of bondage, 

11 

it must first now confront objective reality~ Otherwise, a·mirid of.his awn ~o~ld 
be little more. than "a piece of· cleverness which has mastery within a _certain . 
range, but not over the universal power nor ·over the entire objective reality.~' 
(p. 240) 

In the struggle to realize freedom, we confront Various att-itudes of mind 
that ~heroic, but are in fact adaptations to one or another form ~f seryitude. 
Thus, stoicism is nothing more, Hegel reminds ua 1 thdn "a general fonu of the 
world 1 s Bpirit, only in a time of universal fear and bondage." (p. 245) 

Even skepticism, Hegel tells .ur.., which corre.sponds t.o acme form of inde
pendent·consciousness, is Very negative in its attitude, so much so that it leads 
to nothing but "the giddy whirl of a perpetually self-creating disorder." (p. 2.49) 
That is why both stoicism and skepticism lesd ta nothing but the Unhoppy Conscious·· 

~esa, or Ali~nated Soul. 

The interesting thiUg ab_Out this unhappy consciousness for tho- Christian 
philosopher, Hegel, is that it is a description not only of the disintegration of 
the Rom•n Empire, but the Romsn l!lllpire at s time when it had adopted Christianity 
to try" to save all frOID the debacle. Of course, the Lutheran· in ·uege~ ~Y. have 
consoled himself by the fact that this Christianity, •• the Christianity of the 
Borgia& in Renaissance Italy, was 11Catholic, 11 and it really was not until the 
Reformation, etc., etc. We are not interested in any rationalization, but in the 
objective pull upon the mind of 'a genius which describes this in~ividuslly frae 
person with his u_nbappy consciousness as a 11personality confined within its nar_row 

Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind, Translated with an Introduction by J.B~ BailliQ, 

Unwin Publishers, 1931. 
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self and its petty activity, a personality brooding over itfJelf, as unfortunate os 
it is pitiably destitute. 11 (p. 264) You will recall that in Marxism and Freedom, 
I have a footnote on this wh~ch uses the specific personalities of the old radicals 
who cannot find a place for themselves in ·bourgeois socinty or in the movement aa 
examples of this unhappy consciousness. Be that as it may, Hegel's point is that 
until this alienated soul has "stripped itself of its Ego," it will not be able to 
execute the leap to Reason. 

· Befoie we proceed to Reason, however, let 1 s retrace our steps back to the 

1
Preface and the Introduction which, in a very great sense, also camprise his Con· 

.. ,clusions. At any rate, it is a constant paean to "ce3seless activity," "equal 
necessity of all moments, 11 which cOnstituted the "life of the whole"; which., how
ever, cannot be seen before being seen; that is to say, it is all a queatioo of a 
process of "working the matter out, 11 on which the purpose depend& •. This constant 
emphasis on process, on experience (·the experience of Consciousness no less than 
"objective" exp"crience) of self-development that must haVe,.-nay, must go through 
"the seriousnes~. the sufferi~, the p~tienC:e, and the labor of the neg.3tive.," that 
must not take "easy contentment in receiving, or stinginess in the giving"- .. ttll of 
which signify 11a birth-time an?· a· period of tl:-ansition"..;.-amounts to the-very rea
s'?n for being of Dialectics and. Absolute Knowledge in his principle that "every
thing depends on grasping and expreesing the Ultimate tL~th not as Substance but 
aa Subject as well." (pp. 80:81) . 

. The work,. the pu~osiVe a~~ivity; _the mediation, the self .. direr.t~;re process, 
the s~bject $-n the objective movemerit, and the· objticfiVe mOvement in: the subject 
or m1.nd which Hcg'el calls SCienc~ is in £Set not onlY .a Preface to !!!! PhilllSOilhy, 
but to the entire· human Spirit· aS. it" has devGloped through thousands· of years, 
·histori~ally, nationally, internationally, S.nd as it is going to develop via oppo
sing all contempora'ry philosOphies from mfst.icism to Kantianism•-all this on.· the 
day after, so to speak, the French ReVolution, which demands the reorgani=ation of 
all previous .thougltt. t.J~th Heg_e~ #. "immane~t'' rhythm nn,d strenu_ous toil are o~e 
and the same thing. And finally, the man puts his foith in the public rather than 
the _philosOphers, 11 thoa'e 'representatives' who are lil~e the dead burying their 
dead." (p. 130) This man was really saying, ''To·hell with all parties ·(represen
tatives) who are out to.lead. 11 Aiid instead,: he was heWing a·pathway to Science 
which would re.ach 11a position weyere, in c~nsequ~nce, its exposition coincides with 
just this very point, this verY"stage of the science proper of mind. And finally, 
·~1hen it gl:asps this, its ."own. essence, it will connote the nature of absolute know
ledge itself." (p. 145) 

To return to the last section of this first major division-~Reason--we see 
here the .first. Hegelian development of ac_tuality, that is to say, the reality llf 
the objective world and the reality of thought. ··The htstoric period is the one 
which preceded his own, or the pBriod before the'Frencb Revolution. There is an 

. awakening of the scientific world of thought .which sees' beyond tlto empirical, but 
. ca~ot unify .the objective and subjective. ,_He hi to· out agaio.s·t both Kant's "Table 

of Categories" and the "Abstract empty idealism<n.·'Of Fichta.· Of Kant•o- discovery 
be s_aya, 11But to pick up the various categO"ries '·a8ain in any sort of way. as a kind 
of ha.ppy find, hit upon, e.g., in the different· judgments, and then· to be content 
ao tO :lCc_cpt them, mt!St really be regarded ae an· otitrago on ·scientific· thinking." 
(p. 277) 

He, therefore,_p~oceeds to examine the proceSs of observatiOn, both of 
organic nature and of self-cori.sciousness. 'l'he!.:aeci:i"Ons:.on ... t;he ·so .. called laws of 
thought are quite hilarious, and are a per.fect slap at modern psychoanalysis, of 
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which he knew nothing then. Indeed, if anyone thinks that the very long section 
on Phrenology merely reveals the backward state of science at that· time, and not 
ouL· age, he fails to utl.derstand that thought or, fnr· that matter;· feeling, heve no 
meaning apart from the reality with which thought ia' concerned, and which builds 
up 11feelings." 

Although we are in the realm of the phenomenal, reality and thought are so 
inseparable, prac.tical reason as ·well as theoretical combine to show the inade
quacies of mere observation, which does not mean that purposive activity can do 
away with one-aided subjective idealism. On the contrary, the ·criticisms of Rouo
seau and the whole Romantic Moveme11t, which Hegel makes under the beading, ''The 
Law of the Heart, and the Frenzy of Self-Conceit," apply t• the labor bureaucrat 
and his "earnestness of a high purpose, which seeks its pleasure in displaying the 
ex-:ellence of (his) own true nature, 'and in bringing about the welfare of mankind." 
(p. 392) When it meets up against mankind 1s opposition to this personal interpre
tation, "the heart-throb for the welfare of mankind passes therefor~ into ~he rage 
of frantic self-conceit, intn the fur/ of consciouoOcss to preserve itself from 
destruction. 11 (p. 397) 

It is at this point that individualism tried to take refuge i.n the concept 
of 11Virtuc. 11 How many windbags, from Castt·o to some 'co£ our best friends, are not 
included in the following beautiful passage: -''The vacuousness of. this rhe~orical 
eloquence in conflict with .the world's. process would be at once discovered.!£ it 
w~re to be state~ what ali its· eloquent phra'ses SJI!O~~t -to. They are therefore 
assumed to be .familiar and well-understood. Ihc icquest to· say What, then, this 
'well-known' is would be either m8t by· a new swell of phraees, or. in reply there 
would be an appeal to the 1heart 1 which 1inwsrdly 1 teltS'wliat they mean--which is 
tantamq.unt to an admission of inability to say what the meaning is." (p. 410) . 

As Hegel hits out against this form of self-expressicn, he dlgs deep !.nto 
the objective baoe. We reach here the section which could.equally describe Mao's 
China, Castro's Cuba, and DjiJ.as' counter-thesis·to the new" class·, which Hegel 
cs~ls "Self-Contained Individuals Associated aa a Cou:munity of Animals a~d the 
Deception Thence Arisb1g: The Real Fact. 11 Tbis section .should. be studied in detail, 
especially so pages 434-438, on. the .. ~'Honesty11 Or ''Honorableness" of this type nf 
consciousness which, actually,· since it c_~nce't'ns a reality· n.ot involving action, 
but merely good luck," is. Summed up simply as fOi'lOws :· "The true meariing of this · 
'Honesty, 1 however, lies in nOt being so honect' BS it seemD. 11 (p. 434) By the 
time Hegel gets through exposing the deception of himself, as well as of others, 
hiu conclusion is an uncompromising one: u'Ihe moments of ilidividuality which were 
taken as subject one after another by this unreflective inc"herent stage of con~ 
sciousness .... " (p. 438) 

The second major subdivision-NSpirit~-ia the cornerstone of 'the entire 
work. Since alienation has b)' no means disappeared with tha "realization of 
Reason, 11 i.e., the rise of industrial capitalism, we get het.•e the really revolu
tionary impact of the dialectical philosophy Which refuses to be confined even 
t-lhere 'the sciences have been· liberated, the individual. has been freed, and pl'O• 
duction."pr~gresses." 

, Whether it 1s nation and the family, "law and order" (lussl etatus), or 
the moral .. laws and ethical action that proc~eds with both guilt and destiny, we 
find that Personality or the master and lord of ··the world, the power of destruc-
tion, continues. Indeed, Hegel is here dealing·. with \t-b~t he calla "titaniC :1 · 
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excess 11 (p. 505), not only insofar as his point o£ reference is the t~erc:ts who 
fiddled while Rome burned, i.e., slave societies, but also insnfar &3 ftee enter• 
prise is concerned .... Hobbes' Leviathan. Thus,. not only stoicism, skepticism, the 
unhL;~y consciousness, but also Spirit finds itself estranged: '\n1at in the case 
of the fo~er ~as all harmony and union, comes now on the scene, no doubt in 
developed form, but self-estranged." (p. 506) 

It is this spirit of self-estrangement which Hegel also defines as utbe 
discipline of culture." That is to say, it is a critique of everything from the 
Industrial Revolution to the French Revolution, and including what Mar:: called the 
"fetishism of commodities, 11 as well as what Hegel calls a spiritual, but factual, 
"reign of terror" ..... the intellectual run amok. Throughout; we will be seeing the 
cOntradiction between the individual and society or between what we would call 
petty bourgeois 1n4:lvidualism and the truly socfal individual. 

Let us remember also that we will find here What Marx thought contained 
the critique, though in still mystical form, .of the capitlilist state: 

Spirit in tbio case, therefore, constructs _not meraly one world, 
hut a .twofold world, divided and sel.f-opposeci:· · (p. 510). 

The self ... oppositioO: deepens not only bec&use of· itS a·pposition -to -~·esli"t:)•, but the 
internal opposition. whiCh firSt is 11iure Insight," wh~ch completes . the s·taSB of 
culture, .. which 11eztingui_shes· all objectiveness. 11 Tha~. is "to i:O.:lY 1 in_ fig~ting 
against faith and superstition, it io Enlightenment, but in trying to be an island 
of safety for Spirit, it confineo it from 'further self-development. In thiS cri
tique of 18th century deiom and• utilitarianism; !legal wrltoo: · 

Hnlighte~ent- upsets the: household arrangements 1 _which spirit 
carrieo.'out in the.houoe of fllith.a- by ~ringing in the gond3 , 
and fut;nishings beloliging to the world ofUere and Now ••• (p. 512) 

·The sphere of spirit at this stage breaks up into two regions~ 
The 'one is the actual world, that of self-estrangement, the 
other is that which spirit conatructs for itself in the ether· 
of pure consciousness, raiSing·--itse.lf, above the first. Thio 
second world, -being construct~d in opposition and contrast 
to that estrangement, is just on that account not free from 
it ••• (p. 513) 

It is important to keep in mind that by culture Hegel does not mean onl)l 
the Humanities or-the Sciences~ He means material wealth and the state, as well 
as the intelligentsia and their ivory towers. If you keep in mind what Marx 
meant by super .. atructure,,you will be able to sw~ &long with ~egel's critique 
of Culture. 

In criticizing Empiricism (especially Bacon's idea .''knowledge is power"); 
Regal criticizes not only hia principles, but the reality on which tbeac principles 
rest: "The extent of its culture is the measure of ite reality nnd its power." 
(p. 515) 

He then moves from thO "power of culture" to the _power of state. Hera we 
can see that ordinary psychological or morel terms liko good and bad have a very 
different and altog .. ther profound meaning in Hegel: 
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••• these bare ideas of Good and Bad are stmilarly and ~e~ 
diately alienated from one anot~er; they are actual, and in 
actual consciousness appear as maments that are objective. 
In this sense the first state of being is the Pnwer nf the''!~ 
state, the second its Res~urces'er.wealth. (p. 519) 

Until Hegel reaches the attitude of "thoroughgoing discordance" (p. 535}, 
Hegel has the time of his life criticizing both the Good and the Bad, both th~ 
State and Wealth, both the Attitudes of Nobility and Authority in a way that could 
encompass everyone from Proudhon, Whose anarchism had no use for the state, to 
Mao Tse-tung, who completely identifies himself with this state. This is T.ihat is 
so extraordinary about Hegel, that he catches the spirit of an epoch in£!!!!!, 
and, therefore, its ramifications extend into both-Ages that are mBr}ed beyond the 
one he analyzes, and Personality beyond those th-9:t he has known in his oun period 
or in history. Think of Mao and read· the follo~"ing: 

The noble type of consciousness, then, finds itself in 
the judgment related to state-power •••• This type of mind is 
the heroism of S.ervice;- the virtue which sacrifices ind!vi
duai being to the universal, and thereby brings this into 
existenCe; the ·type· of personality which of itself renounces 
possession and enjo~ent, acts for the sake of the prevdiling 
power, awl iil this •<tay becomes. a concrete reality •••• The 
result of this actirm~ binding the essential reality and self 
indissolubly together, is to produce a twofold actu8lity--a 
self that is truly actualized, and a state ... power whose authority 
is accepted as true •••• It hall a value, therefore·, in their 
thoughts, and- is honored accOrdingly. Such a type is the 
haughty vasSal; he is active in the interests of the ·state .. 
power, sO far an the. latter is noi: .. 8. personal will (a monarch) · 
but merely an essential will,· (pp; 526-528) 

Not only is the critique of .state power total in its essential re~pects, 
but also in its language, for to Hegel speech contains "ego in ita pu-rity." The 
heroism of dumb service passes into the he·roism of flattery: 1hi'his reflection of 
servic~ in express language constitutes the spiritual self-disintegrating media.;. 
ting te1."ril ••• 11 (p. 533) One doesn't hove _to think or be' too bl-ight to -reinember, 
in this res-pect, expressions that must have been in Hegel's mind, such as- thet of 
Louis JITV, ui am the State. 11 No wonder that Hegel added (p. 537) that this _was 
the type of "pure: personality to be absolutely without the character of persona ... 
1ity. 11 Indeed, on· pages. 537-548 1 there is a beautiful description of Existen
tialists, fellow-travelers, people who break with the 11Eaat11 to go to· the 11Wcst" 
like Djilas, ··as well as vice verso, like c. Wright lUlls, In each case we find· 
that 11in place of revolt appears arrog8nc:e."· (p. 539) 

This type of spiritual life ia the absolute and· universal 
inverlllon Of. reality and thought, their entire estrangement the 
one from the other; it is pure culture. Wnat is found out in 
this sphere is that neither the concrete realities, state-power 
and weolth, nor their determinate eonC'eptiona, 8;ood and ·bad·, · 
nor the consciousness of good and bad (the consciousness that 
is noble and the cono_ciousnesa that is base) posslllss real tnsth.; 
it is found that all these moments· are inverted and transmuted 
the one into the other, and each is the opposite of !tself. 
(p. 541) 
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The perversion is not ended when culture moves over· to '~elief and pure 
insight." lt ha~ always been a wonder to me how Hegel keeps trying to reassert 
religion as an absolute and yet at every concrete stage or form of religion, actual 
religion is criticized. For example, he does not deny that belief or religion has 
always been a form of alienation which-man hcJ to rid himself of in order to face 
reality; he has been devastating when it was the unhappy consciousness that con
fronted him, and again in the form of culture, and now as ''merely bP.lief"--in the 
nether world, as pure ego (see Kant: "Pure ego is the absolute unity of apper
ception") or "pure thought, 11 and finally as Enlightenment. Naturally, Hegel does 
not deny the good enlighteranent accomplished in its struggle with ouperstition and 
in its clearing the ground for the French Revolution. But uhen it is mude into 
something absolute, he feels the revolutionary iro1pulse to overthrow this idol. 
Note in the following quotation how Hegel moves from a critique of idolatry to a 
critique of any 11dead form of the spirit's previous state" Wich would equally be 
applicable to £omcthing like Trotsky's forced identification of· nationalized pro
perty and 'lworkers' state": 

On some 'fine mOrning,' ~hose noon is not red with blood, if 
the infection h~s penetrated to: every organ of spiritual life. 
lt·is then the memory alone that still preserves the dead.fo~~ 
of th~ epirit's previous state, as a vanished histor;, venisho::d 
men 'know not how.· (p. 565) · 

That is why Hegel concludes that "enlighte.mnent itself, however, which reminds 
be,ief of the. opposite of its ·variOus s·epat:_Bte mOments, is· just liS little enlightened 
regarding its· own nature." (p. 582) 

Hegel l~aves himself. one loophOle th~t this is ju~t an. empty. absolute. In 
proof of this, he hits out agai~st what we wo~ld call.vulgar materialism: 

I . . . 

• • • pu·.:e matter is· merely what remains over when we abstrAct 
from·se(,ing, feeling, tasting, .. ei:c., i.e. it is not what is· 
seen, tas~dd, felt, and So on; it is not matter that is seen, 
felt, or tasted, but color, a stone, .a salt, and so on. 
Matter is really pure abstraction ••• (p. 592) 

Read tliis along with Marx's.desci:-iption of the five senses in his "Private Pro
perty and Communism. 11 Hegel. is hitting out both again~t DoScarte.s. and the Utili
tarians. 

The last section of the Spirit in Self-Estrangement that we have been 
dealing with, Hegel entitles "Absolute Freedom and. Terror. 11 It is an analysis of 
what happened to the French Revolution as factiona"tism broke up the unity of the· 
revolution so that for "pure personalt"tyn the world became 11absolutely its own 
will, 11 so that terror succeeded so-ca lied absolute" freedom, since, by beir,g only 
negative it was "merely the rage and fury of des_truction." (p. 604) In a word, 
Hegel considers that if you have not f.t~ced. the question of reconstruction 0\1 new 
beginnings, but only destruction of the old, you hav.e, therefore, reached only. 
"death--.e death that achievl!s nothing, embraces nothing within it:: grnsp; for whnt 
is negated is the unachieved, unfulfilled punctual elltity of the absolutely free 
self." (p. 605) This is where he identifies thst absolutely· free self with a 
"faction. The victorious faction only is called the government: ••• and its being 
government makes it, conversely, into a faction and hence· guilty. 11

• (pp. 605-606) 
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It is not only government that Hegel criticizes here, but the philosophic 
transformation of enlightenment into Kant's "thing in itself." In a word, he is 
criticizing all forma of abstraction, whether in thought or in fact, when fact is 
narrowed to m~an not all reality, but only aspects of it. He, therefore, con
cludes that this self-alienated type of.mind must be driven to opposition: 

Ju~t as the realm of the real and actual world passes over 
into that of belief ond insight, absolute freedom leaves 
its self-destructivo sphere of reality,,, (p. 610) 

This central part of the Phenomenology--Spirit--ends with the &E!ct1on 
called "Spirit Certain of Itself: Morality, ",.which is just another form of talking 
Obout the state and consequently the certainty is by no means· peacP.. on the con ... 
trary, it moves from Dissemblance that deals with what Kant callad, according to 
Hegel, 

11
8 pe.rfectness of thoughtless contradictions,!' through the so ... called ''beau

tiful soul" (Jacobi) but which to Hegel is really "self-willed impotence" (p. 666) 
that can only lead to hypocrisy. And on this note he ends the part on 1'Evil and 
Fot.·giveness." (You might ~etu:::-n to the section on "Guilt and Destiny," pp. 483 .. 
599, and compare· the similarity between morBI and the ethical action which bad 
preViously led us 1.Uto 11Spirit in Self .. Estrangement11 or the "Dis:ipline pf Culture 
and t;:ivilization. 11) 

In a word, Spirit, or what I call capitalist society, as it was on the 
. eve of the French Revolution and· developed- through the terror ~o Nepoleonic France, 
has. found no h~rmony' either With its culture or its state, its literature· or phi~ 
losophy as enlightenme~t, or philosophy as absolute a la JScobi~ Therefore, the 
human spirit has not been able to shake off alienatinn and re~chcs· ~eligion. 

Religion, Which· is the sec_ond major section Of· the rlivision into t.vo of 
the whole Phenomenology, as I have been tracing it through here, is just one step 
before Absolute Knowledge, Religion is subdivided into three sections: (l) tlatural, 

-which takes up both. nature,· plants, animals, concept of light and the "artificer" 
(Egyptian religion); {Z) Religion in the forin of art; (3) Revealed Religion .• or 
Christianity, · · 

In his introduction to this seCtion, he says :that religion has 'oi course 
·entered before this, i.e., in the four stageo of consCiousness we have heretofore 
dealt with Consciousness, Self .. consciousnesS, Reason and Spirit·, but more cr lass 
on a l«Tw le~el. That is to say, when we were at the .first stage of consciousness, 
Religion was "devoid of selfhood"; when we reached Self-Consciousness, it was 
merely "the pain and sorroW of Spirit wrestling t9 get itoelf out into objeCtiv.ity 
once more, but not succe~ding. 11 {p. 685j The third stage of Consciousness .. ·Reason ... -
more or less forgot about Religion since it first diD~overed itself. and, therefore, 
looked to the immediate present .... empiricism, science; etc. Even When we reach 
Spirit, whether of. the ethical order where we have to .fight fate "devoid of con-
sciousness," q'r we rP.ached and perished in ~'the religion of eulightenment," or 
finally reached the ~eligion of morality, the best, says Hegel, that we accom
plished there was to face 11Absolute Reality •. " Therefore, it is only now· in rcli· 
gion that we really confront the ~pirit of .. Religion: "But only opiri.t which is 
object to itself in the shape of Ab:Jolute Spirit; .is t"ta DNch aware of being a free 
ond independent reality os it remains therein con.scious of itself,!~ (p. 688) 

OUtside of the little subsection on the .arti~iccr, which in fact relates 
not only to Egyptian religious and pyramids and obelisks, but to wh-at in our age 
would be called "the confidence man, 11 there ian' t much that I cail see in the 
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section on Natural Religion, except I see that I wrote down two expressions, 
11
fetishism of comntodities," and "Dr. Zhivago11 near the following expression of 

Hegel: "The darkness of thought mated with the clearness of expression. u And it 
is through this clearness of expression that we reach religion in the form of art, 
which is again subdivided into Abstract and Living and Spiritual t.Zork of Art. 
(Since this section I took up a few days ago those two pages would be considered 
part of this summation and I will not concern myself here with it, except that I 
want to contrast t:he question of language as it is considered in thia section with 
the manner in which it was considered in the section on Culture.) Under C~lture, 
Hegel deals with language as still one other form of estrangement {p. 529), as the 
speech of the ego, of the haughty vassal, of the arrogant monarch: "L'et~.tt c'est 
moi 

11 
{I am the Stsce). Under Art, on the other hand, he traces lang!Jage from the 

manner in which the idea presents itseJf .... Epics--thL·ough the act, i.e., the drema, 
so that the language of the minstrel is transformed. into that of Tragedy: 11In 
regard to form, the lariguagc here c8ases to be narr,,tive, in virtue of the f~ct 
that it enters into the content, just as the content: ceases to be merely ,one that 
is !,deally imagined. The hero is himself the spokesman ••• " (p. 736) He then 
breaks up the question of language as it appears when it is "doubi.e-tongued 11 in. 
the oracles or via witches, and to that in which it is thought (Hamlet), and fi
nally via actiOn. 11The proces!3 of action pt:oves their unit.)' in the, mutual over
throw of both ·powers and both self-conscious characters," action both as inTra
gedy and in Comedy. (p. 743) 

The last section on Religion~ which deals with Christianity, is even more 
c~ntradictory, for here Hegel is·supposed to reach, more or less, the height of 
hi~ thought,_ the step before Absolute Knowledge, and has been ·put by him in_·a sec
tion beyond Greek Art, and yet. we know that to Hegel Greek· Art was. certsinl~ s 
great deal· greuter than the appearance of One God among the Jews, or eydn the 
Christian God as it was with the Catholics,· for to Hegel the Lutheran Reformation 
to make the alleged unity of freedom and Christianity is anything but abstract. I 
have a feeliOg that the ~1hole. section, as it has been expanded in hid ·volumes on 
the Philosophy of Religion, will, in actUality, turn out to be a devastating c~i- · 
tique of the Church or the Party. But I have no chance to go· into.this. Iri any 
case, to make explicit what is ·C'nly implicit in Religion, we muat turn to Absolute 
Knowledge. 

As we reach this apex of Hegelianism--the consummation nf experience, of 
philosophy--we will Cllnfront the end of the division .between object an~ subjec.t. 

This takes the form of making consciousness itself the object. Hegel lists 
three specific aspects: '~his knowledge of which we are spealcing io, however, not 
knowledge in the sense: of pure conceptual· comprehension of the object; here this 
knowledge 'is to be taken. only in its development •••• 11 (P- 790) 

Development is of the essence. It is the beginning out of which someth~ng 
arises. It is the middle through which something must be passed. It is the end, 
"the mediated result," which is really. not an end of anything but a process l)f 
development which io the beginning of another process as much as it is the end of 
a former· one. Therefore, it is development where the question is one of under .. 
standing the method of grasping tho object, that is to say, confronting conaciouo
ness. In confrontation you ~at the second aspcct--Relstedness;·from Relatednese 
you must go to Action. The~efore, Action, the deed, practical activity, mental 
activity, spiritual activity, in a word, doing something, is always the only praof 
there is of the thought, and therefore stands in. the center of all Hegelian philo
sophy: 
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It is through action that spirit is spirit so as definitely 
to exist; it raises its existence into the sphere of thought 
and hence into absolute opposition, and returns out of it 
through and within this very opposition. (p. 797) 

This is the movement towards Science, that is to say, from individual 
experience through social experience, to a universal generalization of the experi
ence which goes to make up the action: "As to the actual existence of this notion, 
science does not appear in ttme and in reality till spirit has arrived at this 
stage of being cons.cious regarding itself." (p. 798) 

Time is just the notion definitely existent_. ••• Time there .. 
fore appears as spirit 1G destiny and necessity. (p. 600) 

It is peculiar how Hegel is constantly returning to the simple feelings 
evP.n when he has reached Absolute Knowledge. He saya, in fact, that "nothing is 
known which does not fall within experience, or (as it is also expressed) which 
is not felt tobe true •••• " (p. BOO) 

We reach explicitness here, and have to deal ~1ith the. trsnsformation of 
Substance into Subject (not just Things versue Hums~ Beings, but SubstDnce as God 
into living 11gods 11 or the human and divine merged into an extenaion.of human 
pol>.'er).. . · 

In a single page (802) Hegel sums up the entit·e devel.~pment of Philosophy 
and Science from Descartes to himself. Thus,- we move from Observation, whi~h 
analyzes what is and, 11conversely it finds in its thought existence" (Descartes), 
to Subst.Dnce, that is to say, God as both 'Ihought and Reality • though·' abst:r~ctly 
stated (Spinoza). The. abstractiOn of this forced unity brings· about 11the prin .. 
ciple of Individuality11 (Leibnitz). We ha"ve entered Private Entarpril'e~ or thl!: 
first. stag·e of capitalism, only to move to Utilitarianism into which 'the enlighte.n
ment had "perished. 11 Here the Individual Wi.ll (Kant) comes co t.he rescue of Abao .. 
lute Freedom, or to put i·t in more human language, men of good will wi~l yet 
straighten out this topsy .. turvy world of pi:ivate Capital versus labor, freedout 
versus terror, etc., etc., and since this really doesn 1 t.bappen, we jump bac.k from 
Kontianiem to the Absolute Ego of Fiehte, or AhsOlute as "intuited" by Jacobi, and 
finally land into the Empty Absolute of·schelling. In a word, Hegel shows the 
~irth of·ou~modern world as Science·rejected theology to strike out on it own, 
met up with a first statement of the dialectic in Kant, who tried to unify Thought 
and Science by sheer will, and when that philosophic exertion failed to meet the 
challenge of the tice, the contemporary philosophers--Fichte, Schelling, Jacobi~~ 
slid back. To.go forward, Substance had to become Subject. This is where Heg~l 
comes in. The last three pages of the Phertom~.2!e&I. are an oUtpo\iring of 11simple 
mediating activity in thinking11 where the \ihole procefl:s releases itself, History 
and Science, Nature and Spirit: ''born onew from the womb of knowledge- .. is the 
new·stage of existence, a new.world, and a new embodiment or mode of· spirit." 
(p. 807) 

This new world, which Hegel calls Absolute Knowledge, is the unity of the 
real world and the notions about it, Che organization of thought and activity, 
which merge into the new, the whole truth of the past and the. present, which anti .. 
cipates the future. 

*** Raya Dunayevskaya 

December 12, 1960 
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November 17, 1968 

Dear Richard, 

**** 
Now then on Hegel 1 s theory of tragedy, there is only one good recent work 

of gathering together his various statements from his Philosophy of Aesthetics as 
well as from the Phenomenologv. Unfortunately, I have forgotten the name ·of the 
author ••• There are, of course, hundreds of works written on the general subject 
but not very many overly relevant to your bride's thesis. So for ~'hat it's "Worth, 
I should like to call attention to a few passages in the Phenameno~: they are· 
all in the section "The Spiritual Work of Art, 11 p~ges 730-749. Begin with page 
732, which will immediately introduce the quest.ton of language in gene=al and the 
specific form of the epic, in particular: 

The element in whieh these presented ideas exist, language, 
is the earliest language, the Epic ae such, which containa 
the universal content, at any rate universal in the sen~e 
of completen~ss of the world presented, .thought not f.n·.the · 
sense of universality of thought. The ~instrel is the 
individual and actual spirit from whom, as u aubjett of· 
this world, it is produced, and by whom it is borne. · His 
"pathos" is .not the deafening power of nature, b~ainos;rne:, 
Recollection, a gradually evolved inw&rdness, the memory of 
an essential mode of being once directly present. (p. 732) 

Don't forget that remembering' and recollection·-sich erinbern--has a very 
1:1pe¢ial mea~ing in Hegnlian teminology, based only, ln Part, that the Germen 
expression means to go into one's self, and mainly because, lf you rcmembe.r by 
"going into yourself, 11 obviously, you have been· in the 11outside, 11 i.e., the objec
tive world, and now have to communicate with yourself to briog-abm1t a riew .unity · 
of objectiv_c ar.d subjective. In the AbsOlUte Idea, i:-ecollection is used in the 
manner in which we would use history and in all of the consideration of Art, Hegel 
views as a form of the Absolute Idea.. Secondly 1 insofar as language and the epoch 
is concerned, -as-a dialectician, Hegel does not consider that you have reached the 
highest stage when. you have expressed yourself in narrative form alone. It has to 
be a drama, a tragedy, a cOmedy, in a :word:. a dialogue between antagonists. (In 
the Greek origin of dialect-ic, dialect or conversation was always.what produced 
the new ideas, the new being, neither tht ideas you came with to the discussion 
nor the ideas that others came With, but a synthesis of the two which was neither 
the one nor the other.) Now then turn to pagt! 736, the last paragraph: 

This higher language, that of Tragedy, gathers and keeps 
more closely together the diBpersed and scattered momenta of 
the inner essential world and the ~orld of action ..... ln rc~ 
gard to form, the language here ceases to be narrative, in 
virtue of the fact that it enters into the content, juot e.a 
the content coases to be merely one that ia ideally tmagined. 
The haro is himsulf the spokesman, and the representation 
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given brings before the audience--who are also spectators-
self-conscious human beings, who know their own rights and 
purposes, the power and the will belonging to their specific 
nature, and who knows how to stnte them. 

Although Hegel doesn't use the word revolutionary, negation def:'.nitely 
serves that function, and it is because neither the hero, as.an individual, nor 
the chorus, because of its "powerlessness, 11-. could possibly succeed in uniting the 
individual and the universal that Hegel writes: 

Lacking the power to negate and oppose, it is unable to hold 
together and keep within bounds the riches and varied fullness 
of divine life; it allows each individual moment to go off its 
own way,- and in its hymns of honour and reverence praises e3ch 
individual moment as an independent god, now this god and now 
again another. (pp. 737-738) 

Finally, and all too hurriedly, let her turn to p. 71+0, and note,_ especi
ally, the correct note6 by Professor J.B. Baillie, who interprets tha various 
references Regel had in mind wheri he wrote the following and which l will !Delude 
in parenthesis: 

He (Oedipus), who had the power to unlock the riddle of the 
sphinx, and he too who trusted with childlike confidence 
(Orestes), are, ·therefOre, both sent to destruction through 
what the god reveals to them. The" priestess, through whose 
mouth the .. ~.eautiful god speaks, (In the Delphic Oracle) io in 
nothing different from the equivocal sisters of fate _,(the 
witches in "Macbeth11

), who drive their victim to crime by . 
their promises, and who, by the double-tongued, equivocal 
character of what.they gave out as a certainty, deceive the 
King ··when· he relies upon the manifest and obvious meaning of 
what they say. There.is ·a type of consciousness that is 
purer than the latter (Macbeth) which believes in witches, 
and more so~er, mOre thorough, and more sol~d t~an the for
mer which puts its trust in the priestess ~nd·the beaotiful 

· god. This type of consciousness (Hamlet}, therefore, lets 
his revenge tarry for ~he revelation whic~ the spirit of 
his father·makes regarding the crime that· did h~ to death, 

. and institutes other proofs in addition... (p. 740) 

You will n~te whnt a sharp distinction ~he~e is· between Hegel's interpre
tation of Hamlet and the 20th century stupidities on the fact that Harillct was "not 
a doer" but constantly equivocating. To think before you do is higher than to do 
mindlessly 1 not only because Hegel considered consciousnRJS the highest fotm of 
1'being 1 " but also because we are in a totally new stage of human development--the 
beginnings of capitalism as against eith~r the individuality that baaed itself on 
the "double-tongued" prophesy of the "Witeiies 1 .2!. the certaintios tbat came with 
the 11ordered11 life of feudalism. In a wor:d 1 tragedy always arisea even as revo
lutions are always· defeated when the now society that strives to be born is not 
yet there, but the individua'f"'Who has the 11premonition11 about it strives toward 
that universality nonetheless. 

Shakespeare was an 11optimist11 '(that is outside of being a geniua) andJ 
therefore, no matter how many corpses at the end of a tragedy are laid out on the 
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stage, there is always the bugle call and the new arriving, invari4bly late. Des
pite all stat:!.ments to the contrary, including by himself, so is Hegel. an "opt1-
mist,11 that is to say, he is sure that somewhere or another, at sometime or anCither, 
the individual and the universal will be united so that finatly the individual will 
be free as well as pluri-dimensional, or, as he expressed it in the ~tiloso2hi_2! 
lUnd, "individuality purified of all that interferes with its universaliam, i.e. 
fraedom.. 11 

Marx never stopped rereading the Greek tragedies and Shakespeare and he 
bt·ought in those remarkeble passages from Timon of Athens on gold directly into 
both the Grundrisse and Capital, not only becauoe they oo well described the ava
rice and fetishism of gold but, also, because the dehumanization of man resulted 
from a class society~ 

I hope this has been of some be!p. 

Your~, 

Raya DunayevskayD 
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Rough Notes on 

HEGEL 1 S. SCIENCE OF LOGIC* 

Volume I: Objective Logic 

Book One: The Doctrine of.Being 

Between the title of Volume I and Book One, we arc confronted with two 
Prefaces~ one of which w-as \-Jritten when Volume I was firSt published in 1812,- and 
the second Preface is one of the. l~st things He8el did before his death in 1031. 
Thus, the second Preface not only encompasses the first volume, but also the, 
second volULOe (which contains Books Tt-10 and Three), which was publiehecl in 1817, 
and A!! of his other works; in fact, it followed the encyclopedia of Philosophical 
Sciences. 

The historic period of Hegel's life will be one point of depatturc. The 
other point ~f departure will be 1914 when Lenin read this work. I will refer to 
his Philosophic Notebooks ·so that you in turn c8n studY them siro•Jlt!'neously with 
the Locdc. Finally, \<Je must have also ou.r own histo~ic period iu mi11d • 

. Philosophically speaking, L~nin 1 S period. w~s summarize~ by.himself· diaiec• 
tically as "the transformation. into. opposite"; our period has been characterized 
by ourselves as the Absolute Idea, or the unity of theoiY·and practice, which must 
be further conc4etized aa Preedom~·the realization of Freedom in life, most of all, 
and in thought. That is to say~ in Hegel 1s-. philosophy the Absoluta Idea also 
stands. for unity of theory and practice and its point of dCparture and return is 
likctdse Freedom. But it is abstract. 

A .better uay, perh~ps, to express it ftj, to say that: . .t-thile ·tn Hegel the 
Unity of object and subject .. -the unity of .the Universal B:nd. Indiv~dual-.-is .in m~nd 
alone,. in the Narxist-Uumanist outlook, the individual .!!_ th~ social ontity, or as 
Marx put it, there is_ no proof of freedom in society exc~'pt ·through the individual 
l~ho is free. I do not mean to burden these_ notes 1dth tO()ri;iany :random thoughts. 
On the contrary~ I mean·to follow Hegel in quite sOme detail~ but history and 
dialectic method .!§.Hegelianism- and hence very brief references to the current 
situ~t'ion will be mad_e •.-

One other_ item in rE!gard to Len'in. Along .with the PhilosoPhic llotebooks, 
ue l'lill consider the 4-!, _pages called "On Dialectics, 11 which· are ·on pp. 81-85 of 
his Selected llorks, vo'I. _X·;t, but llhich are actually part of hie .Ph:!.loo>lohic Note .. 
books. I did not translate. these because they had already been. translated, but 
Here put in quite undialectically ·by the. Stalinists· as if_,they and Lenin'&· Hateri .. 
alism and Empir:l.o-c1·iticism .wh~ch: follot<la· it are by .o~e ·and the same Lenin, whereas 
in fact the latter is qUite mechanical and. the exact· pt'oof of what Lenin· had in 
mind when_ he urate at the 'Cnci ?~.the ~~ that none of the Marxists (in _plural, 
that is, including himself, .and the p~ural was the ""'phasis Lenin himself put in 
.that word) had understood Z..tarx's Capital for the last half century •. ·In fac't~ in 

*Hegel's Science of Logic, translated by WJi. Johnston and L.G. Struthers, 
Nacmillan Co., N.Y. 1929 
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this short essay, "On Dialectics, 11 he criticizes not only ·everyone from I~lekhanov 
to himself, but even Engels, although he excuses the latter, t-lho, he saya, has 
treated dialectics inadequately, by nay of 11examples, •a tieed, 1 'for example, 
primitive Co:ruuunism~ 1 

The same is true of Engels. But t'1ith him it is 'in the 
interests of popularisation,.,' and not as a laW of knowledge (and ns <l law of the objective world)." · 

Hegel's very first sentence in the first Preface is a reference-·11Thc Com· 
plete Transformation which Philosophical thought has undergone in Germany during 
the last five and twenty years." The reference is to 1787 and Kant's tvork. Hegel's 
dissatisfaction uith even this great step is due to the fact that it has. not lived 
up to the challenge of the times, i.e., the French Revolution, 1789, up to the 
Napoleonic Period: "There are no traces in Logic of the new S!)irit uhich has arisen 
both in Learning aud in Life. It is, howev~r (let us say it once and for 'all), 
quite vain to try to retain the forms of an ea=lier stage of development t-7hen the 
inner structure of spirit has become transformed; these earlier forms are like 
withered leaves t.Jhich are pushed off by the netV' buds already l,eing geneiated at 
the roots." (Hegel, Vol. I, p. 35) 

The necessity for the ·neW, the Hegelian departUre,- arises .from. the times. 
!!!ll! a new concept of philosophical method, not the diale.ctic iii general, which 

·Hegel hetd reached for, but Hegelian Dialectic, the form of thought which tot'&S as 
one with the movement of mind: 11Th:lS movement is ·the Absolute ·Method of knowledge, 
and at the some time the immanent soul of the Content of. knowle~i!;e.-.-It is, I 
maintdn, along this path 0£ self-construction alone that Philosophy can become obje~t!.ve a~d demonstra~a~ sCience • 11 (Hegel I, PP• 36•37) 

Actually, this is only the fourth pr..ge of· his Preface (the Pagination of 
36 at:d 37 is due to the fact that the stupid publishers did not use a separate 
pagir-4ation for·Haldane

1
a IntroduCtion;· Table of Contents, etc.) and already t'1e 

have covered, or rather Hegel has. covered, the b1o ·fundamerit81 movements of his 
entire wOrk--the logical-dialt•ct:f . .:al and the polemical. These, in turn, contain 
reality--historic reality of the period in which he ·lived •nd historic reality as 
evolution up to that time .• = J.nd oure enoUgh, Lenin at onCe note~ the tno esse~ces 
of the dialectic: · (l) The emphasis on movement, "the· moyemont of scientific ~ogni
tion--that iS the essence

11
; (2) 111 the path· of aelf·construcr:ion' = path (here lies 

the nub, in my opinion) of true cognition, knouledgc, movement. 11 . . . . . . . 
The Preface to the Second "Edition is once again full of 111mmauent activity" 

and 
11

necessary development 1
11 

which leads Lenin to say in the very fir.st paragraph: 
'~ihst is necessary io not lifeless ·bones, but full-blooded life"· and he otressus 
"an important beginning." And Hegel, indeed, in the very approach to phil'>sophic 
Cate8ory in the second paragraph is going to remind us tha.t nso natural to man is 
Logic-•inde'ed, Logie itself is just m&n•s peculiar nature. But if Nature in 
general iS oppose_d, as phynical, to Hhot is mentnl, then it rnust ~c said that Logic 
is rather that something Super .. natural ~-lh:lch enters into all th~ natural behaviour 
of man--Feeling, Intuition, Desire, Need, Impulse--and thereby Glone transforms it 
all to something human--to ideas arid purpoaes. 11 (Hegel I, p. 40) 

For a man so full of profundities, he never forgets impulses, feclir.gs·,. 
intuition, desiree, needs; indeed, it is quite obvious that he refuses to make a 
distinction bett'leen physical und mental, and to this day, the co-called behcvioral 
sciences, psychoanalysis included, cannot shine this great philosopher's shoes, 
much less his divine (yes, divine) concept cf human ideas and purposes. 
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Historical materialism, strange ·as that may sou~d as any attribute of Hegel, 
is nevertheless basic to Hegelian analysis and in this Preface he traces philosophy 
back in a cannsr in uhich it is quite clear that the elements of thnt total philo
sophy uith uhich Marx is mainly associated oere present in Hegelian philosophy; 
and this sense of history is present also -in his polemicnl critique of Kant: "In 
the still spaces of Thou13ht t·7hich has come to itself and is purely self-ex:lstent, 
those interests are huahed uhich move the lives of peoples and of in:Jividuals." 
(Hegel I, p. 42) Lenin emphasized this expression as uell as the one in which 
Hegel said 

11
Hhen the Critical Philosophy understands the ·,elation of these three 

Terms so as to make Thoughts intermediary betueen Us and lh!n.s.!. in such 3 sense 
that this intermediat'y rather excludes us from thiD'gs than connects us t.;-ith them ••• '' 
(Hegel I, p .. 44) At this point Lenin remarks: "In my vieu, the conclusion essP.n
tially is: (l) in Kant Itnonledge hedges off (separates) nature from m11n; in' ac
tuality,· it unites them; (2) in Kant 1 th~ empty abstraction' of the thing·in .. itself 
is put in place of ·the living pt'ocesSion {shestviya), the movement of our- .:.·ver 
deeper knotdE!:dge of things." 

··--llegel in this second Preface talces issue also ""1ith th,ose who have criti
cized him since the Phenomenology and this first boOk Here. published. The sever .. 
·est of all criticisms is for those t"iho assume a catego-ry, ~hich, first of atlJ has 
to be proved, uhich he caUs an "uninstructed and barLaroue procedure." i_t is good 
to have in mind here our opponent, for the t"hole of Russian Communist theory· fol• 
lons precisely this barbarouo procedure of assUming that Socialism already exists · 
and then "blithely goes on. If, h01;1evert One .. thi~t!J···thst it, is. sufficient merely 
to ltnou that the Russians asr.ume 1-1hat is first to be nroven to be able to get to 
the. bottom of their usurplltion of Narxist. language, M~rcuse 1 s 11S.oviet Marxism" is 
there to pr~ve the opposite.. Despite all of his ltnOt-7led@. of both Hegel sr.d Marx 
and even Russ.ian societ;:y, Marcuse still falls into the trap· O._f apologet:lc:s on· the 
basis that their professed theory discloses actual reality. The fundamental ree-· 
son· for the.blindncss is, of course, his complete. isolation from_the class strug
gle.. But il:: -is not the Hhole of the ·reason. The othei part. is the !ailul;'e to 
create a categoryoo-state .:::apitalism in this case--for the net., state of the uorld 
economy in general and Russia in particular. t·1ithout a _category, an intellec,;tual 
io juot lost, since he has none of the proletarian instincts to carry him through 
~n trodden paths and, therefore, falls into eclecticism. 

Before He:gel begins Book One tole haye, besides the tt'7o· Prefaces, also an 
Introduction. In the Introduction, his reference to the .!'h!!!'oS-!fi.Jt'lt?.ls.gy T1ill.set 
U3, too,- in the proper spirit of continuity: "In the Pheno:n~nol(wy· of Mind I have 
set forth the movement oi consciousness, from the first crude opposition be~~een 
itself and the Object, up to absolute kno~-1ledge. This proces.s goes through all 
the forms of the W!l..t.:i..Q..n_p.f __ t_h.o..!IR.ht;...._t.o_.its~ . ..Q.Qj~, and. reaches the Concept of 
Science as its result." .(Hegel I," p. 59) Having assumed absolute knouledge ao tbe 
tt'uth of all forms of consciousness, Hegel can no~? proceed to treat both kno~1lcdgc 
and re8lity in the form of categories because they do include historical reality~ 
present reality, as t~ell as the long road of thought about it. That io precisely 
llhy he is opposed to the other form in "hich thought is presented in the ph:!.lo• 
sophies that have not met the challenge of the times. ~1us, in criticizing that 
the structure of logico has under.gonc no change, despite all the revolutionary 
de\'elopment, he says: "For uhen Spirit baa uorked on fqr tuo thousand years, 
it must have reached a better reflective consciousness .of its Ot·m thought and 
its m1n unadulterated essence. A comparison of the forms to which Spit'it has 
risen in the uorlds of Practice and Religion, snd of Science in every department 
of knowledge Positive and Speculative,ft-a comparison of these with tha fo~ which 
Logi: ••• has attained shot·1o ••• a glaring c1iscrepancy." (H~gel I, p. 62) 
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Therefore, th11 ncod for the trancformotion of the structure of logic and 
its actunl trant:fot•mt:tion nrc prcZJcnt hccc. Hcc:el does give Kant credit for ha,,:Lng 
"freed Dic1lcctic from tho 1~1bloncc of arbitrariness •• ,and set it forth as a necea·· 
sarv prgccduro of neayqn 1

11 (p. 67) but the actual exposition is not, says Hegel, 
"deserving of any grc~Jt praiac; but the general idea upon uhich he builds and which 
he hao vindicated, io tho Ob1ect1yity of Appearance and the Necessity of Contra· 
diction. 11 

(p, 67) It ia Hegel's contention that only uhen you get to consider 
Univcrcnls,. not os abstractions, but as concrete totalities of the uhole historic 
movement 1 does Logic deserve to become the univeroal philosophy: "It 1.D only 
through a profounder acquaintance uith other sciences that Logic discovers itself 
to subjective thought as not a mere abstract Universal, but ac a Universal which· 
comprices in itaelf the full ~1ealth oi Particulars." (p. 69) 

It is at this point that Lenin refers the reader to capital, repeeting 
Hcgel•s description of Logic as 11not a mere abstract Univers~l, but as a Universal 
uhich comprises in itself the full t.Jealth of Particulars11 and then goes into 
paeans of praise:, 11a beautiful .formula, 11 and again repeats the phrase, adding "Tres 
bien!" From DOt.J on. it is Capital uhich Lenin t-1111 have in mind throughout his 
reading of the tuo volumes (three books) of Logic. 

~ ' 

I uould lil~e to note al~o 1 although I uill not elaboratC: upon thio until 
much later, that the uhole of the Logic, as ue.ll.as each section of, the Logic, as 
t<ell ao each separate thought in the Lo~tz 1 11ill go~ through the following develop" 
ment, both ss history, as reality,. as· thought: the movement l1ill aluays be from 
U (Universal) through P (Particular) to 1' (Individual), Lenin takes it in the 
same form as U·P·I, but reverses the order rnore often precisely because he is 
thinkina of the eroletarian individual, who is also the social individual and the 
universal of socialism. Thus 1 t-Ihen he .concludes his Philoso'phic Notebooks in 
those four pages of the Dialectics I referred to, he says (the trcnslator here 
used . the t-1ord· 11singular, 11 t-Ihere the strict term is "individual, 11 and "general, 11 

nhere the strict term· is "universal 11 ): "To' begin ~'lith- the simplest, most ·ordinary, 
commonest, etc., proposition, or any proposition on!! pleases; the leaves .of a tree 
are green;· John is a man; Fido is a dog, etc. Here already ue have dialectics 
(as H~gel 1 s· genius recognized): the singular ·is the general. Consequently, oppo· 
sites ·(the singular as oppooed to the· general) are identical; ·the singular e:dsts 
only in the connection that leads to the generaL The aeneral exists on~y in the 
singular and through the singular. 11 (Lenin, Selected Harks, Vol. XI, p. 83) 

In' conclusion to his Introduction, Hegel returns once again to Kant, ex .. 
plaining that those who uould just diSregard him are the very ones t-1ho tatce his 
results and mal:e the uhole philosophy .into a 11pillou for intellectual sloth." 
(Hegel I, Fn,, p, 73) (You <'lill remember that thot is the quotation I used in 
Chapter. 9 of Marxism and Freedom 1 t~hich deals t-lith the Second International,) 

He are finally rec:~dy to begin Book One, but \·IC had better remember· the 
broad outline of the uhole l.Qn..!.£ into tuo volumes, Objective Logic and Subjective 
Logic; more def~nitely 1 it hao three porto

1 
namely: 

l, Tho Doctrine of Doing 
2. Tnc Doctrine of Essence, and 
3. The Doctrine of the Notion 
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Book Onr: Thr. Doctrine of Reina 

Section One: Determinateness (Quality) 

Chapter I: Being 

-s-

Ti1erc arc only three short paragraphs in Chapter I on Being, Nothing and 
Becoming, !Ihereupon Hegel goes into no -less than five Observations ~1hich stretch 
over t\-:cnty .. five pages, l·7hich, in fact, cover very i.1~arly the uhole of preceding 
philosophies, from the Orient through the Greeks to his o~m tLme on this question 
of Being. Thus: Observation One -the Opposition of Being and Nothir:g in Imagina
tion contrasts Pormenides' 11 pure enthusiasm of thought first comprehending itself 
in its absolute abotraction" to Buddhism l.zhere ''Nothing or Void is the absolute 
prir.ciple," to Heraclitus, uhose opposition to both one .. sided nbstractiot:s of 
Being and Nothing led to the total concept of Becoming: 11All things flow, 11 uh~ci1 
means everything 1e Becoming. (Hegel I, pp. 95-96) 

Hegel does not stop either Hitlt the Orient or ·wi::h the GreeJcs, but: pro
ceeds to consid.er Spinoza, as well as the Kantian Critique. Not only that, it 1S 

qui~c obvious that both ·in philosophy and iri science Hegel is the historical ~a- ·. 
t~riuli&t: "tfnat is fizoet in science has l1ad to show itself fii'~t too, histori- · 
cally." (Hegel I, p. 101) 

If Observation One dealt. uith the Unity of Being and Nothing •• Becomi1>3 
in a profound manner, Heg~l hurries to criticize thiss too,· ir..' Observation: Two -· 
The Inadequacy of the ExpreoRion "Unity" or "Identi.ty of Being and Nothing~ 11 The 
po~~t is that Unity ."sounds violen·t .and striking in propCirtion as the objects of 
\-Jhic.h it is asserted obviously show themselves as distinct. In this respect there .. 
fore mere Unseparateness or Inseparability l.JOUld be a gocd subatitute for Unity; 
but these ·~7ould not express the affirm-ative nature of the relati~n of the.' whale. 
The ,.;hole end true result,. therefore, nhic,h has ·here been found

1 
is Becoming ••• " 

(Hegel I, P• 104)' 

He, therefore, proceeds to Observation Three - .The Isol~tion of .these . 
Abstractions, in order to ntress that the Unity· of Being and Not;hing have to be 
considered in relationship to a third, i,e., Becoming, aild therefore, ~1e mnst con~ 
aider the transition. Otherwise, we uould constantly be evading the internal · 
contradictoriness, although Hegel admits that "It uoiild be ~<lasted ·labor to spread 
a net for all the twistings· and objections of reflection and ita~ reasonings, in 
order to cut off and render b\posaible all the evasions and digressions Hhich it 
uses to hide £rom itself ita own internal contradictoriness." (Hegel I, p. 106) 
He here hits out at his two main enemies, Fichte and Jacobi, .whom he compares to 
the abotractions of Indian thought or the Brahms: "this torpid and vacuous con .. 
aciousnes_s, taken ae consciousness, is Being. 11 (Hith thi& -should be read the sec
tion on Oriental philoaophy and Hegel's Philosophy of. History. It used to annoy 
me very much because I thought it ohoued German arrogance to Oriental philosophy. 
But it is, in fact, ao objective an analysis of Hinduism that it will explain a 
grea~ deal of modern India's difficulties in stamping out castes.) 

In both an observation for Incomprehensible Nature Of the Beginning and 
the next Obsgryation -·The Expression to TranScend, Hagel has shifted both the 
actual and the philosophic, not alone from Being and Nothing to Becoming, but 
transcended Becoming, tV~hieh is the first leap forwa1.•d from an abstract being to a 
determinate, or specific being, nith uhich Chapeer II will deal. All we need to 
remember at this poi·nt -io that "'lhat is transcended is al&o preserved. 11 (Hegel I, 
p. 120) 
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Chapter II: Determinate B~ing 

The atructure of Locic has nou been set. He t·1il i at each point, though 
not in as overwhel~ing a manner, state a fact or proposition and then proceed to 
an Observation; in a word, the polemical movement in Logic follows right alongside, 
and inseparably, Hith the affirmative statement. You may recall that that is the 
form of Ma:::x 1 s 11Critique of Political Economy. 11 As you ltnOt.;r, he was quite dissa
tisfied uith the form, discarded it for capital. This uas not only due to the 
fact that he decided that the polemical, as hiatory of thought rather than class 
struggle, should all be placed together in a separate book (Book Four). Tbet much 
is obvious and would not have, in itself, produced such utter blindne~s on the part 
of Harxiats t-1ho could quite easily see that the historical, to Mar-JC, was not his
tory of thought, but history of class struggle, since, as a matter ot fact, Kaut
s!dan popular.izations dealt t-1ith the class struggle t-Jithout much concern to thought. 
No, it is the dialectic.;.. the new, the creatl.ve dialectics of the class ctruggle,
Hhich did not separate philosophy--hot-7 long is my working day?--fr.om the claas · 
ntruggle, tJhich remain a mystery to the mater18lists who ~-tere so busy "opposing 
the mYstical" in Hegel. But the fact that the Hegelian stru~ture could not be 
11copied" by r!erx, but; had to be ~created, does not mean that _the M112gelian struc
ture for Hegel 1-1as Hrong. On the controlry, he deals t·1ith '111"ua;ht, snd the logical 
form of the Universal there !!. the Notion. 

Ue h.ave moved from the Universal, General, Abstract Being to a. definite 
Being or Something, but this assumption of a definitive qualt.ty iinmediately moVes 
Hegel to. an observation--Quality and Negation. "'Determinateness. is negation· 
posited af£-trmatively, 1 is the meaning of Spinoza 1s omnia deterininatiO est ne:igatio, 
a proposition of infinite ilnportance; only, negation as such is .formless abstra.c-· 
tion. Speculet~ve phil.osophy.must ·not be accused of making negatiori,· or ~otbi~,. 
its end: Nothin& is the end of philosophy ss little as Reality is of ·truth," 
(Hegel. I, p, 125) · 

But it must not be imagined that Heg~l is onlY arguing uith other 'philoso
phers s though ·that is hie tlot'ld. He is a lao moving to evermore determinate at ages 
of the concrete, for uhat pervades everything in Hegol--everything fi:-om Absolute 
Idea to the simple something of 8' chair or a leaf or. a seed--is his fundamental : 
principle that the Truth is alu&ys concrete. Because, however, uhat ~ras most C:_on-:
~rete uith him was Thought, and because this early in the 19.B!£ when he· deals· with 
Something, he is already dealing with it as "the first negation of .the negatiOn," 
Lenin gets furious with him at this point and returns co a warm feeling touard 
Engels by referring to the quotation about 11abstract and abstruse Hegelianism:." 
And yet only a feu short pages beyond this, when dealing ldth finitude! and against 
the Kantian thing-in-itself to which he counterpo_seo the concept of· "Other,'' ·Regel 
states that "Things are called 1in themselves' insofar as We abstraCt from al.l 
Being-for-Other, which means that they are thought of aS quite without deterruiria
tion, as Nothings.'' (Hegel I, p. 133) ·Here Lenin remarlcs that this whole sttaci!t · 
on the Thing-iu .. itsel.£ is "very profound" and again "sehr gutH" and straightaway 
m11kes that concluaiori of the essence of the dialectic which be is going to re.peat 
throughout his reading and which will indeed become the bosis of all his writing• 
from there on from Imoerialism to the H!!!· Thus, it is ncar Hege]. 1o remark 
against the critical philosophy, i_e,, Kant, oti p. 135 of the Logic that Lenin 
urites: "Dialectic is the doctrine of thP _identity of opposites••how ti1ey can be 
and hou they become identical, transforming one. into another-~why the mind of man 
must not take these opposites for dead, blocked (zastyvahiye>, but for living, · 
conditioned, mobile, transforming one into "the other. Rn lisant Hegel e .. " 'Zhio, 
mind you, is said not in Boolt Three on Notion, nor even in Book Tto~o on Essence, 
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nor evt!n in Cec:tion Three of Book One on licasure \·lherc ue are 11 prac:tically11 ready 
to jump into Essence, but: in the very first acction of Book One, Chapter II. 

At this point Hegel comments that in the question of determination the 
chief point is 11to distinguish uhaJ:. is still in itaP.lf and uhat is posited ••• and 
being-for-other. this distinction is proper only to dialectical development and 
is unknmm to the mcta~hysical (uhich includes the Critical) philosophy," (Rogel 
I, p. 135) It is here that Lenin has his firot definition of dialectic as the 
doctrine of the identity of opposites, before uhich generalization he to~rites: 
11This in very profound; the thing-in-itself and its t't'ansformation into the thing
for-other. {cf. ~ngels). The thing-in-itself, in general, 12 nn empty, lifeless 
abstraction. In life in the moveQcnt all and everything is ~ to being both 
''in 1tself11 and "for other" in relation to Other, tranafoo:ming itself from one 
condition (sostovaniye) to ClDOtheZ.." 

Hegel proceeds next to analyze Finitude and Ought. The Oug~t in turn is 
folloued by an Observation uhere he tangles 1.11ith Leibniz (p. 148) and with Kaot 
and 'ii'ichte (p. ll~9) Hho, he insists, have the standpoint, precisely because they 
get stuclc in Ought, 11_t-~here they persist in Finitude, and (Hhich is the aa.me thing) 
in contradiction. 11 -

Lenin is again moved here to spealt about the profound analysis Hegel melees 
of the Finite, saying ~'The Finite1 that means movement has come to an end! Some
thing1 that means not what' Other is. Being, in genet"al? that means such indeter
minateness that Being =NOt-Being. All-sided, universal flexibilit7 of concepts;.,-
flexibility reaching to the identity of opposites," ' 

In the sectiOn l·1hich follot1S on Infinity, the cr~tical point ie transit:l.on: 
"Ideality may b'e called. the' Quality of Infinity;· but, as it is· eseentially 1 the 

. process of Becoaiing, ·it is a Transition,· like that· c£ Be·coming in Determinate 
Being, and it must nOl-1 be indicated." (r.:egel I, p. 163} Two other observations 
followed this one. One is on "Infinite Progress": ""Bad Infinit'y, n seya· Hegel, li~e 
progress. to infinity, is really no different than Ought, "the expression of a con· 
tradiction, which pretends to be the soluticn and. the ultimate," (p, 164) The 
second ob!lervation is o~ "Idealisut, 11 t-1here he contrasts Subjl!ctive and Object~ve 

. Ideal~am, llDd ·t1hich bringa us to Chapter III, "De~ng-For-Self. 11 

Someuhere in this chapter--in fa~t, in th~ first Observation-~ideaiie'y "is 
taken up both as it applies to Leibniz'a 1-t:onads, as nell as ElGatic Being, and also 
the Atomistic philosophy, and again, there are· many observations. ending uith ·the 
one 011 Kant 1 o_ "Attraction and Repulsiotl. 11 Now on the one hand, Lenin is very spe
cific in his interpretation here,· Calling attention to the fact_that "the idea of 
the transformation of the ideal into the real is profound; very impor.tant for his
tory ••• against vulgar materialism," stiel yat the t-1holc chapter on Being-For·Self, 
nhen Lenin first approaches it, is considered by him to be "dark t'laters,"· At this 
point, ·during the correspondence uith J, and G. in 1949,. G. developed h"r thoughts 
on thin c:hapter as one dealins uith the developing subject as it first arose, 500 
B.c., to the Absolute Idea, or the conditions for. universality in the modern pro
letariat. She seemed to thinlt that Bcing-For·One coming from Beins.··For-Self weB 
unclear to Lenin because he did not underotand abstract labor aa we didM l doubt 
that t·1as the reason since in the Doctrine of Being us are. comparatively, at a lou 
stage of development in Heselinn thought. The fact,· boto11:vet'1 thAt he· can at this 
11 lou stage" be so profound and point to so many of the conditions ~lhich we will 
meet in the /,bsolute Idea obono tbat you can, in fact, not makA sharp divisions 
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even in those moot shorply pointed to by Heecl himself--Being, Essence~ Nt~tion-
as is nhoun over and over acnin by the fact that he deals uith Kant

1 
t-1ho waa the 

greatcr;t philoaopher before him, in this very section. 

Indeed, Lenin here notes--evidently it struck him for the first time--that 
the self-development of the concept in Hegel is related to the entire history of 
philosophy. In any case, in ~he Observation on the Unity of the One and the Many, 
he deals also t-71th the dialectic ol Plato in the .fA._tmenide:s. Uhat :i.e true is 
Hegel'o very sharp opposition to ao-called independence in the One: "Independence 
having reached its quintessence in the One uhich is for itself, is abotrsct and 
formal, destroying itself; it is the highest and most stubborn error, nhich takes 
itsel£ for hiehest truth;. appearing, more concretely, as abstract freedom, pure 
ego, and further as Evil. It is. freedom uhich goes so far astray as to place its 
essence in this abstraction, flattering itself that, being thus by itoelf, it 
possesses itscl~ in its purity.n _(Hegel I, p. 185) 

Section 'l.'uo: Magnitude (Quantity) 

T·1e have first notl reached the transformation of Quality Or Determinateness 
into Quantity, Being-For-Self having concluded.Dection One, and. having in turn 
been divided into thre~--Being·For-Self as such, the One 4nd the Many, and Repul
sion and Attraction. 

In the firct observation on Pure Quantity, as well as in the second obser
vation on Kant '• "Antincmy of the Indivisibility and Infinite Dhiaibility of 
Time, Space and Hatter," the concept that· ue· are app1·oaching is that of Continuous 
and Discrete magnitude. · But before he deals uith these concepts, Hegel feels he 
must· attack not only the concept· of Quantity as simple Unity of Di&cretenesa and 
Continuity,. but also the idea that Kant. had of follr Antinomies, as if that number 
exhausts Contradiction instead ·of the fact th8t every single concP.pt is in fact an 
antinomy. In attacking Kant 1s "Critique of Pure Reason;" the attt~cit: is on ICaut · 
for being "apagogic," that io to say,· assuiDing \<1hat: is to be proved. and 'Chus re
peating the assumption: in the cOnclusion·. Hegel protests that Kant 1o proofs are 
11

8 forced and useless TortuoBlty," "an. 8d\"'cate 1s proof," which sounds exactly so 
if it saYs he 'is a ."Philadelphia lauyer·~n He considers· the dialectic exam'ple of 
the old Eleatic school of thought as superior to Kant, despite the fact that so 
much of actual history had occurred since that period, which certainly should have 
led to a more profound concept_ion of di.alectic. 

Discreteness, like Continuity, i.s a moment of Quantity and in fact it is 
only bOth moments, their unity that is 1 that produces Quantum. At the same time, 
both in this chapter and in Chapter II on "Quantum, 11 we sense HE:gel 1s sharp dis
taste for mathematical proof as being unworthy of philosophy, even though· at its 
start, in the theorems of Pythacoras, they were of the essence, and the:e is no· 
doubt also of their importance, and· in fact necessity, to Net1tonian sciet•ce .and 
differential and integral calculuA. Although -I knat-1 next to nothing of this, and 
I am sure that modern mathematics Hhich has reached into economics, automation. 
and space science,. in essence all that Hegel says here is -inescapcbly true as is 
all that he says on "Bad Infinity," and I dare say that any infinity that is not 
human is bad. I note that Lenin, who did ltnow a great .deal about calculus, mal(es 
very short shrift of this whole section precisely because he agrees uith Hegel in 
his Analysis ·on Conclusion~ • 
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~cction Three: ll~ncure 

Hith the very :Eirot ntntement, 11Abstractly the Dtateroent r::ay be t1ade that 
in l1easure, Quali~y and Quantit>· are united 11 (ll~gel I, p. Jl~S), Lenin once again 
becor.,ea excited and at the end 0): it, he msl~eD all those observaticm: .... leapa! 
LE.APZ ~ ~! The ob&crvation 011 Nodal Lines Lenin copies out nearly in full. 
There is no doubt uhatever that 1 transition fro!'.! Quality into Qu£1ntity as a leap, 
in opposition i:O the CODCCj)t Of SOy [;radual Cr.lergence, iS the transition point for 
Lenin himsel~, brcoking uith the= old Lenin, not because the old Lenir& uaA ever a 
11frradut:list, ll but because the objectivity of .these leaps in .!!!. acpects of life 
is not anything l:terely c:.Uantitative or me'!cly qualitative, or as Hegel puts it: 
11The g.:-adualnesn o~ Lr:.:icin& is based upon the ideas that that uhich e~ris::s is 
already; sensibly or other.li&e, actually the-=e; and is icperceptibl:! only on ac
count of itc Ctllalln~sa ••• Understandi113 prefers to fancy identity and change to be 
o:: that indif£~r:mt and 2xternal !~ind t·lhich applies to the c:uant:itative.'; (P.egel I, 
p. 390) 

To Ghrrcpen his oon very different concept, Hea:el goes over to this queo-
. tion of aradual:tr<:~noition of Quantity to Quality _in Ethics, anc1 says, 11A more, o:..4 

less sufficec ~o tt'an:.;ereas the li.1.1it of levity, uhere something <!uite different, 
namely, crinie, appearo; nnd thuo right passes ove;: into urong, ·and virtue into 

-·vice. 11 (Hegel I, p. 3':::0) · 

The .third chapter of this Gection io called aThe Becoming of Essence11 and 
is the, tranoition, therefore 1 to the :JecOnd Boot~. 

Book !l-Jo: The Doctrine of Esoe'nce 

Section One: Bsoence As 11eflection Into G,elf 

Chapter I: Ghot·l 

The profundity of H2gel is seen in the fnct that even t·1her1:' he. thinl:s th'et 
something is relatively unessential and is, tl~erfore, mere -flhOti'j '!!ven tl,lere the 
ahem :(.c £!,lao objective. He Considerfl 11sbot·7, then, is the phenomenon of slcepticism 
••• skepticism did not date. to affirm 'it is 1 ; modern idealism did not dare to 
regard cognition ao a l:nauledge o~ Thing-in-it.ael£ .. 11 :'Hegel, Vol. II, p. 22) 
Hegel hits out anainst·au idealisws of Leibniz, Kant, or Fichtc. Hegel t4rites, 
~:It: is the imm~dincy o:Z Not-beins, t1hich collGtitutec Shon; but this Not-being is 
nothing elce than_ the Negativity Of Esnence in itself." (p. 23) In ~Set, on ~he' 
page before he seit:l thio, uhen he :·criticized both slc.epticism and_ .ideali:lm,· Lenin 
noted: 11You include all the. r.tanifold riches of the t>Jorlcl in Cchein and you.·.r.e~ect 
the objectivity of Cch'!in' t 11 And again: 113hou io 3soence in one of ita determins- · 
tions ••• 3teence thus app~aro, Ghatl is the phenorucnon o£ Essence in ituel£, 11

, Lenin 
further notes that in thin ·section on the Uaflection of ;tasence, Hegel·_agairt ~c:
cuses Kant of subjectivism and inDiota on the objective validity of ChC'Iu, 110£ the 
immediate given, 11 and Lenin notes: 01Th~ t!:rm, 1given 1 is cor.unon uiti1 Heg~'l ·in 
general. The little philosophers dispute uhethcr one ohould talte sa basis the 
Essence 2I, the irr..L~edictely given.· (Kant, Hun,e, lfac·'dot:~~). Hegel subotitu::es i.Jl2. 
for 1or 1 and explainn the concrate 'content of th!.~ 1nnd.w 
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Chapter II: The Ecsentialitieo or Detcrminationc of Refll~ction 

!Ia uill deal here uith the three developments in Essence: firot, aimple 
cclf ... r.elation or Identity; secondly, Variety; and thirdly, Contradiction. But 
before Hegel develops these three, he hao an observation on so-called 11Lat·7S of 
Thought," uhich allegedly prove that A cannot be at one and the same time A and 
not be A. That is .::absolutely hilarious. "Category, ac~ording to its etymology 
and its Aristotelian definition, is that which is p~edicated or asserted o£ the 
existent.--nut a deten1inateneso of Being is essent:J.ally a transition into the 
opposite; the negative of any determinateness is as necessary as the det~~inate
ness itself; and each immediate determinateness is immediately opp~sed by the 
other." (Hegel II, p. 36) 

tfuen Hegel gets to Observation Tuo, HhiC"h he called the Lat~· of the Excluded 
Hiddle, be again hits out at the idea that something either iu or is not A, th3t 
there is no. third, insisting that there.!§.. a third in th~ very thesis since A can 
be both +A and· -A: 11The something thus is its.elf the third term uhich ~.,yas supposed 
to be excluded." (p. 66) At this point, lenin remarlted: "This is very profound. 
Zver}~ concrete thing, every concrete something stands in diverse a01d often contra ... 
dictory relations to a~l others, ergo, it is it~elf, and ~n Other." . 

As for the. observation uhich follows on the ldu of Contradiction t.JhS\"e 
Hegel defines Contradictioti'as the 11ro0t of all movement and life, and it is only 
insofar as it contdins a Contradiction that anything moves and h~s impulse and 
·activity, 

11 
(p. 67) 'Lenin copies out in toto this entire· section, at the e-qd· of 

t·1hich be makes his famous gencr~llzation on 1-ioveolent and Sel.f-Movement, and ~lso' 
the generalization that the idea <if Movement and Change uas disClosl3d in 1813 by 
Hegel, that is, by philosophy, and <ISS appliod by l'.arx firot in 1847 and by Darwin 
in 1059. IndeecJ, Lenin can hardly stop himself from beo:com1.ng a complete Heg~lian 
and ctressing over and over again boo stupid it is t:o ~hink that Heg9l is -abstract 
and abstruse, and hOl·l profound is the concept of Cont1·acliction as the force of 
Mov'eoient and hou di£ferent Thinking, Reason, Notion io to ordinary und~rstan~ing: 
"Thinking ;:eason (notion) oharpens the blunted difference of variety, the mere 
manifold of imagination, to the ensential difference, to Opoosition. Only ~1hen 
the contradictions reach their. peale. does manifoldn2aa become mobile (reg sam). and 
l:tval)• in relation to the otber,--acCiuirc that negativity .r1hich is .the i n n e r -
p u ·1 s a t i o n 0£ s e 1 f - m o "v e til e n t and 1 i f e • 11 

Chapter III: Ground 

The very firot oentence--''Essence determines itself as Ground 11 ... -lets us 
knou that ue are appl:'oaching the climax to Section One of. Essence. As soon as 
Hegel, in the first observation on the Lat·1 of Ground, finiohes his Critique of 
Leibniz's LB~'l of Sufficient Gt•ound, he develops, in Absolute Ground, all the essen• 
tials of Fo~ and Essence, Form and Matter, Form and Content whPre it becomeo 
quite clear that: these cannot be separated; that Form and Matter "presuppose one 
another" (Hegel II, p. 79) and Content is the 11unity11 of Form and Matter. (p.,. 62) 
And as we move from Absolute to Detet~ined Ground and approach Complete Ground, it 
becomes quite clear that manifoldttcso or content-determinations could be used 
indiscr~inatoly so that you could cite sOmething ao much for as against some
thing, which io exactly ~that Socrates correctly·argued against as Sophistry, be• 
cau1e, of course, such conclusions do not exhnuat the thing-iri-itself in the sensa 
of a 11grasp of the connection of things which contn"in them all." 

It is at this point that He reach the transition from Ground to Condition, 
l'lhich moves Lenin to say, "brilliant: all ... ~7orld, all-aided .!.iUaB, connection of 
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everything uith everything else, and of the reflection of this conn:~ction-·matet'i
ali!ltis.:h auf den I<op£ sestellter Hegel-.. in the concept of man, uhich must be so 
polished, so broken-in, flexible, mobile, relative, mutually-tied-in, united in 
opposition, as to embrace the Horld. The continuation of the Hork of Hegel and 
Marx must consist in the dialectical uorldng out of the history ()f human thought, 
science and technique." And at the same spot, Lenin re-thioJtD Marx's capital, 
thus: 

11

And a 
1
purely logical' worldng out? Das fiillt zuaammen. It muat coincide 

aa does induction and deduction in Cepital. 11 

Ue have nou reached the third subsection of Grouc.d ... -Con.Jition, which could 
be defined as History. In 1950, G. urate quite a good letter on that :Jubacction, 
but J. uas no help ~-7hatsoever; indeed, he could never dcv~lop the strong point of 
G. on Philosophy. But ue can gain something by quoting her letter at this point: 11

Thc essence of H
1
u argument is this: It is necessary to get rid of the concept of 

Ground as a substratum, but Hhen you get rid of this concept of something ~ 
the ~ediate you have not by any means gotten rid of the fact that the immediate 
is the result of. a 11l'IDIATD'iG pro-cess. It is the self .. mediat:lng, self-repelling, 
self .. transcending relation of Ground uhich externalizes itself in the ~ediate 
existent. Hence the relentleos phrasi_ng and re .. phrasing of his the~is that 'The 
Fact .Emerges Out of Ground. 111 

The exact statement _from Hegel reads: 11Hhen all the Conditions of a Fact 
are preSent, it enters into-~istence. The Fact is before it ·existA ••• 11 · (p. 105) 
Not-1 at this point, Lenin 11rot.e: 11 Very e;ood! f1hat -ilas the Abso'i:U'tO.Idea and Ideal
ism to find here? Remarkable, this ·'derivation r of. Exis_tence. 11 He may· be bold 
en~ug~ to anawer the question, or better still, recognize that Lenin answered his 
ot~n question uhen he reached the last part of Hegel· precisely On the Absolute Idea, 
and thereupon noted: (1) That one.must read the t'1hole of the LogiC to· understand 
Capital; (2) that man•o cognition not only re~lects the uorld, but 11cr~ate.s" it; 
(3) and noted in his cor~clusions that there lY'BS more sense in Idealism than in 
wlgar materialiom, l1hich made him so anxious to try to get the Encyclopedia 
Gr&nat to return his essay- on 1-JtJnc:, so that he .could expand th~ .section· on dialectfcs. 

I uant to return to the question of Conditl.on as History, as t-~ell ns to 
·the expression that "The Fact is before it Exists." The History that Hegel had•in 
mind uas, of course, the historic period in~ he .lived, following the French 
Revolution, Hhich brought not the millenium, but ne'' contradictions;· i.e;,- phiJ.o .. 
sophically speaking,. Ground had been transformed into Condition and tJe did· get a 
totality of Hovement-""theFact-iri.-1tself. The new contradictions ldll once again 
show that facts, facts, facts can also hide "the unity of Form is· submerged." 
And of course ue ltnou that our historic epoch, much more than Hegel's, demands 
more of reality than just a sound of 11immediates." For example, scientifically 
ldth Einstein, ue get to ltnoH that facts, too, are relative. So that· Oilce. again 
we need self-transcendence and therefore, in the expres'sion 11 the fact is before it 
exists, 

11 

ue recognize the process of emergence .of something netY", and in its emer
gence '"e therefore get the· transition to Existence. For our· terms, if t-Ie thin!t 
of the actual historical development of the worlting class in ~.klnt 1 s Capital, ''1e 
have 

11
Ground in Unity with its Condition. 11 

Section '1\·10: Appearance 

Here again, the very first sentence is a leap forward: "Essence must ap• 
pear," So we can no longer merely contrast Appearance: to Essence, because, 11hile 
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there may be much Appearance thet is only 11shou, 11 it also contains Essence itself, 
(t-.'hich in turn uill soon mean uc are moving to a real crisis or Actuality). 

The three subsections on Appearance arc: (1) Existence, (2) Appearance 
and (3) Essential Relations. 

(I might state that Sartrer'a Existentialism is n~1hcre near this important 
section of Hegel's Logic, for in Uegel 'i:o~hatever euist:s haG a Ground and is Coodi .. 
tion, 

11 

H'hcreas in Sartre, both the Ground and the Conditton are quite subo1·dinate 
to the Ego's disgust uith it all.) 

The real tendency, as nell as actuality~ that 1·1e should have befure us in 
studying this section on Appearance is Stalinism and its non .. essential critique·. 
in Trotskyism. That is to ~ay, if Essence--the present stage of c_apitalism or the 
present stage of the coun.ter·revolutionary appearance of the labor bure.aucr~cy-
must· appear, then Stalinism, which has appeared, is not just any old bureaucracy 
that has no connection with a new economic state of ~4'orld development. ·On the 
c"ontrary, the AppearanCe--Stalinism--and the Essence--state-capitalism-.. are one 
and ·the same, or the Form of a neu Content. Trotskyism, on the othe-c hand, by 
putting up a Chinese uall betl4'een t-1hat ·is mere Appcarancci and uhat io true Essence 
(and to him, the Essence· is not capitalism, but' the form of Harkers t state) has 
not been able to analyze either Stalinism or state ... capitalism. I mean, either 
Stali~ism as. a mere perversion. of the early Soviets, or St.alinism as the abs~lute 
opposite .of. that early uorkers 1 state.- · · 

To get back to Hegel and_Lenin 1s notes on Hegel, Lenin is quite imprCsaed 
with Hegel's Analysis of the Lat4' of Appearance~ the Uorld of Appearance and the 
Horld-in-Itsel~. and the Dissolution of Appesrnnc:e

1 
which ara. the subsections of 

Chapter II of this s,ection. 

Lenin lceeps stressing at this· point 11thc remar.tcably mnterialistic11 an8lysis 
that flot·IS from this ·objective analysis t·lhich t-1ill, of course. become the basta ·of 
Man:•s analysis of the economic laus of capitalism, and when Hegel WTites "Law, 
then, is essential appearance~• (p, 133), Lenin concludes, "Ergo, tarot and _Esse~ce 
of Concept aro homogeneous (of one order) or, ··more correctly, •J~iform, expressing 
the deepening .of man 1 s knot·lledg:c of; Appearance, the tot'?rld, etc. 11 Finally, 11The 
essence here is that both the Hor.ld of· Appearance and the liorld which is in -and 
for. itself are essentially moments tJf lcnouledge of nature by.man; stages, changes 
or deepe"ning (of knimledge). The movement of the ,~.,rld in it!" elf ever further ·and 
further from the uorld of appearance--that is t·1hat is· not yet visible in Hegel. 
NB, Do not the 

1
moments' of conception with Hegel have significance of •moments' 

of transition?" 

Chapter III: Essential Relation 

. "Tho truth of Appearance is Essential Relation." (Hegel II, p. l42) · 

The relationship of the Hhole and the Parts, you may recall from my vari
ous lectures on Hegel, has to me been a ~ey, not merely to this section of Hegel, 
but to the entire philosophy of both Hegel and Hsrx. Thus, uhen I eay that the 
uhole is not only the sum total of the parts, but has a pull on the parts that are 
not yet there, even as the future has a pull on the present• it is obvious that we 
have moved from Abstract philosophic conceptions to the actual 1o1ortd, and from the 
nctual tiorld bac:Ic again to philosophy, but this time as enriched by the actual, 
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As Hegel puts it, "the t1hole and the Parts therefore condition e:Jcb other• 
(p. 145), 11 the Hhole is equal to the Parts and the Parts to the Hhole .... But fur .. 
ther, although the !H1ole is equal to the Parts, it: is not equal to them a.s Parts; 
the t1hole is reflected unity, 11 (p, 146) 11Thus, the Relation of Uhole and Parts 
has passed over into a nelation of Force and its }fanifeatatioo. 11 (~. 147) Indeed, 
ue uill move _from that to the relation of Outer and Inner, which will become the 
transition to Substance and Actuality. 

On the relationohip of Outer and Inner, Lenin stres.aes what he cslls "the 
unexpected slipping in of the criteria of Hegel's Dialectic" .... whe:'e Hegel notes 
that the relationship of Inner and Outer is apparent 11in every natural, scientific, 
~nd, generally intellectual development11 (p. 157)·-and Lenin concludes, the~efore, 
11
that is \-1here lies the ~ of the deep truth in the mystical balderdash of 

Hegel~anism~ 11 · · . 

Section Three: Actuality 

The introductory note will stress that ."Actuality is the unity of Essence 
nnd Existence .. _.This 1mity of Inner and Outer is Absolute Actuality.11 He \-1111 
divide Actuality into Possibility and Necessity as the 11formal moments" of the 
AbsoJ.vte, or its reflection. And Zinally, t.hc unity of c.hia Absolute and ito 
re~lection ~?ill become tll.e Absolute Relation 11or, rather, the Absolute as relation 
to itself, .... Gubatance. 11 {p. 160) At this point .. in the !.rr.!limina:ry Note, Lenin 
gets quite peeved at the idealist in lle"'el arid he divides the expression on p •. 162, 
that "th~re is no becoming in the Absol~te, 11 into tt-10 sentences bY stating 11Snd 

othe·r nonsense about the.Absolute. 11 But, as usualt it uill not be-long before 
Lenin is full of praise of Hegel and his section on Actuality. 

To me~ the most important part of Chapte= I of Section Three, the Absolute, 
is the Observation {pp, 167-172) on the philOsophy of Spinoza: 11Deten:ninateness is 
negaticn .... this is the absolute prind.ple of Spinoza 1"s philosophy, and this true 
and simple ins'igbt 1& the foundation of the absolute unity of Suhstance. But 
Spinoza does not pass on beyond negation aS determinateness or quality to a recog .. 
nition of it ,as absolute, that· is, self-negating, neg"ation. 11 (p. 168) Hegel 1s con
clusion is that though the dialectic is ·in it until·Spinoza gets to Subs_tance, it 
there t;tops: 11Substance laclts the principle of Personality." And ligain later 
(p. 170) Hegel ~Jritec: 11ln a similar manner in the Oriental idea of emanation the. 
Absolute ia self-illuminating light." 

From nou on, the polemical movement in Logic uill tat;e a .very subordinate 
place; the observat:lons uill do the same. Indeed, for the rest of the entire work, 
Hegel will have only b~o observationS, as contrasted to the b~s~~ning of the§£!: 
ence of Logi~. t-Jh,.-.::::-~ Gfter but one single page oti Being, he had no less than f?ur 
observations (really five when you cnnsider the one on Trons.c:_ei'l~ence of· Becoming) 
which took up no less than twenty .. three pages. In.a toJord," the ·closer he approaches 
the Notion, especially the Absolute Idea, that is to say, the· climax of his system 
as it has been con1prebensively and profoundly developed both historic:illy and po .. 
lemically, the more he has absorbed all .that is of value in t~e other systems of 
philosophy •. rejected that nhich is not, and presented a truly Objective world·viCw 
of history and philosophy, which contains the elements of a fUture society inherent 
in the present. (He 1.-lill return to this point at the end.) 

Of Chapter II on Actuality• the categories dealt uith ..... COntingcn.:y. or for .. 
mal Actuality, Possibility and Necessity--are all to pave the way to Chapter III, 
the Absolute Relation, uhich is the apex of the noctrine of Essence and t''ill bring 
uo to the Notion, 
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Lenin begins to free himself of any reaidUc of taking the empiric concrete 
as th~ Real or Actual. Near the question of the relctionahip of Substnntiolity 
and Causality, Lenin writes: 1101t the one hand, uc must deepen the kn~:1ledge of mat
ter to the knouledge (to tha concept) of substance, in order to find the causes of 
appearance. On the other hand, actual 1tn~1ledge of causeo is the deepening of 
knouledge from externality of appearance to subotance. Two types of exnmpleG 
ohould explain thio: (1) out of the hiotory of natural science aud (2) from the 
history of philoaophy. Hare presioely: not 1 exampl{>s 1 should be here--comparison 
n'est paa raison, .. ·but the quintessence of the one and the other history .. -the his .. 
tory of technique. 11 

A couple of pages later, Lenin uill note· that Hegel "M.!x leads up to 
History under Cauaality11 and again, that the orditiary understanding of Causality 

. fails to see that it ia 11only a small part of the universal connection, 11 and that 
the small part is not subjective, but the objectively real connection. Indeed, 
Lenin v_ery nearly makes fun, along uith Hegel, of course, of Cause and i:!:ffect. 
Hhere Hegel t.,rote, "Effect therefore is necessary just because it is manifestation 
of Cause:, or because it is that Necessity t·1hich is Cau(lc11 (p. 192), Lenin noted 
that, of .course, both Cause and Effect are nonly Moments of thE! universal inter"" 
dependence,· of the universal concatenation of eVents, only linlts .iU. the chain of 
the development of Hatter." And by the time he· hils finished with ~his chapt~r· and 
met. up t·Jith Hegel's definition of the ·tleY.t and final part of the Log'ic; tlte Notion, 
"the Realm of Subjectivity· or of Freedom" (p. 205), Lenin translates this l-7ithoUt, 
any self .. consciousness over. the uord "Subjective,"· as ·follet-18: ''NB--Freedom ~::: 
subjectivity; ( 1or 1 

) .. go?l, consciousn~ss 
1 

striving." . . 

It is important to note that Herbert Marcuse in his Reason and RevOlutiOn 
also Chooses·th'is., not only Ss the climax, uhich it is, to the Doctrine of Ecsence, 
but more or leas as the ·Essence of ·the Hhole" of Hegelia_n philp&ophy. Thus, on 
P• 153, he states, 11t·/ithout a grasp .of the distinction bett-1een Reality and Actua
lity, Hegel 1s philosophy is meaningless in its decis.ive principles,'·' 

Volume II: Subjective Logic or the Doctrine of the :Notion 

Uith the Notion, ue reach, at one and the sama time, that which in. philo .. 
sophie' terms is oldast,-most l·Jritten about, anc! purely intellet'tualistic; and, 
from a Marxist point of v:le~.r, least uritten about, most n£earCd 11 as idealistic,' 
u.nreal, "pure" thought- .. in .al'JOrd, a closed ontology. 

And yet it is the Doctrine of the Notion that develops the categories of 
Freedom,and, therefore, should mean the objective anil..subjective me8.ns 11hereby a 
new society is born. It is true that consciously for Hegel this t'las done only in 
tbought, ti'hile in life contradictions persisted, But what uas. for llegel conscious
ly· does not explain at-lay the objective pull of the future on the present, and· the 
prtesent as history (the French· Ravolution for He[:;el), and not just as t:he statQS 
quo of an existing state. Be that as it might, let's follou Hegel himself .. 

Beforo ue reach Section One, there is the Introductory "On the Notion in 
General. 11 1·1e 1-lill meet in Lenin constant references to Marx's Capital from no~1 on. 
Thus, in this early section, Lenin notes that Hegel is entirely r1.ght ao against 
Kant on the question of Thousht not separating from Truth 1 but going toward it, as 
it emerges from the Concrete and moves to the Abstract: ''Abstraction of matter, of 
natural J..m.t, of valtie, etC., in a uord, All. scientific (correct, serious, not 
absurd) abstractions :reflect nature more deeply, truer, .fiU.JJt£. From living 
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observation to abstract thinldng, and from thia to practice .... such is the dialectic 
rend to !mouledae o:E truth, the !~nouledge of objective reality. Kant degrades 
lcnouledge in order to malt.e place for Deli~f; Hegel elevateD ltnot-~ledge believing 
that lmo~.,ledge is Itmmledge of God. The mutcrialiot elev3tes knouledge of matter, 
of nature, throuiug God and the philosophic rabble defending him into the dung
heap.11 

The section to uhich Lenin referD in Hegel is frot1 p. 226: "It uill al~·1ays 
remain a tlattcr for astonishment hot1 tha Kantian philoaophy f(neu that relation of 
tbought to senauoua existence, where it halted, for a cercly relative relation of 
bare appearance, and fully ncltnoHledged and asserted a higher unity of the two in 
the Idea in general, and, particularly, in the idea of an intuitive understanding; 
but yet stopped dead .at this relative relation and at the assertion that the Notion 
is und remaino utterly separated from reality; so that 1~ effirrncd ao true what it 
pronounced to be finite koouledge, and declared to be superfluous and improper fig
ments of thought that uhich it recognized as truth, and of uhich it established 
the definite notion." (p. 226) 

It could also be said that Khrushchev's 11 peaceful coexistence" and Kant 1G 

indifferent coexistence of Absolute and the Particular or Reason and Understtlnding 
coincide also in the fact that Kant doeo se·e a dialecticat' relatiOnnhip between the 
tuo, unlike Lei.bniz, uho san only harmony arising from it, 

Section One: Subjectivity 

Chapter I: Notion 

.The forms of the Notion' are: Universal, Particular, Individual.· Th~se 
three· forms of Notion ere the .categories ·uhich express developmcmt in this· entire 
book, eve.n as in the Doctrine of Essence it uas the categories of Identity, Dif
fe-rence and Contradiction; and in Being, it HaS Quantity, Quality and.l-ieasm:e; 
nith this differ2nce: that the covement in the Doctrine of the Notion from Uii!Ver
sal to P~rtiCul~r to ·Individual could. chElracterize thE! rJovement o£ all three books 
of" the Science oi Logic, thus, Being standing for Univeroal, Particular standing 
for Essence, and Indivldual_ standing fo.r Notion. · 

It is this firat meeting <·7ith ir-P-I that mal<es Lenin soy that it reminds 
him of l!arx's firat chapter in Capital. Not only that; be begins immediately 
thereafter (that is, ofter dealing uith Chapter 11--Judgement--and. in the 1\pproach 
to Chapter ·ur" on Syllogism) to cake the famoUD aphoriams: (1) Relating to the 
relationship bett·1een Abstract and :Concrate: 11Just as the simple value fomi, the 
individual act of exchange of a given commodity uith another already includes in 
undeveloped form ell major contradictions o£ capitalism--so the simplest generali
zation, the first and simplest forming of notions (judgements~ syllogisms. etc,) 

- signifies the ever-greater t~nouledge of the objective '-lorld connections·. Here it 
is necessary to oecl~; the real se~~' significance and role of Hegelia~ lcigic.n 
(2) Hhere he rejects Pleldtanov as·· a wlgar materialist. or at leRst for hav:ing 
criticized Kant only from a wlger materialist point of view. (3) t·lhere he in
cludes himsel.C uhen he says that all Marxists at: the beginning of the tt·Jentieth 
century had done so, And (4) uhere he concludes that it is impossible to under
stand Capital uithout underatanding the whole of Hegel '• LoRio. ('rhe friends 
should re-read the uhole chapter on Lenin in MBrxinm anQ Freedom,) 
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I hava had to sltip a great cl~~l uhich at .!lnothc,;o time muot be studied more 
carefully, both on the CjU:;!Stion of the Judgement .. -uhet"e H.e&{;l lists four cAjor 
forma and a total of tuelve for a subGection--and the oyllogism toJhere ue have" 
three major oections, each containing four subsectior.o. It is not onl~, because I 
am hurrying to get to the sections t1l1ich have ne-t been deale t·1ith in any great de
tail by Harxiots, but also because for ..2!1'£ age this section on Subjectivity is !!2! 
the subjectivity uhich has absorbed all objectivity and tlhich He tdll firat read 
in che Absolute Idea. One phrase f"rom the last poragraph in Hegel's seetion on 
the Syllogism uill, houever, be of the Essence: "The Syllogism is mediation .... the 
complete Notion in its positedness • 11 (H~gel II, p • .342) The key tJord is Mediation. 
It io of the Essence in all thought, as t-lell as in all atruggles. Indeed, it 
could be said that medit~tion is the conflict of forces. For example, all of Es
sence could be summed up in the uord l1ediation, or, if instead of Escence, you're 
thinlting conct"etcly of production in Capital, then of course it is pt:oduction 
relations. So that ~·1hat U-P~ I .does in t::hoHing the general movement in Logic, Medi
ntion do2s in shcn·1ing the concrete struggle and appears 1.n -!Ill three books: in 
Being, it is l1eaaure, t·7hich is, of course, the threshold of Essence; in Essence, it 
is Actuality, Oi: more specifically, Causality ~1hich, as Reciprocity, brings us to 
the threshold of Notion; in Notion, it is Action, Pract:ice, \'7hicb aupersedes Sub
jectiyity of Purpooe and ..!:!.ll!.! achieves Unity of: T\u::ory and Practice. 

G~ction Tuo: Objectivity 

The three chapters in this section--!, t-iechanism; II, Cbemismi . 'LII. Tel e-. 
ology--are devastating analyses of Bukl1arin~s Hiotorical Materialism over one hunM 
dred yenrs before it u·as ever t~ritten. G. had s quite excellent, thol1gh a bit on 
the abstract side, thirtcen .. page analysis of Bukharin~ t·1hom uhe callF..d the "philo
sopher ot the abst-cact univeraal.u It t'ID.S uritten in October, 1~49, and sometime 
or other should be otudied since, as usual, uith .. T. it got lost ir~· the. struggle. 

For us, uhat ic ir.tlJOrt=ant is Lenin's profoU;nd understandirig in 1915, !.! 
against the period t-1hen M eave the green light to vUlgar tatate"Cialism 1~ith his 
Materialism ancl Empirio~Criticism, of the. fact that the mechanical, chemicsl and 
even teleologicalM·that is to say, subjectively purposful·Mare n~ substitute. for 
_the self-developing oubject. ·Lenin ·notes here that Hegel ~sid the basis for: his
torical materialism, c:uoting Hegel's 'ctaten1ent 'oti p. 3C8: 11ln his tools m8n pos
sesses pot~er over external nature, even although, accOrding to his Ends, he fre
qui;mtly is subjected to it; •. But the End does !lot only remain outside the Mecha~ical 
process: it also preserves itself within i't, aii.d is its determination. The End, as 
the Notion "'1hich elcists cis free against the object and its process and io self
determining activity, e·qually is the truth t~hich is in and !"oT: itself of Mecha-
nism ••• 11 ' 

Lenin further defends Hegel for his oeeming strain to 11s'ubsume11 the pur
poseful activity of man under the category of Logic because, EiS Lenin states it: 
11There is here a very deep content, purely. materialistic. It is necessar.y to turn 
this around: the practical activity of man repeated b:lllionc of times muSt lend the 
consciousneus of man to the repetition of the varioua logical figures in order that 
these can achieve the significance of an axiom. 11 

I believe that Hegel here is criticizing t_.hat ue tdll much later in history 
ltn0\7 BR The Plan. · Intellectual planning, or what Hegel uould call 11SelfMDetermiM 
nation applied externally,: is certainly no substitute for the self-developing 
subject, not even as idealistically cxpresced by Uegel in the Absolute Idea. 
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Section Three: The Idea 

Lenin notes that the introductory section to this is very nea~ly the best 
description of the dialectic. It is in this section that we will go through chap
ter I on Life; Chapter II on the Idea of Cognition~ which will not only deal with 
Analytic and Synthetic Cognition, but will take up the question of Prnctice, Vo
lition, the Idea of the True and the Idea of the Good; and finally, Chapter III on 
the Absolute Idea. It is the section in t.o.•hich Lenin "1ill nrirc, although he will 
not develop it, that "man's cognition not only reflects the wot"ld, but creates it." 
He wi!l also stress over and over and over again totality, Interdependence of No· 
tions of!!! Notions, Relationshios, Transitions, Unity of Opposites and various 
ways of defining dialectics from the single expression that it is the transforma
tion of one into its opposite, to the more elaborate threefold definition of dia
lectic, as including Dete~ination, Contradiction and Unity; and ·finally, the 
sixteen-point definition of dialectic, which p~sses through ObjectivityJ Develop
ment, Struggle and finally Negation of the Negatien. Le_nin will also do a lot of 
·'translations

11 
of the word Idea, the word Absolute, which in some piaces ~e uses 

as no different than Objective, but· in ·other places as the Unity of Ob.1ective and 
Subjective. It is obvious that ·Lenin ia Very greatly moved by the fact that Prac
tice occupies a~ very gre~t a place in Hegel, but feels that, ~evert~eless, this · 
practice is limited to the theory of Knowledge, I do not believe so. (See my 
original letters on the Absolute Idea, May 12 and 20, 1953,) 

Let's retrace our steps back to the beginning of this whole section on the 
Idea. On p. 396, Hegel argues against the expreasion "merely Ideas: ·now if thoughts 
are merely subjective and contingent they certainly hB.ve no furth'er value ••• And ·if 
conversely the -Idea is not to be rated as true because, with respect to· pheilomen_a, 
it is transcendent, and no· object can be. assigned co it

1 
in' the sensuous world, to 

t~hich· it confoms, thin is a atrange lack of understanding, for so t!he Idea is 
·denied object~ve validity because :it lacks ·that uhich con·atitutes appearance, or 
the untrue being of the objective world." Hegel· give-s Kant credit for having re
jected this "vulgar appeal" to 2xperience, and fol;' having recop:nized the ·objective 

.validity of thought .. ·onl)r to never have Thought arid Reality meet. Hsgel breaks 
down the Determinations of Idea as, first, Universal; second, a relationship""of 
SubjectivitY to Objectivity, t-1hich is an impulse to transcend the separation; and 
finally, the self-identity of Identity and ·Process so that "in the Idea the Notion 
reaches freedom,. , 11 (p. 399) 

On that same page he states. in very materialistic t:erms indeed~ ·that the 11
Idea has its reality in some kind of matter." Hegel will then take Idea thrOugh 

Life through uhat he calls the Idea of the True and the Good .as Cognition and Vo ... 
lition, 

In the Idea of Cognition, Hegel will inform us that his Phenomenology of 
1:1.!!!!! is a science which stands between Nature and "Hind, which in a· way seems con .. 
tradictory since .it has se1.-ved as the 11 introduction1~ t:o his 1Q&!s, and he will fur
ther summarize it t-~hen he comes tt"t th~ R.h.iJ_Q..IJ_q_p.b..v_q_f_ M!ru!. 

He will hit out a great deal sl1arper at Jacobi than at Kant
1 

although he 
gives Jacobi ci'edit for shot-ling that r.he Kantian method of de'!'lonstrstion is "simply 
bound within the circle of the rigid necessity of the finite, and that freedom 
(that is, the Notion• anti whAtever is true) lies beyond its sphere and scopa." 
(p, 459) 
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But he gets lese and less interested in other philosophers, the more he 
reaches the question of Freedom, Liberation, Unity of Theory and Practice: 11 In 
this result then Cognition is rer.:onstructed and united '·lith the l'ractical Idea; 
the actuality which is found as ·given i& at the s'ame time determined as the real ... 
ized absolute end, .... not houevcr· '(aS in inquiring Cognition) .merely as objective 
world without the subjectivity of the Notion, but Ss objec·ti.ve world 1-1hose inner 
ground and a~tual persistence is the Notion. This is the Absolute Idea." '(p. 465) 

This is because, in reaching this final chapter, the. Absolute Idea, he 
is through uith all that 'Y'e would politically describe as 11taking over"; that is 
to say, .capitaliSm uill develop all technology so perfectly for us that all the 
proletariat will have to do uill be to "take over. 11 As we reject this c~ncept 
politically, Hegel rejects it philosophically·. He has ncn1 so absorbed all the 
other systems that, far from taking ovet', he is first going baclt to a TOTALLY NmV 
BEGINNING. 

HP.:re is Hhat I mean: Taite a pliilosophe!:' liTte Spinoza. Despit:e his pro
found dialect:ical understanding· that 11every determination is a negation,'' he went 
t:~ God talting over. This concept of Absolute, Absolute Sub:lfane:c, Hegel rejects, 
even as he rejects the Absolute Ego of Fichte and Schelliilg,. arid ·.the Absolute of 
the General Good t-1111 of Kant. Note how c,1ery single timC 1 in no matter which. 
section of the Logie you talte"1 iiegel reaches ac: absolute for tho:~t stage, he throws 
i~ aside to start out all over again. So that when he r~aches the Notion, he is 
dealing uith it ·as a net-1 beginni.rig after he rejectC.d AbSolute' Subatsnce, and that 
even his Notion has tile dialectic of fur-ther developineri"t; indeed U, P 1 I is the 
absol~te Mediation, or the 'development of the !L'gic·.· lf, for· ex~ple, We ·atop in 
the Absolute Idea at the expression: "the self•determiriation in which alone the 
Idea is 1 ·is to hear ·itself speak, 11 ue can see thst· the 'whOle Logic· (both logic and 
LogiC) is. a logic of self-determination and neVer more so than at the very point 
when you have reached an Absolute--say, grm~ing i~ternationalization cf capital• 
You then go ~ to taking over 1 but breakirig it· dMm to· the new beginning i~ the 
self-determination of .nations; or when .the: state had t'eacbed the high· a tag e. of 
centralization, you most certainly do not go to·· tak~ng Over, but rather to the 
destruction of the state. · · ;: 

Hegel can reach these anticipations 0£ ·the' futUre because a very trulY. 
great step in philosophic: cognition _is made only t~hen a new way ·of reaching free·
dom has become possible, as i.t had l-1ith the French 'Revolution. If "at that point 
you do not cramp your thoughts, then you Hill fitst be amazed at how very close 
to Reality--the reality of the present· which ·inclUdes the elem·ents of tlte future-
thought ••ally is. 

To me, that is \-1hy Hegel makes so much of the method. It. is not because 
that is all \'1e. get from Hegel·-~tethod--but' because the·end and the means· are abso
lutely inaeparDble. Thus, on' p. :468, Hegel writes: 11The method ther~fore is both 
soul and' substance 1 and. nothing is either·. conceived or lcnown ·in its truth eXcept 
in so far as it is completely subject to· the ~method;. it is the peculiar method of 
each individual fact because its activity is the Notion." It isn 1 t true, for 
example, as Lenin stated, that !(ogel ended·this chapter at the pof.nt (p. 485) 
llhere Notion and Reality unite as Nature, whi.eh ·teniD translated to mean as Prac
tice. In this final paragraph, Hegel proceeds to shOti the link baCk from Nature 
to Mind, and of course we knotr thst those two transitions ·were in themselves two 
full books. Or as Hegel puts it: 11The transition here therefore must rather be· 
talten to mean that the Idea freely releases itRelf in abDolute self•securil:y and 
self-repose, By reason of this freedom the form of its determinateness also is 
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utterly free--the externality of space and time uhich is absolutely for itself 
and without subjectivity." (p. '•86) 

Marcuse thinlcs that it io this otatement about the Idea releasing itself 
freely S:J Nature, "this statement of putting the transition ~orward as an actuJJl 
process in reality chat offers great difficulty in the understanding of Hegel's 
sy:~tem.

11 

But he himself doenn't attempt to overcome •these diffic•.Iltics. On the 
contrary, he disregardo them, accepting the Jdea that it is ~ cloeed ontology and 
the beet we can do is take thio method and use at as a cr1.tical theory. 

One thiug if: clear to me, that when Hegel Hrote (p., 477) that the "tran
scendence .of the opposition between Notion and Reality, and that unity 1-1hich is 
th"" truth, rests upon this subjectivity alone,'' the subjectivity 11as certainly 
not to be tha.t of the philosopher, despite all of Hegel's hopes that it would be, 
but that of a nev, lower, deeper layet' oi "llOrld spirit," or., to be specifiC, the 
proletariat and those freedom-fighters in backuarU Afri.eo~~, uho just td.ll freedom 
so much that they make it come true. For uhat happ2ns after, however, that truth 
must arise not only from the movement from Practice, but also that from Theory. 
The negation of the ne3ation uill not be .a generality, not even the generality of 
a new society for the old, but the specific of sal£-liberation, which is the 

. human1sti:l of the human being, as·uell as his philosophy. 

Rays: Dunayevskaya 

January 26, 1961 
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F.aya Dunay~vskaya, 1961 

THE LOGIC OF HEGEL 

The Encyclopaedia o£ the Philosophical Sciences 

This book is known as the smaller Logic and since it is Hegel 1 s oun sum"' 
mation of th~ Science of Logic and very much easier to read than the latter, I 
uill be very brief in summarizing its contents, concentrating al:nost exclusively 
on the sections l-7hich are not reBtatements of t~hat is in the larger Logic 1 but 
uhich are new. 

The first thing that is new i~ both the easy style and the different sub· 
ject matter taken up in the Introduction. (Incidently, I have a rather old edi
tion*with different paginations than the current one, and, therefor~, I Hill cite 
paragraph numbers, which are the same in all editions, rather th~n page numbers.) 

The simplicity of the style is, of course, deceptive since it embodies as 
profound a .thePry as does the more involved style, and may lead one to .think that 
he understands E~omething, even though he doesn't see all of ito implications. For 
example, Paragraph 2 defineS philosophy as a 11thinldng vietJ of· things ••.• a mode in 
which thinlting becomes ltnouledge, rational and comprehensive knowledge., 11 But if 
the reader would then thinlt that philosophy is then no moi'e th~u coinmOn senoef he 
uould be a victim of the simple style. In actuality thot very simple introduction 
consistinG of eighteen pilragraphs is the ultimate in trDciilg through the develop
ment of. philosophy from its first contact uith religion through the ·Kant1an revo
lution up to the_ H~geli:Jn di:Jlactic, c::;nd further, the whole rela.tionship of 

·thought to the objective t.Jorld. Thus, loolt ot the priceleso formulation about 
"the separatist tendency" to divorce idea and reality: 11Tliis divorce betwee_n idea 
and reality is a favourite device of the· analytic understanding in particular. 
Yet _strangely. :'.!1 cOntrast with. this separatis.t tendency, its oun dreams,· half-

. truths thc,oJ.;;,!~ chey are, appear to the understanding something true Dnd. real; ·1~ 
pr_i.des itself on th~ imperative •ought, 1 t-~hich it takes especial pleasure in pre· 
scribing on the field of politics. As if the vorld had uaited on it to learn how 
it ought to be, and 't'lSS not! 11 (par. 6) · 

That same paragraph, expresses the most profound relationship of mate~ialiam 
to idealism and if you will recall both the chapter· in Maaism and Freedom o~ ~he 
brealc in Lenin 1s thought ·uhich all hinged on a new relationship of the ideal to 
the real and vice versa,· then this simple statement will be pr'?foundly earth· 
shaking lY"hen you consider that it is an idealist nho is saying it: "The icle8. is 
not so feeble as merely to have a right or an obligation to exist without act_ually 
existing." · · 

" 
Actuality, then, is Hegel's point of departure for thou8ht as well a~ for 

the l'lorld and its inatitutions. So far as Hegel is concerned, hi's whole_ .:lttitude 
to thought ia the same as to experience, for in experience, says B.ege~, ~·.~ics the 
unspeakably important truth. thnt, in order to accept and believe any fact, we must 
be in contact ldth it." (par. 7) The whole poi.nt is tl1at philosophy sprang· from 

* The t.ogic of Hegel, translated by Hilliam Hallace, 2nd edition, Oxford ~niver
sity Press, London, Humphrey, ~lilford, 1392 
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the empirical ociences and, in fact, the empirical sciences themuelves could not 
have progressed further i£ laus, gen~ral propositions, a theory had· not resulted 
from them, and in turn pu~hed empi~ical facts fo~~ard. 

You uill be surprised to find that actually I "stole.: from Htlgel that sen
tence in Marxism and Freedom that created so much dispute among intellectuals, 
that there was nothing· in thousht, not even the thought of a genius, which had not 
previously been in the action of common man. The way Hegel expressed it l1SS by 
saying that while it is true that "there is nothing in thought ~1hich has not been 
in sense and experience," the revex.:Je is equally true. (par. 8) 

The reason he opposes philosophy to empiricism, then, is nC)~ because He 
could' do nithout the empirical, but because, in and of tbemselve.s :: (1) thoSo sci
ences laclc a· Universnl, are indeterminate Snd, therefore, not expressly related to 

. the Particular: 
11
Both are external and accidental to each other, and ~t is the 

same with the particular facts uhich are brought into union: Each is external and 
accidental to the ot~ .. .:r. 11 (par. 9) ·And (2} that the beginnings are aot deduced; 
that is to say, you ·i~st begin sometJhere tdthout a necesaity for so doing being 
apparent. (Cf. Large~ -Logic; Vol. ·zr; Absolute Idea, " ... no beginning s~ sirilple ••• ") 
Of couise, cays Hegel, 

11
To soek· to_.lcnot'l before toJe kno_l·l is as absu·r.d ao th? Whe 

resolution of Sc9olasticus, not to venture into the lfater until he has le~rned to 
stdm.

11 

(psr. 10) But, for any fono~ard ~ov~ment,· one nmst thcri go from the.· emp;ri
cal t~ the critical to the opeculative philosophy. 

Not only is Hegel empirical and historicol ("In philosophy the latest birth 
of time is the result of all the ·aystemo that have preceded .. it~ and must include 
their principles ••• ,

11 
par. 13). But he insists that you ca1.1not· tallt of Truth (wi'th 

a capital '1'), that is to say, in gener.aliti'es: 11For ·.the truth is conct'etc; that is, 
Hhilst it gives a bond and principle of .unity, it also possesses an internal' _vari
ety of· developti.tent.

11 
(par. 14) . In fact Hegel neve-r :tY"c.9ries of JiSying that the 

truths of philosophy are valueless 11apnrt from .their interde~ndence acd f?rga.nic 
union ••• and must then b~ treated as b8seless hypotheses Or personal convictions • 11 

Chapter Ttlo-.. Prelimin'ary Notion 

You <iill note that this is something that Hegel would hav'' opposed had 
someone asiced h:lm to state in a .·prelim.inary way t'lhat was his idea o~ nqtioit ~t the 
time he urote the Scir:nce 0£ Log is and told you to t·Jait to get to ·the .end; In 
fact, Marx. said the same thing in Capital t'f'hen he inRisted you must'· begin with the 
concrete commodity before yo_u go off into_ general absc;>lute hms. ln this encyclo
paedia, hot-7ever, Hegel does give you a preview of uhat tt~ill follO"Il.· Some of it 
is in the form of extemporaneous remarks that he ho.d made while delivet'ing the 
uritten lectures.· (All of the paragraphs which are in a smaller ·type than the 
regular text uere. spoken by Hegel·.and taken down by his 11 pupils.:•> .He is showing 
the connect1on between thought and reality, not only in general·, but in the speci
fic so that you should understand how the Greek philosophers had become the anta
gonists of the old religion: 11Philosophers t·7ere accordingly banished: or put to 
death as revolutionists, who had subverted religiorl.and the state·, ~two things 
which uere inseparable. ThoUght, in shnrt,made itself a power in the real world ••• " 
(par. 19) '.l'he reference, of course, is to the execution of Socrates. 

Interestingly enough, Hegel ia not only rooted in History, but even in the 
simple energy that goeo into thinldng: 11Nor is it unimportant to study thought 
even as a subjective energy." (par, 20) He then proceeds to trace the development 
of thought from Aristotle to Kant, the highest place, of course, being taken by 
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Aristotle: 11Uhcn At"istotlc summons the mind to rise to the dignity of that atti
tude, the dignity he seeks is \·1on by letting slip all our individual opinions and 
prejudices, and submitting to the suay of the fact • 11 (par.. 23) 

lie get a good rc].ationDhip of freedom to thought and the Lcgic in general 
into its v·arious parts, ttn·-:--: "For freedom it is necessary that 'tW"e flhould feel no 
presence of something else uhich is not ourselves." He relates the Logic to the 
Philosophy of Nature and the Philosophy of Mind, as a syllogism: 11The syllogistic 
form is a univl:!rsal form of all things. Everything that exists is a particular, 
a close unification of the universal and the singular.'' 111£ for· instance we talte 
the syllogism (not as it uas understood in the old formal logic, but as its .real 
v::!.l.ua), we shall find it gives expression to the law that every particulln.· thing 
i~~ a middle term which fuses together the extremes of the universal and the sin• 
fr·J_::~r." 

Hhile the Logic is 10hat he called "the all-animating spirit of all the 
t~-:.t.;:"ces," it is not the individual categories he is concerned "'ith now, but the 
A~:.:.:Jlute: 11The Absolute is rather the ever .. present~ that present whi.::b, so long 
a!> we· cau thinlt, ue mu·s::, though uithout expressed cousciouariess of it, always 
carry Hith us and always uSe it, Language is _the main dep~sitory of these typ~s 
of thought,.~ 11 (par. 24) He_l'lill not 6tlou philosophy to_ be over .. awcd by religion, 
though he is a very religiouS man, but_ he insists over ~D:d over again "the mind 

. is no~ mere instinct:- on the contJ..ary, it .essentially itivolves t:he ten:dency to 
reasoning and meditation. 11 He has a most remarkable- explanation of. the Fall of 
Nan and the fact that ever since his expulsion· £rom Paradise. he bas ~ad to ·worlt 
by the sweat of his brou: "Touching work, we remarl~ that .l'lhitc· it is· the result 
of the disunion, it also is the. victory over it." (Note how very tlluch.like 1-Jarx· 
the rest of the paragraph sounds.) "The beasts' have uothing'more to ·do but to 
pick ·up the materials required to satisfy thcir·want:s; man on. the coritrary can 
only satisfy his uants by transforming, and as it were originating the Df!!cessary 

.means. ~~s-even in those outside th_ings man is dealing with h:U.iself." · 

. The ·last paragraph of this chapter (par, 25) deals >~ith objective ·thought 
and decides that to really deal uith it, a whole chapter is necessary and, in 
fact, the follouing three chaptE:rs are devoted to the three' attitudes· to objecti
vity. 

Chapter Threc-.. First Attitude of Thought Towards the Ob1ective tforld 

Everything in pre-Kantian thought from faith and abo~ract understanding 
through scholasticism, dogmatism and metaphysics is dealt l-lith in the brief chap
ter of ttoJelve pages. It is reu1arkable h01-1 easy it sounds. l'lhen you consider the 
range of subjects takGn up. This is ·someth_ing, mOreo~c.t:, that he has not done in 
the larger Logic, All the attitudes to objectivity are something that appear only 
in the smaller Logic. 

Chapter Four--Socond Atti~f...~!!!!!.d~- th_~ctive l!orld 

This deals both 10ith the empirical school and the critical philosophy. He 
notes that we could not have come from metaphysics to rF.!&;l philosophy, ur from the 
Dark Ages to the epoch of capitalism llithout empirical .al:udies and the shaking off 
of the bondage of mere faith. At the same time, the method of the empiricists 1 

analysis is devastatingly criticized. Somewhere later h-a is to say that it is 
equivalent to thir.k that you can cut off on atm frc:u a body and still think you 
are de::J.ling uith a living subject, when you analyze that disjointed .arm. Here he 
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states: 11Empiricism labo.Jrs under a. delusion·, if it supposes that, l1hile analysing 
the objects, it leaves them as they Here; it really transfonns the concrete into 
an abstract •••• The error lies in forgetting that this is onl~, one half of the pro .. 
cess, and that the main point ·is the reunion of uhat has been dividcd. 11 (par. 38) 
And finally in that same paragraph, he states: uso long then as this sensible 
sphere is and continues to be for Empiricism o mere datum, we have a doctrine of 
bondage; for we become free when we are confronted by no absolutely alien t.;rorld, 
but by a fact which is our second self •11 

Uith the critical s.chool,: it is obvious that ue have rencbed a revolution 
in thought and yet that it stopped being critical because of its divorce of thought 
from experience: 11This viet-1 has at least the merit of giving a correct expression 
to the nature of all consciousness. The tendency of all man's end!!a·vou'rs is to 
understand the uorld, to appropriate and subdue it to himself; and to this ·end. the 
positive reality of the world must be as it t-}ere crushed and squashed, in other 
t-7ot·ds; idealized." 

He further accuses Kant of having degraded Reason 11to a finite and c_ondi
tioned thing, to identify -it t·7ith a mere stepping beyond the finite and co•· ·:.:ioned 
rarl.ge of understanding. The real infinite, far from being ll mere transcende;.-;-e of 
the finite, abJays involves the absorption of th2 finite into its own f1Jller naoo 
ture.-.,.Absolute idealism, h0l·7ever, though it is far in advance of the vulgarly .. 
realistic mind, is by no weans merely restricted: tu philosophy." (par. 45) 

He, therefore, considers Kant's system to be ·11dualistic11 so t~llt11the fun
damental defect makes itself visible in the inconsistency of unifying at one mome~t 
uhat a moment before had been explained to be independent and. incapable of unifi .. 
cation." And yet his greatest criticism of Kant is that his philosophy fails to 
Unify, that is to· say, that "its form ;of unifiea·tion was completely external and not 
out of the inherent unity: "N!)W it is not because· they .at:e subjective th.at the 
categories are finite: they are finite by the~r very natur.:: .... ~' Note hot: in--the 
c.nd Hegel both separates· and unites Kant and Fichte: · 

After all·it uas ·Only formally that the J{antian system ~stab .. 
lished th~ principle that thought·acted sponteneouuly in forming 
its constitution. Into details of the manner and tlle extent of 
this .self-determination of thoUght, Kant never t-tent. It HBS 
Ficbte tvho first noticed the omission; and who, afti!r he had 
called attention to the liant o~ a deduction for the categories, 
endeavored really to· supply somethirig of the tdnJ. · Hith Fichte, 
the 'Eao' is the starting-point in· the philosophical develop
ment.~.Meanwhile, the nature of the impulse remains a otranger 
beyond our pale,,,t·!hat Kant calls the thing-by-itself, Fichte · 
calls "the impulse from t-lithciut ••• 11 (par. _60) 

Chapter Five--Third ~-9J:,..'l:!!9lill!Jt _ _'{9Y.Y.!!!Lt.M.~b!ective Uorld 

To me~ this chapter on what Hegel calls "Immediate or Intuitive Knowledge" 
and Hhich is nearly entirely devoted to Jacobi, is the most important and essen
tially .totally ne" as distinguished from the manner in "h1ch Hegel deals "ith the 
other schools of thought in his larger· Logic:. The net-Iness comes not from the fact 
that he does not criticize Jacobi (and Fichte and Schelling), sa devastatingly in 
the larger Logic, but in the aense that he has made a category out of it by devo· .. 
ting a chapter and by malt:ing that chapter occur t·1hcn, to the ordinary mind, it 
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1·1ould have appeared that fros.J~nnt hb should ~ave gon~ to his own dialectical 
philosophy. Hegel is telling us that one doeBn 1 t necessarily go direc~ to a 
higher stage, but may suddenly face a throu .. back to a former stage of philosophy, 
1-lhich thereby 1.a utterly 11reactionary." (That's his uord, re9.ctionary.) 

The first critique of Jacobi's philosophy is the analysis th&t even faith 
must be proved; otheruise there uould be no ~1ay to distinguish in anyoncfs say•so 
whether it is something as grandiose as Christi.:~nity, or as backiiJard as the wor .. 
shiping of an ox. No words can substitute for Hegel's: 

The term Faith brings with it the special advantage of reminding 
us of the faith of the Christian religion; it seems to include 
Christian faith, or perhaps even to. coincide ~~ith it; and thus 
the Philosophy of Faith has a thoroughly pious and Christian 
look, on the strength of which it takes the liberty of uttering 
its. arbitrary dicta tvoith greater pretensiOns to authoritY. But 
t1e must not let OUJ;'Selves be dec.eived by the semblance sur1.·cp .. 
titioualy secured by means of a "merely verbal similarity~ The 
two things are radically di-stinct. ·Firstly, Christian faith 
comprises in it a certain authority of the chu1·ch: but the fai·th 
of Jacobi

1
s philosophy has no other authority than.that of the 

philosopher who. revealed it. And, secondly, Chris-tian faith is 
objective, tilith a great deal' of substance in the shape of. a 
system of knowledge and doctrine: while' the contents of the 
philosophic faith are so utterly indefinite, that; whil~ its 
arms are open to receive the faith of the christibn, it · 
equally includes a belief in the divinity of the Dalai Lama, 
the ox, or the ·_monkey, thuS, so far ac it goes, ·narrouing 
Deity down to its simplest terms, tO a Supreme Bein·a. Faith 
i~self, taken in the sense postulat~d by this system, is 
nothing but the saple.ss BbBtraction.of immediate Jmowledge ••• 
(par. 63) · 

You may recall (t~ose of you .t-1ho ·uere t.,.ith us whEm We split from JohnsOn) that 
we used this attitude as the thorough embodiment o~John~onism, and in pa~ticular 
the series of letters he issued on the fact 'thSt · 1~e· must "break with th,e old" aild 
stick only to the 

11new'~ without eve·r specifying what is o~d and "Jh.et' is ·new, either 
in a class context or even in an ~ediate.historic frame: This is What Hegel calls 11

exclusion of mediation" and he rises to his highest height in- his critique .of 
Jacobi when he states: 

11
Its distinctive doctrine is that iQUDediate knowledge alone, 

to the total exclusion Or mediatio~, can possess a conteOt.whiC~ is true." (par. 
65) He further expands this thought (par; 71): 

The one•sidedness of the intuitional school has certain 
char~cteristics attending upon. it, whieh we shall proceed ~o 
point out in their main features, noW that '1e haVe discuBsed 
the fundamental principle, The i!!:!Ji of these .corollariem ·is 
as follows. Since the criterion of truth is found, 'not in the 
c~aracter of the cOntent. but in the fact of consciousness, all 
alleged truth has no other basis than s"ubjcctive.kncwledge and 
the assertion that we discover a ccrta:in fact in our conscious
ness. Uhat t<~e discover in our 01n1. consciousness is thus exag· 
g.erated into a facti of the consciousness of all, and even. rassed 
off for the very natUre of the mind. 
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A feu paragraphs later (par. 76) is ''~here Reeel uses the term "reactionary'! 
...... reactionary nature of the school of Jacobi. His doctrine is a return to the 
modern starting point of the metaphysic in th~ Cartcsian.Philosophy, 11 You must 
remember that Hegel praises De.'3cartes as the starting point of philosophy, and even 
sbo1-1S a justificiation for any metaphysical points in it just because it had broken 
neu ground. P.1tt what he cannot forgive is that in his o11n period, after l-1C had 
already reache~ Kantian philosophy, one, should turn bac!~Hetd: 

The modern doctrine on the one hand mak~~ no change in the 
Cartesian·method of the usual scientific knot-~ledge, and con .. 
ducts on the same plan the experimental and finite sd.ences 
thGt have sprung from it. But, on the other hand, whCn it 
comes to the scienCe which has infinity for its scopa, it 
throus aside the method, and thus, as it knows no othc::-, it 
rcjecto all methods. It abandons itself to the control of a 

_wild, capricious and fantastic dogmatism~ to a moral prig· 
gishness and P.ride of feeling~ or to an excessive opining 
and reasonirig ~1hich is loudeot against philosophy and phi.lo
sophic themes. Ph~losophy of course tolerates no mere asser
tions·, or conceits, or arbitl.~ary. fluctuations .of inference 
to and fro, (par, 77) 

Chapter Six--The P;t:oximete Notion of ·LogiC uith itS SubdiVisioq, 

This is the ·last Chapter before u-e get into the three major divisicl.ls of 
the Logic itself. In a uord, it toolt Hegel six chapters, or 132 pages, to intro .. 
duce .the Logic Hhich uill occupy, in this abbi:-eviated form~ a little leSs than 
200"pages. On the c;>ther .hand,. this smaller Logic t'lill be sUch easy s'Siling, espe .. 
cially for anyone ~-Jho has grappled ~.;oit:h the Larger one, that you .will _almont thinlc 
that you are r.eading a novel and, indeed, I nUl spend very litt~e ·time on· the 
summation because I ~elieve you are getting ready to read ~~.for yourself now. 

To get ba'clt. to: the 'Proximate Notion, He8:ef at once: .. inform~ You that the 
three stages of logical doctrin•-~(l)Abstract or Mere Understanding; (2) Dialec
tical or Negative Reason; (3) Speculative or Positive Reason--apply in fact to 
every logical realitY, every notion and truth uhatever. 

There are pisces where Hegel is quite humorous about the dialectic as it 
is degraded for tdniling debater 1s points: "Ofteri too 1 Dialectic is nothirig more 
than a subjective see•saw of argumerits pro and S2!l• ~.;ohert;! the· abSence of sterling · 
thought is disguised by the subtlety ~>hich gives birth to such argur.lents," (par, 81) 
And yet it is precisely" in· this paragraph t.;ohere he gives the s:!mp~~st. and profound
est definition of what dialectic is, thus: "'Yherever there ·ill moVeme~t;.,. ~.;oherever 
there is life, uhercver anything is carried irito effcot:t in the actual world, there 
Dialectic is at Horlc. 11 Over and over again, HCgel lays stress on the necessity to 
prove what one claims, and the essence. of proof: is that something has developed of 
neceseity in such and such a manner, that it has been through b.oth a historic and 
a self-relotionsllip ~>hich has move it from uhat it was "in itself" (implicitly), 
through a "for itself-ness 11 (a process· of mediation or devaloplr.ent or suffering), 
.!;9. "hat it finally is "in and for itself" (cxplid.tly), Or put .yet another way, 
from potentiality to actuality; or the realization of all that is l.nherent in it. 
Finally, here is the simple ""Y' Logic is suh<iivided into three parts: I, The 
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Doctrine of Beit;~.g; II. Th:! Doctrine of i1scenc:c; III, The Doctt·ine of Notion and 
Idea. That is, into the Theor!' o~ Thou~;ht: I. !11 its imrnedi3cy (the notion implf .. 
cit and, as it were, in germ); II. In ita reflection and mediation (the being~for
self and shou of the notion); III. In l.tD ret<Jrn into itself, end its being all to 
itself (the notion in and for itself ••• "For iu philosophy, to prove means to shat<l 
h0l·7 th~ subject by and from itself uakec itself uhst it io 11). 

Chapter Seven--Fi· "•tbdivision of Logfc ... -'[he Doctrine of Being 

I will nc into the oe·parate categories of Quality, Quantity, Measure 
or the question of ~eing 1 Nothing and Becoming. Instead, ell I uill do here is 
point to the examples from the history of philooophy so that you get n. feelfng for 
yourself abOut the specificity of his thinlting ond realize that his 3bstractions 
a~e not abstractions at all. Two things, for exampla, from the cect.ion on Quality 
uill a peale for themselve~: 

In the history of philosophy the different stages of th• logical 
Idea a'asume the shape of cuccassive sy.ntemo, each of uhich is based 
on a particul~r definition of the Absolute.· As the l~gi~sl Idea ·ts 
seen to unfold itself in s proccso from the abstract to the concrete, 
so in the history' of philosophy the 'earliest systems are the most 
abstract, and thuo at the same time have least. in them. The rela .. 
tio~ too of the earlier to the later .aystems of plliloaophy is much 
like the relation Of the earlier to thO later Rteges of the logical 
Idea: in other words, the former are preserved in the latter, but 
in a subor~inate and Zunctional position~ This ia the trUe ~eaning. 
of a much misunaerstood pbenomenOil in the history of philosophy·-
the refutation of· one system by anothe:r, of an earlier by a later-••• 
(par • n6) 'Opinion, uith it'a usual 1·1a11:t of thought, believ.es that 
specific thingo are positive th~oughou.t, aud retains them fast 
under tbe form of Beins, Nei'e Be'in&, howevert io not .the end of 
the matter. 

Remember that the sections in the smaller type are ~b~ ones that Hegel 
quotes orally and then you l-7111 get a vie1·1 of his res.ponse to his audience when, 
say, they uould look \·71th blank faces when he ~yoould apealt of something like "Being• 
for .. self •11 And not-J read the_ follol-ring: 

The Atomic philosophy forms a vital stage in the historical 
growth ·of the Idea. The principle <>f that oystem may be des·
cribed as Being .. for~self in the shape of the lotany. At present, 
students of nature uho arc anxious to avoid metaphysics turn a 
favourable ear to'Atomism,· But it is not possible to escape 
metaphysica and cease to trace nature back to tertr.s \)f thought .. 
by thr~yofng·ouroelves into the arms of Atomism. The atom, in 
fact, is itself a thought; and hence the theory 11hich holds 
matter·· to Consist of atoms is a metaphyoical theory, Newton 
save physico an·express warning to bc~are of metaphysics, it 
is true; but, to his honour be it oaid, he did not by any weans 
obey his OtY"n uarning. The only mere physicistB are the enimals: 
they· alone do not thintc: uhile mon is a thintcing beins and • 
born· metB'physician. ·(Read tho rest of pa'(asraph 90 for your
self--it is too important to mioaQ) 
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Chapter Eight••Cecond SubdiviGion of Logic--The Doctrine of E3sence 

Here again I uill not go into the categories such as Identity, Differe-nce, 
Co~tradiction, etc., all of uhich I dealt uith whan summat•izing the L .. L. and which 
you will find comparatively easy to read here. t-n1at interests md are '=he so-called 
examples and once in auhile the eSSy definitions lilte "The aim of philosophy is to 
banish indifference, and to learn the necessity of things.'' (par. 118) So we go 
back to the historical basis uhich ah1ays throus ,.n extra illumination on the 
generalization that follot·7S, thus: 11The Sophistb came forward at a time uhen the 
Greeks had begun to grot~ dissatisfied Hith mere authority and t~adition in the 
mntter of morals and religion, and uhen they felt h()(1 ne~clful it uas to see that 
the sum of facts 1-1as due· to the intervention and act of thought ••• Sophistry has 
nothing to do with uhat io taught:. that may aluays· be tr1Je. Sophia try lies in 
the formal circumstance of. teaching it by grounds which are cs D'\:dilable for attac~ 
as for de£ense. 11 (par. 121) · 

I uant to recommend the studying in full of the final part of this ·section 
called "Actuality • 11 _It io not: a question only o~ c011tent or itA pL·ot:ound insis
tence on the relationship of actUality to thought and vice versa ("The i.iea is 
rather absolutely active, ns uell as actual 11 ) •• It is a Joovement of and to, free .. 
dom within every ocience·, philosophy, and even._claso struggle (though Hegal, of 
course, never says that) that nevertheless must go through tho .actuality of nec'es• 
sity and the real uorld contradictions that ~re impo&£ii0le tO sumarize in any 
briefer forin than tho , eighteen paragrepho Hegel includes, here •. (pars. 142·159) 
You have heard me quote often the section on Necessity t-lhich ends with: 11So long 
as a man is othen~ise conscious that he is. free, hiD h"armony:. of s,r;>u.l a~d peace of 

·mind uill not be disturbed by disagreeable. e:vents. It is th_cir vieu o~ Necessity, 
therefore, 1-1h'ich is at the root of the .content and discontep.t Of me_n, and which in 
that l'lliY determines their destiny itself." Nou you go t_o- it and study those pages. 

Chapter Nine--Third Subdivision of Logic--The Doctrine of the Notion 

This last section of the Logic is the philosophic fraraet·1orlt uhich most 
applies to our age. From the very start ~vhere he oays "The NotiCin is the pot-1er of 
Substance in the fruition of its oun being, ·and therefore, t-1hat is. free, 11 you know 
that on thr! one hand, from not-7 on you are on your own and must constantly deepen 
his content through a materialistic, historical 11 translation. 11 And, on the other 
hand, that you cannot do so unless you stand on hiE solid foundation: "The Notion, 
in ohort, is ~1hnt cont£Zinc all the earlier categories of '!'bought merged in it. It 
certainly ic a form, but an infinite and crea~ive form, Hhich includes., but at the 
same time releases from itself, the plenitude of all that it contains." (par. 160) 

I uould lilte you to read the lette.r I ·wrote to Olga on Universal, Parti
cular and Individual and then read Hegel on those categories. and you will see how 
little of his spirit I uas able to transmit and hou changeable are his oun defini• 
tiona. For example, he says, "Individual and Actual are the same thing ••• Tbe 
Universal in its true and comprehensive meaninn is one of those thoughto which 
demJ.nded thousands of yea1.·s before it entered into the consciousness of men." '(par. 
163) Just ponder on thio single pbraoe "thousands of years • 11 

These categoriea--Univeroal, Particular and Individuel .. -are firot described 
in the Notion as Notion, then they enter Judgement, then Syllogism, and then 
throughout to the end, and in each ca~e they are not.: tho same~ and you can really 
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breat, your neck 1£ yuu try to subGume them into a definitional fot'ln. They must 
not--t'lill not .. -be fenced in.. Hegel, himself, he.s something to say on this fencing 
in of the syllogism, for axample, t'lhich in "common logic11 is supposed to conclude 
so-called elemental theory, uhich is then follOt-Jcd by a so .. called doctrine of 
method, which is supposed to shou you ·hot·7 to apply t1hat you learned in Part I: 11
It believes Thought to be a mere subject1.ve and formal 3ct!vity, sud the objec

tive fact, t~hich confronte thought, it holds to be permanent and .Jelf-subsistent. 
But this dualism is a half-truth ••• It uould be truer to say that it is subjecti
vity itself, t-~hich, as dialectical, brca!ts through its U'J/C berr:l-2rD and develops 
itself to objectivity by means of the syllogism." (pur. 192) 

(I uant to call to your attention that it is the lost sentence in paragraph 
212 uhich J. so badly misused in justifying our return to Trotskyism, Note that 
the quotation itself speaks of error as a necessary dyn'amic, ~·1hereas J. spolc:c of 
it as if it were~ dynamic:· 11Error, orOth~r-being, "'hem it is uPlifted and 
absorbed, is itself a necessary dynamic element of truth: for trath c3n only be 
uhere it makes itself its ot.m result." The phrase underlined Has undet"lined by 
me in order to atr~oa that J, had left it out.) 

The final section on the Absolute Idea is extremely abbrtwiated· and by no 
means gives you all that 'O'lCDt into the Science of Logic, but it will serve, if You 
read it very ,carefully, to intro~uce you to its study in the L.L. I tlill quote 
only three thoughts from it: 

The Absolute Idea is, in the·firat place, the unity of the 
theoretical and practiCal idea, and thus at the same time the 
unity of the idea of life uith the ides of cognition .... The 
defect of life lies in its being only the idee implicit or 
naturally: t-Jhereas cognition is an equally one·sided way, the 
merely conscious idea, or the idea for itself. The Unity ••• 
(par. 236) 

It is certainly possible to indUlge. in ,'i vss_t amount of 
senseless declamation about the idea absolUte. But its tru~ 
content is only the ~'hole system of Hhich t;e have been hitherto 

·examining the developmerit •••• (par, 237) 

I love the exPress~on that to get to philosoPhic: thought one must be strong· enough 
to ~1ard off the incessant importance of one 1 s o~m opinion: 

The philosophical method is analytical, as well sa synthe· 
tical ••• To that end, hot-lever, there is required an effort t~ 
keep off . the ever .. incess.ant impertinence of our o_t~n fancies 
and opinions, (par. 238) · 

The final sentence of the l1hole book ir. the ameller ·Logic is t'lhat pleased 
Lenin oo highly that he t'lrote as if the Larger Logic ended the ssme '"ay, stating 
that the 11rest of the paragraph11 wasn't significant, It is that "rest of the para .. 
graph" in the L.L. around uhich tlae whole reason ror my 1953 Letter on the Abso .. 
lute Idea rests. The sentence Lenin lilc:ed because it held out a hand to material
ism is: "t7e began t'lith Being, abatract being: l-1here ue nou :~re we also have the 
idea as Being: but this ides, which has Deing is Nature." This is the oral remark 
t'lhich followed the Hritten last sentence: 11But the idea is absolutely free; and ito 
freedom means that it does not merely pass over into life, or ss finite cognition 
.o.lloulife to show in it, but in its olm absolute truth resolves to let the 'moment' 
of its particularity, or of the first characteriRaticm end othct· ... being, the imme ... 
diote idea, as its reflection, go £t)rth freely itself from itself as Nature," 

Rnya Dunayevsltaya, ~/15/61 
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EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS ON HEGEL'S ABSOLUTE IDEA, MAY 1953 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE: The letters excerpted here were written in 1953. That was the 
year of Stalin's death, on the one hand, and dte ga&t German Revolt, on the other 
hand. It was the year when we were prepnring co come out with a paper that would 
be a break from all previous rsdical papers, and when I turned to philosophy s11d 
saw in the Absolute Idea the breakdown of the division between theory and prac· 
tice in the movement for total freedom. What was new was that there wa& a dialec
tic not alone in the movement from theory to practiCe, but ~aractice to thenry. 

--R.D. 

* * * 
May 12, 1953 

''The secl')nd negative, the negative of the negative, which we havC reached, 
is this transcendence of the contradiction, but ie no more the act:J.vity of an 
external reflection than the contradiction is• it is the i~~ermost and most· objec-

• d f " tive moment of Life and Spirit, by virtue of which a subject is personal en ree. 
(pp. 477-8) 

NOW STAND UP AND SHOUT PERSONAL A.'ID FREE, PERSONAL AND FREE, PERSONAL AND 
FREE "AS LEII!N SHOiJTED LEAP, LEAP, LEAP WHEN HE. FIRST SAl/ DIALECTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
TO BE THAT AND ALSO TilE OBJECTIVE WORLD. . 

l·will ~eturn to freedom, and where our age proves it bas abolished the 
cii~cinction between theory and practice and that which is the preoccupation of 
the theoristsMMfreedam out of one•party totalitarianism··ls the preoccupation of 
the great masses, but now I must still stick close to Hegel for when he reaches 
that point he goes not into paeans of freedom but an attack on all old radical 
parties from the Social-Democracy (Kant, to Hegel) "to the SLP (fort!IBliats, to 
Hegel) and he does not let go until the method itself extends itself into a sys-
~· (p, 480) And on p; 482 he aoysi · 

The method effects this as a system of totality •••• This pro
gress dStermines itself, first, in this manner, that it·bagins 
from simple determinatenesses and that each subsequ."lnt one _is 
richer and more cOncrete. 

(It has not been a straight line, but an approach both rearward and foreward so 
that we. can see.} 

ln the absolute method the Notion preserves itself in its 
otherness, and the universal ia its particulari·zation, in 
the Judgement and ir. reality; it raises to each next stage 
of determination the whole mass of its antecedent content, 
ond by its dialectical progress not only loses nothing and 
leaVes nothing behind, but carries with it al! that it baA 

.acquired, enriching and conCentrating itself upon itaelf. 

So that none of the other philosophies (parties to u~) just degenerated 
or died, but their achievements have been incorporated in the new philosophy or 
party and this new has been enriched "concentrating itself upon itself" for we 
have that new source, the third layer.* 

*This tenm refers to the deepest layers, the creative, unskilled rank-and-file 
workers, women, Blacks. 
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Now watch this: "Each new stage of exteriorization (that is, of furthe1.· 
determination) is alan an interinrization, and greater extensinn is alsf' hi.gher 
intensity. 11 (p. 483) What a more perfect description of g"ing outward td th Indis ... 
nant Heart, and becoming richer i~ard and more intense. 

"The highest and acutest point !a simple pet·sonalU·y, n ~ontinues Hegel, 
''which, by virtue alone rJf the absolute dialectic lJhich is its nature, equally 
holds and comprehends everything within itself because it perfectly liberates it
self. • ." So we are back at liberation nnd until the end of the Absolute Idea that 
will be the theme: liberation, freedom and en absolutely I:IA<:.~.Q!.omising. Bolshevik 
attack on impatience, If you are right and the Unhappy Consciousness should sNme .... 
how go as part of Abernism~-and I agree with you there- ... then nevertheless I will 
not let go of Leland. Just listen to the absnlutely devastating analysis by Hegel, 
and remember Hegel does it as he has already epproached freedom and we met that 
type ~hen we approached independence: 

That impatience who~e only wish is to go beyond the determi
nate (whether in the form of beginning, object, finite, or 
in any other form) and to be immediately in the absolute, 
has nothing before it as object of ito cogniti~n but the 
empty negative, the abstract infinitc,--or else would-Oe 
absolute, which is imaginary because it :ts tte:i: cher posited 
nor comprehended ••• (p. 484) 

I am shaking all over for we have come tn whet"e we part from·Lenin. I mC!n"' 
tioned before that, although in the approach to the Absolute Idea Lenin had men ... 
tioned that man's cognition not only reflects the o~jective world b~t creates it, 
but that within the cbaoter he.never developed it. Objective world Connections, 

terialism, dialectical materialism, it .is true, but not the object and subject 
as one fully developed- ... that 1s what he saY. Then he-reaches the last paragraph: 
"Por the Idea posits itself as the absolute.unity of the pure Notion and its Real
ity, and thus gathers itself into the immediacy of BeiRc; and. in doing so, as' 
totality in this form, it is ~." (p. 485) 

There Lenin stops-Mit. is the beginning or the last pnragraph ... ·and he says: 
''This phrase on the .!.!..!! page ef the Logic is excee.dingly remarkable. . The transi ... 
tion of the logical idea to Nature. Stretching a· hand to materialism. This is 
not the last phrase of the Logic, but further till the end of the page is unimpor
tant." 

But, my iear Vladimir Ilyitch, :It is not true; the end of that page. is 
important; we of 1953, we who have lived 3 decades after you and tried to absorb 
all you have left us, we can tell you that. 

Listen to the very next sentence: ''But this determination i.s ~at a per
fected becoming or a transition ••• 11 Remember how tr.antlition waR everything to you 
in the days of Monopoly, the eve of socialism. 1-lell, Hegel has passed beyond 
transition. He says this last determination, 11the pure Idea, in uhich the deter
minateness or reality Qf the Notion is itoclf raised to the level of Notion ••• is 
on ·absolute liberation·, having no further 1UIII1ediate determination which is not 
equally posited.and equally Notion. Consequently there is no transition, in this 
freedom ••• The transition here therefore must rather be taken to mean that the Idea 
freely releases itself in absolute self-security and self-repose." (pp. 485-486) 
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You see, Vladimir Ilyitch, you didn't have Stalinism to overc~me, when 
transitions, revolutions seemed oufficient to bring the new society. Now ever.r
one looks at the totalitarian one-party state: that is the new which must be over
come by a totally ·new revolt in which everyon'2 e;tperiences "absolute liberation." 
So we build with you from 1920·3 and include the experience of three decades. 

But, H, (Hauser*, not Hegel) I have not finished yet, not that last para
graph in Hegel, nor my summation, for we must ratrace cur steps to the paragraph 
before, and as we do, let's keep in mind Man~ 1 s last chapter of Capital (Vol. I). 
Hegel writes: "In so far as the pure Idea of Cognition !R enclosed in subjectivity, 
and therefore is an impulse to transcend the latter; and, as laet ~esult, pure 
truth becomes the beginning of another sphere and science. This transition need 
here only be intimated." {p. 485) And then he goes into how the Idea posits it·· 
self and is liberation. .That, he says, he cannot flllly develop here; he can only 
intimate it. 

Now you will recall that that is precisely what Marx does in the Accumula
tion of .Capital when he reaches the laws of concentration and centralization of 
capital and socializatior. of labor. He says he cannot develop those, but be can 
give .:m -intimation, and this intimation turns out to be i) chat the ult1:mate would 
be centralization of capital 11in the hands of one single capitalist corporation, 

11 

2) that it would not matter if that occurs ·peacefully or violently, 3) but that 
with the centralization grows also the revolt, and it is not just any. revolt but 
one that' is "orgaitized, united, discipt"iti'eCiby the very ·mechanism of capitalist 
production." 

H. are vou as excited as I? Just as·Marx's development of the form of the 
cmmnodity and money came from Hegel's syllogiatir. UP I, so the Accumulation of 
Capital (the General Absolute Law) is based on the~~olute Idea. 

Remember also that we kept on repeating Lenin's aphorism that Marx may not 
have left us 11a Logic" but he left us 11 the logic of Cfipital." This is it--~ 
logic of Capital is the dialectic of bnurgeois Boc.iety: ,the state .. capitaliam at 
one pole end the revolt at the other. 

At one stage we tried to divide oocislization of labor from revolt, the for
.r:ner being still capitalistic, and the latter 'the beginning of socialism. We 
didn't get very.far because that socialization was Capitalistic, but revolt liber
ates it from its capitalistic integument. Marx, however, _dealing with the dia
lectic of capitalist society did not make the negation of the negation any more 
concrete, but, on the contrary, in the lalit chapter returns to tbe origins of capi
talism. 

Now we are ready to return to tho last few sentences of the Logic ending 
with "But this next resolution of the pure Idea--to detern1ine itself as external 
Idea--thereby only posits for itself the mediation out of which tho N~tion arises 
as free existence th&t out of externality has passed into itsel£; arises to per
fect its self-liberation in the PhilosophY of Spirit, and to discover the highest 
Notion of itself in that logical science as the pure No.tion which forms a Notion 
of itself ••• " 

Perhaps t•m stretching but I feel that in the Absolute General Law when 
Marx was developing tho dialectic of bourgeois society to ita limit and came up 

*Hauser is the name that Grace Lee used in those years. 
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with the revolt "united, organized and disciplined," h~ also set the limits tn the 
dialectic of the party which is part of bourgeois society and will wither with its 
passing as wil,l the bourgeois state. It appesra to me th.s.t when objective and 
subjective are so interpenetrated that the preoccupation of the theoretician and 
of the tlllln on the street is: can ue be free when what has arisen is the one-party 
state?--the assertion of freedCmi, 11p.!rsonal and free, 11 and full liberation takes 
precedence over economics, politics, philosophy, or rnther refuses to be rent 
asunder into three and wants to be one, the knouledge that: you can be free ..... 

May 20, 1953 

••• I limit myself to the following sections of the Philosophy of Mind-
Introduction, Free l.find, Absolute Mind4 

In the Introduction, Hegel atates what_ the thrae stages in- the development 
of the Mind are: 1) in the form of self-relatiOn whcre"che .isk.al· totality of' the 
Idea" is, it ·is 

1

'self_.c!)ntained and free. 11 2) Movin'3 from the Mind Subjective he 
comes to ·the second stage or "the fom of~..,u-1 _1 and in this objective, world 
"freedoin presents itself uilder tho ah3pe of nccess:f.ty~ 11 • 3) From. Mind Objective· 
we reach Mind· Absolute,· "that unity of mind as obj'i!ctivity and of mind as ideality 
and concept, which essentially and actually is and forever produces itself, mind in its absolute truth." 

Hegel continues (par. 386): 

The two first parts of the doct:rine of Mind embrsce the 
finite mind, Mind is the infinite Idea, and finitude here 
means the disproportion between the concept and the reality-
but with the quslificat.ion that it is • shadow .<sst by the 
mind's own light--a show or illusion which the·mind impli
citly imposes as ·a barrier to itself, in order, by fts re
moval, actually to realize and become conscious of freedom 
as !!! very being, i.e. to be fully ~nifested. The several 
stops of this activity,- on each of which, with their sem
blance of being, it is the function o£ tha finite mind to 
linger, and through Which it has to pass, are steps in its 
liberation. In the full truth of that liberation ia. given 
the identification of the three St£1ges--finding a world 
presupposed before us, generating s world as our own crea
tion, and gaining freodom from it and. in it. To the infi· 
nite fotm of this truth the show purifies itself till it 
becomes a consciouancss of it. 

A rigid application of the category of finitude by ~~e 
abstract logician io chiefly seen in dealing wi~h Mind and 
reason: it is held not a mere matter of strict logic, but 
treated also as a moral and religious concern, to adhere 
to tho point of view of finitude, and tho "ish to go further 
is reckOned a mark of cudacity, if not of insanity, of. 
thought, · 
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If we go from this audncious think:f.ng directly to the Free Mind or end- t~f 
Section 1 of Mind Subjective, we will meet with free will in a new soci11l nt·der: 

Actual free will is the unity of theoreticdl and practical 
mind: a free will, which realizes ita own ·fr~edom of will, 
now that the 'fort'l'..alism, fnrtuitousnP.:ss, and coot:ractedncB:s 
of the practical content up to this point have been super~ 
seded. By superseding the adjustments ~f means therein 
contained, the will is the ~~diate individuality self· 
instituted--an individuality, h~wever) also purified of 
all that interferes with ite unf.versalism, Le~ with 
freedom itself. (par. 481) 

In a word, not the f~ee will of 
the free will of the social indiVidual 
interferes,. ·"-71th freedOm"itself. u ' 

the Ego, the unhappy consciousness, but 
"an individuality ••• purified of all that 

To get to the "will to liberty (t..'hich) is no longer an impulse which de
mands its satisfaction, but the permanent char~cter-~the ~piritusl consciousness 
grown into a non-impuls.ive nature,"·Hegel cannot avoid history~ the concrete development: 

When individuals and nations have ·once got in their heads the 
abstract concept of full-blown liberty, there is nothing lilte 
it in its uncontrollable strength, juat becsuse it is the·ve17 
essence of mind, and that ·as its very sctusll.ty •. Whale conti .. 
nents, Africa and the'Esst, have never had this Iden, and ·are 
without it still. The Greeks and Romans, Plato and·Aristotle, 
even the Stoico, did not have it. On the contrary, they saw 
that it is only by birth (as,- for exsmplc, :an Athenian or 
Spartan citiZen), or by strength of character, e'ducation,. or 

·philosophy.(--the sage is free even RB a_slave and in chains) 
that the human being is actually free. It "-'liS through Christ
ianity that thia Idea came ··into the world. (par. 482) 

(I'll be d---d if f~r us I will need to stop to·give .. the.materialistic 
explanation. here. I'm not fighting Hegel's idealism but trying to absorb his ~ia
lectics. Anyone who can 1 t think of the Industrial andt French··Revolutions as the 
beginnings of modern society, or know tha't when will to 1 iberty is no longer mere 
impulse but "pe~anerit character, n "spiritual consciousness,'~ ,it. jus't means and 
can mean only the proletariat that-has absorbed all of scienCe in its person, that 
person better not try to grapple with Hegel.) 

Then a rejection of property, the "have" of possession, and directly to the 
!! of the new society: "If to be aware of the Idoa- .. to be aware, that is,· that men 
sre aware of freedom as their essence, aim, and object--is matter of speculation, 
still this very Idea itself is tho .act:uAUty of men--not samet:hins Wich they b.!!!, 
as men, but uhich they ,m." (pa~. 482) 

We are ready for the Absolute 'Hind. I u-Ul concentrate on the .four cou~ 
eluding paragraphs, 574-577. 

Hegel begins his conclusions nbout philosophy which 111s the self-thinking. 
Idea, the truth aware of itself11 by referl.'ing us to the Absolute !dea in tho Smaller 
Logic, and there HBgel issued a warning: "It is certainly possible to indulge in a 
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vast amount of sens~lese declamation about the idc6 absolute. nut its true c~n
tent is only the whole system of which we h::~vc been hitherto examining: the dcvelopment.11 (par. 237) 

Back to paragraph 574: 

This notion of philosophy is the self·thinking Idea, the truth 
aware of itself~ •• the logical system, but with the signification 
that it is univ~rsality approved and certified in concrete con
tent sa in its actuality. In this way the science has gone back 
to its beginning: its result is the logical systP.m but as a spiri
tual principle: out of the presupposing judgment, in which the 
notion was only tmplicit and th~ beginning ~n immediate--and thus 
out of the appearance which it had there~-it has risen into its 
pure pri:-.ciple and thus also 1.nto its prt:tp_er medium. 

This appearance "gives the motive of the further development." So, like 
all rations_! thinkers, we are back at the form o.f the syllogism: "nte first ap
pearance is formed by the syllogism, which is based on the Logical ·system as 
starting-point, With NatUre for the middle· term which couples the Mind with it. 
The Logical principle turns to Nature and Nature to Mind." (par. 575) 

The .movemerit is from ,the logic&). principle or theory to nature or practice 
!E& from practice not alone to theory but to the new soCiety which is its essence. 
(Note scrupulously how this development, tida Practice, suitders .itself.) 

Nature, standing be~Jeen the Mind and its esse·noe, s~nders itsel~, 
not indeed to extremes of finite .e.bstractioh, nor itself to'some
thing away from them and indcpendent--tvohich, as other than they, 
only serves as a link betWeen them: for:the syllogism is.~ 

· Idea and Nature is essentially defined as a transition-point and 
·negative factor, and as implicitly the Idea. ("par. 575) ' 

Thus the sundering of practice has been neither to mount the "extreme·s of 
finite abstraction" nor as mere link between practice. snd theory, for the trian
gular development her~ means that. practice itself is "implicitly the Idea." 

"Still, 
11 

continues Hegel,- trthe mediation of the notion has the external 
form of transition, and the· science of Nature pl'esenta itself as the course of 
necessity, so that it is only in the one extreme that the liberty of the notion 
is expli_cit as a self-amalgamation." (par. 575). · 

By all means let's follnw Hegel and hold back from skipping a single link, 
but also let us not forget that this is only the first syllogism, lfhile 11in the 
second syllogism this appearance is. so far Buperceded, that that syllosism is the 
standpoint of the Mind itself, which-··ss th1::1 mediating _agent in the process-
presupposes Nature and couples it with the Logical principle. It is the syllogism 
where Mind reflects on· itself in the Idea: philosophy appears as a subjective cog· 
nition, of which liberty is the cim, and which is itself the w&y to produce it." 
(par. 576) 
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Here then mind itself is "the mediating .agent in tha process." I cannot 
help but think of Marx concluding that the Commune is 11the form at last discovered 
to work out the economic emancipation of the proletariat, 11 and of Lenin in Vol. IX 
saying that the workers and peasants ''must understand that the whole thing now is 
practice, that the historical moment has arrived when theory is being transformed 
into practice, is vitalised by practice, corr~cted by practice, tested by prac
tice," and on the same page (420): "The Paris Coimrune gave .o great example of how 

I to combine initiative, independence, freedom of action and vigour from below with 

I voluntary centra lim free from stereotyped forms." And so I repeat: Mind itself, 
the new society, is the ''mediating agent in the process." 

This is where Hegel arrives at Absolute Mind~ the third syllogism: 11The 
third syllogism is the Idea of philosophy. which has self-kn~wing reason~ the 
absolutely universal, for its middle term: a middle, which divides itself into 
Mind and Nature, making the former its presupposition, as proce&s of the !dears 
subjective activity, and the latter its.universal extreme, as process of the 
objectively and implicitly existing Idee." (par. 577) 

No wonder I was so struck, when working out the laye_rs of the· party, with 
the Syllogimm which disclosed that either the Universal ar the Particular or the 
Individual could be the middle term. Note carefully that the 'middle which"di- · 
vides itself

11 
is nothing less than the absolute universal itself and that, in 

dividing itself into Mind and Nature it makes Mind the presupposition "as process 
of the Ideo's subjective activity" and Nature 11as process of the object~vely and 
implicitly existing Idea." 

Here, much as I try'not once agai.n to jolt you by sounding as if I were 
exhorting, I'm too excited not to rejoice at what this means~. But I'll 
stick close to' Hegel and not go off for visits with Lenin and Marx. Hegel says 
that the two appeSrance·a of the Idea (SoCialism in the form of the Commune and thn 
Soviets) characterize both ao its manifestations, and ·in it precisely is 11a unifi-
cation of the two aspects ••• ": · 

The self-judging of.the Idea into its two appearances 
(#575,576) characterizes both as its (the"self-knowing 
reason's) manifestations: and in it there is a unifica
tion of the rwo aspects:--it is the nature of the fact, 
the notion, which causes the movement and development, 
yet this same movement. is equally the action of cognition. 
The eternal Idea, in full fruition of its essence, eter
nally sets itself to 'tV'Ork, engenders and enjoys itself 
as absolute mind." (par. 577) · 

We have entered the new society; 

* * * 
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For 11'I'hc Mtltcrialist Friends 
of the 

Hegelian Dialectic 11 

NOTES on· a Series of Lectures 

LENIN on REGEL'S SCIENCE OF LOGIC 

Lecture !.-~Introductory 

TheSe notes are addressed more to the. teachers than ·to the pupils •. Since, 
however, each member of the class i~ both teacher and pupil, it is addressed to 
all and demands thnt each person, who is to lead a class, haa to read these notes 
and the relevant material before the session begins. '!'he notes are hardly more 
than iti.dications of where to look for the problem. There are no "illustrations." 
At best they hope to lead to a conception of method which 011e ca·n practice. 

The great difficulty _of plunging into Hegel directly makes it ne.cessary 
to establish the historical points ·of departure, not only for~·aegel but for our 
life and times. We· haVe, in -fact·, four -points of departurfJ.: (1) the French Revo
lution, which formed Hegel's point of departure, althOugh he most· often would refer 
to the writings in philosophy during that pex:_iod rather than to: the period "in 
and for itself." There is no doubt, however, both in his historic -writings and 
in the Phenomenology of Mind that it is the historic ev~nt that he considered the 
greatest and the meooure of philosophy itself, (2) The 1848 revolutions and the 
1871 Poria Commune which were the' great historic events of Marx'.s time. (3) From 
World War I to 1924, the decade from the tfme Lenin begsn.to reread Hegel's 
Science of Logic until his death. ·And, (4) cur own post~World War II world. 

A good way to prepare ourselves for both the hiatoL·ic periods and Lenin 1 s 
notes as well as Hegel himself is by tolay of reading the 'following sections in. 
Marxism and Freedom: 

(1) 11The Philosophers and the Revolution: Freedom and the Hegelian 
Dialectic, 11 (pp. ,33-37) which relates Hegel to the French Revolution -and cites 
Marx on Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind._ 

(2) "Hegel's Absolutes and OUr Age of Absolutes, 11 (pp. 37-43), especi
ally the references to RUssian .. Communism's 1947 revisions on the dialectic and 
its .1955 attack on Marx's Humanist Essaya. 

(3)'"Lenin and the Dialectic: A Mind in Action," (pp. 168-172) dealing 
with the break in Lenin's thought caused by the outbreak of World War I and the 
collapse of "the Second International~ 

(4) 11The Irish Revolution sud tho Dialectic of History, 11 (pp. 172-176) 
which is th·e historical instan'ca where Lenin applied -his new conceptions of the 
dialectic to an actual revolution and fo~cd the center of his theories on self
determination of nations, that is of the essence for our own age. 

(5) Above all, you must read through, as a whole, without ·stopping to 
see whether you 11really11 understand, Lenin's Notes on Hegel 'a Sci·ence of Logic· 
aa they sre abbreviated in the first edition of Morxiam and Fraedom, (pp. 327-355) 
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The two~fold reason for reading througr1 the whole 4\bstract without ques
tioning one•s understanding of any single point in it is this: (1) to have at 
least a glimpse of the whole, it is important to get the rhythm, to follow the 
movement. (2) Since all of the rest of the month or six weeks will be t~ken up 
in the detailed studying of Lenin's Philosophic Notahooks, alongside the actuBl 
passages in Hegel, to which Lenin referred in h!a cosmn~ntsr:y, it does not matter, 
in a first reading, that we have let many undigested pnsnagcs pass us by. The 
important thing is to hold on to some reality, to the concrete as one works his 
way through the underlying philosophy, not to let oneself get bogged down by the 
Hegelian 

11

language." Remember, always, that it w-us not an abstruse philosopher 
but a practicing revolutionary who felt the compuloion to go to the original 
sources of Marxiam in Hegel's own·worko at the very moment when the world was 
collapsing all about him in the holocaust of World War I. 

When Lenin asked the editors of Under the Bannl;lr of Marxism to cons_titutc 
themselves as a "Society of Mate't'ialist Frier4dB of the Hege.lian Dialectic" and to 
print_ excerpts from Hegel's o...,n.works, he did not mean anything as simple as th~ 
wlgar explanation of the necessity for standing Hegel 11r:l.ght aide up." The 
materialist reading of Hegel, the need to stand: him 11t"ight side .up, u mE:ant to_ 
Lenin that Hegel, although he had been standing on his heed, h8d so great. and 
objective a validity in and for himself that he atmPly mu~t be read, must .be -
allowed to spealt for himself,- no matter how difficult he sound~,· but th~ editors 
could help thiS· process, must help because, as he, put it, "dialectics. is_ the 
theory·o.f knowledge of (Hegel and) Marr.ism.n 

·Let us :round out this. very ·crowd~d evening of discussion by grappling with 
three quota'tions' from Heget.ls Preface to the Science t:Jf Logic. The :first is a 
challenge ~o the structure of logic tO reorga11ize .itself: . .,_ . . 

The complete transformation which philosophical thought has 
undergone in Germany during ·the -last fivc·and-two~1ty years 
an~ the· loftier outlook· upon thot:rght which self-coriscious 
mind has attained in this period,_ have hitherto had but little 
influence on the structure of Logic. (Hegel* I, p. 33) 

The re'ference to the 25 years ~efers to Kant's work on the eve Of revolu
tion and after the revolution, but in fsct he iS ~eferring, as is clear froM the 
following, to all of tho philosophic writings: 

••• there are no traces 1.n Logic· of the new spirit whi~h has 
arisen both in Learning and in Life. It is, however (let us 
say it once for all), quite vain to try to rota1.n the fonns 
of an earlier stage of development when·the inner structure 
of spirit has become transformed; the'o earlier fo~s are like 
withered leaves ~Pich are pushed off by tho new buds already 
baing generated at the roots. (Hegel I, p. 35) 

Regel then spells out that a philosophic•l meeting of the challenge of 
the times demands a totally new method: 

* In these notes, Hegel will always stand for Science of Logic, Volumes I and II 
and Lonin will always refer to his Philosophic Notebooks. which constitute Vol. 38 
of his Collected Works. 
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••• this movement is tho Absolute Method of ltnowleGge, and ·at 
the same time the immanent soul of the Content of ~nowledge.-
It is, 1 maintain, along this peth of self-c:onstruct:f.on ·alone 
that Philosophy can become obj~ctive and demonstrated science. 
(Hegel I, pp. 36-7) 

The movement, the immanent o~ inherent, and what: He· witt·get to know as 
path of self-construction, 11 will from now on form the pivot of all that we 
otudy in the rest of the course. 

Lecture !I.--The first book of the Science of Logic: The Doctrine of Being 

It is .necessary to establish the limitation of this course on the rela
tionship of Philosophy to Revolution. It is, of course, impossible to deal with 
Hegel's work in so brief a time as we have allotted ourselves. Therefore, instead 
of dealing with ~t in terms of its awn development~ we are, in fact, ltmiting our~ 
selves to reading only those passages which Lenil\ Ring led- out, and even those in . 
very abbreviated- ·form. Lenin, in tUrn, gave very unequal space to the various 
book~. (Th~ two volumes of. Science of Logic conctitutc three books: the Doctrine 
of .Being, t;he Doctrine Of Essence _and the Doctrine of tha Notion.-) · · · 

~us, Le_nin' s Notes plus the quotations frllm Hegel co~titute 159 pages' 
whereas.the two volumes of Hegel number neP.rly one thousand pageo, especially when 
you consider that Lenin included also certain ·quotatiohs fram what is known as the 
11Smaller Logic" (Hegel's Logic in the Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences), . 
Lenin gives 15 pages to the prefaces and introduction which take up some_ 45 pages. 
Yet the whole of Book I-, 325 pages, take up only 25 p&ges of Lenin. To Book II 
(190 ·pages), are 'given 40' pages of Lenin; .while to Book III (275 pagoa) Lenin 
devotes nearly as much space as to all the others combined, 70 pages. Clearly, 
not. every section was of equal importance. What· is most important to us of the 
twentieth century is thSt Lenin. devoted the most time to the Doctrine of the No
tion, or what ·I .have called the" method, the way in which a new so~iety is_ born. 
Sinc·e the last section of that book, the Absolui:o Idea, will be the point Qf _con
centration in the new boot.<, PhilosophY and RevolutiO,!l, it is·as liell that lfe· begin 
with a quotation from the draft of part II.--Why Hegel? Why Now? 

The structure of the Science of Logic showo no straight line 
to the Absolute. It is a circle in which each rea~--Being, 
Essenc.e, Notion--has its own absolute, and each s.tar"ts afresh 
on new groUnd. Whnt is of the essence is thSt eaCh group of 
categories "perished" because it could not expreos the concrete 
totality. Thus new "names" weren't mer!llY superimposed upon 
them. Rather they emerged out of the object1.ve pull of history. 
Insofar as Hegel is concerned, to accept any category at face 
,.slue is an 11uninstructod and barbarous procedure." Concep
tually, the absolute that arises for any period has a relative 
in it even as there is an absolute in every relative. This is 
so, ~because the absolute in, say, the Doctrine of Being is 
of a rather lowly kind--Absolute Indifference--which, though 
a transition to Essence 11dnes not c·ttain to Essence. 11 Even 
when we are done with the c8tegories of Being--Quality, Quan
tity, Measure--and reach the Doctrine of Essence, there too 
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the absolute is relative. The nea categories .. •IJentity, 
Difference, Contradiction, Ground, Appearance, Existence, 
Actuality--no doubt express the essential nature, ns 
against what we may call a marl;et appearance, nevertheless 
the Absolute here can, again, not just be 11 tatc:en over11 by 
the Doctrine of the Notion. And this despite the fact that 
the final section, Actuality, begblB and ends with Absolute, 
it is not this Absolute which 11carrics over" into the Doc
trine of Notion, 11 the realm of Subjectivity or i='recdom." 

Without understanding l'hy this is so, the tendency 1iould 
be to dismiss Hegel 1s Absolutes either as being no more than 
a 

11
natural11 for each "pinnacle11 reached, or to consider that 

the movement to the Absolute io no more than a regr~ssion to 
the absOlute idealism of philosophers '"'ho hide from reality. 
The truth is ·that, precisely because it is the pull of ob
jective history touard real freedom, each subse~uent nge 
reads Hegel differently. 

·We are finally ready to turn to Hegel himself, beginning with where we 
ended in the first lecture on the movement and the pBth of self-construction that 
ilegel himself under.lines as critical and that Lenin singles out· as the ·quintessen
tial directly after Hegel's statement, "it is .the nature of the content and that 
a~one tol~::f..ch lives and stirs in philosophic cognition •• •" (Hegel I, p. 36) W1tun 
Hegel writes that "it is along this .path of self-construction olone that Philoso• 
phy can become objective, demonstrative science,u anri talks about the mOvement of 
consci.ouaness 

11
like the development of all natural and spiritual life/' Lenin · 

writes: 

Turn it around: Logic and the theory o£ knowledge mu~t be 
dei"ived from "the development of all natural ond spiritual 
life," (Le~iu, p, 08) 

In the preface to the second edition of Hegel' a l·1ork--two full decades 
separate the first preface from. the second. uritten at the CJ:?d of his-·life--he 
speaks about the rise of philosophy presupposing "a long ·otretch of road. already 
traversed by the mind of _man11 so that, on the one hand, "those interests are hushed 
1·7hich move the lives of people and individuals" and· that, on the other hand, these 
categories of logic are indeed "abbreviations • 11 words that epitOmize ''the endless 
multitude of particulars of external existence." This uDiveraalism of a category 
stil·s. Lenin's mind and t·lill bring forth the first reference to what is concrete 
for Lenin: Marx's Capital, expanding Hegel's expression of the relationship of the 
universal to the particular and stressing: 

A beautiful formula: 1 ~ot merely an abstract universal,· but 
a universal which comprises in itst:lf the wealth of the par
ticular, tha individual, tho single" {all the wealth of the 
parti~ular and singlet)t~ Treo Bi~n! (Lenin, p. 99) 

Lenin had already summarized to himself the first "definition" of what s 
category is: 

Logic is the science not of extexnal forms of thought, but 
of· the lat'la of development "of all material, natural and 
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spiritual things," i.e., of the devcloptnent.:: of the entire 
concrete content of the world and of ita cognition, i.e., 
the sum•total, the conc:luaion of the !!i_s~ of knowledge 
of the world, (Lenin, pp, ?2·93) 

In a uord, in studying the categories, the principles of logic, we are, in 
fact, studying also the objective movemen~ of history itcelf, and Hegel himself 
keeps talking about "the strong knots," the "foci of the arrest and direction" that 
arc formed in the mind out of a ~hole web. Lenin asks himself: 

HoH is this to be understood? Han is confronted uith a 
~ of natural phenomena. Instinctive man, the savage, 
does not distinguish himself from nt~ture. Conscious man 
does distinguish, categories are stages of distinguishing, 
i.e., of cognising the uorld," focal points in the "eb, 
which assist in cognising and mastering it. (Lenin, P• 93) 

ffuerc the significance of categories preoccupi~d Lenin as be read the pre
face to the second edition, the question of nhat Hegel called "the neceSsity of 
connection" and ·"the immanent emergence of distinctions" is what- appears to him 
most important in the, Introduc_tion: 

Very important!! this is t-1hat it means, in my opinion: 
. 1. Necessary connection, the objective connection of ·all 
the aspects., forces, tendec.ci:es, etc., of the given sphere 
of phenomena; · 
2. The "immanent emergence of d1.stinctions 11-•the inner 
objective logic of evolution and of the-struggle of the 
differences, polarity_. (Lenin, P• 97) 

Riding Pecomes much tougher for Lenin as he· ap·proaches thE! specific· sec
tions of the Doctrine of Being than ~-1ben be read the mot:e generalized p_refaces and 
introduction. But he keeps being Very pleasant~y surprised, after th~ many_ nota
tions to himself that he is reading Hegel ''msterislisticillly," ~hat he finds germs 
of this materialism in Hegel himself. It is Hegel 1·1ho writes: ''What is first in 
science boa had to shOl-7 itself first, too, histol.•icall:Y." And' it is Lenin who. · 

·writes: 11It sounds very materialistic. 11 

'!'here are passages l·lhen it t'lould seem that·· Lenin already k~e"t-1 the whole of 
the Logic since t~hat will. appear at the end (that·· is to say', if one had tp suin-. 
marize the dialectic in a single s_~ntence, it· uould be sufficient' to say it is· ~he 
unity of opposites) is said right·~ere: 

Dialectics is the teaching ~1hich shot·7S how Oeposites can be 
and bon they·· happen to be Otow they become) identlcal, ..... 
under what conditions they are 1.dentical, bncoming trans
formed into one another,••·uhy the human mind should grS:op 
these opposites not as dead, rigid·, but as living, condi-, 
tional, mobile, becoming transformed into one ano.the"r ... ~ .; 
(Lenin, p, 109) · · · · 

And yet, it "auld be totally "rang to think that he had grsspod all the 
ramifications of what he had l-1ritten. He are, after all, only in the· realm of 
Being uhich, translated 'in terms of· economics, would be the ''mark9t11 or commodity 
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exchange rather then in procJucti~n. He himself re~li2ecl that, despite the "cor
rect definitionn of the dialectic as the unity of opposites, he had then not tmrJted 
out all the implications of this • This is wh}•. ·he hod m:it:ten to the editors of 
the Russian Eneyclooedia, Gran8t,· t.o uhomhe hod just submij:ted the essay "The Three 
Sources and Three Component Parts of Harxism11 uhich had, indeed, been the first 
time that a popul~rization of Mcr.x con~aine6 so much on tho phi~~ophy of Marxism, 
asking the Encyclopedia editors \·lhei:her they could not return tile essay to him for 
some new additions on dialectics. And it is indeed only when he comas to the realm 
of Notion that he will inaist that it is i.Clpoesible to underfltan..t ftarx's Capita"!, 
"especially Chapter I tdthout understanding the ~ of the logic." 

Uhat is comprehensively grasped in this first section of Book I is mOve
ment and all-sidedneae of the dialectic: 

Hegel analyAes concepts that usually appear t~ ba dead and 
sh0\o1s that there·· is movement in them. Finite? That means 
movinP.: to an end·t-Something?- .. means not that which is Other. 
Being in general?-~eans such indeterminateness that Being= 
not-Being. All-sided; univeroal f.lexibil:f.ty_ 9f C'-'ncepts, a 
flexibility reaching to the identity of oppos,ites, ••that is 
the essence of the matter. This flexibility, applied sub
jectively~eclecticism and sophistry. Flexibility, applied 
obiectively, i.e.,. reflecting the all-si~.~dnes~ oi the 
material process ~d its u~ity, io·.di_alectics, is the cor• 
rect re,flection of, the eternal devf!!ilopmen~ .of the world. 
(Lenin, p. 110) · 

The moat important rieu "discovery" thil:t Leniti 'm8IccS in· this section is the 
relationship of the ideal to the real. Uo must remember that Lenin is reading this 
at the C?utbrealc of Horld· VJar I, ~1hen the betrayal by the Second International made 
it clear that: it just·'toJasn 1 t enough to be ''materi~liste," that something t-1as very 
Wrong in having concentrated on the 11economics" of Marxian doctrine and to have 
.acted as: 1£ idealism is. purely 11 su~jeci:ive11 -ratit:e·t::.' than a unitY of t~e subJ.ec_tive 
and objective. Indeed, in a cer~a~~ sense, ~t could be· said that. it was the.new 
appreciation of the. signific~nce,o£ the idea~ that had sent Lenin to read ~egel 1 s 
~. Thus, it is. not op.ly the- history of man, but the hiotory of thought which 
hes significance for Lenin and he notes ho11 many "Observations 11 Hegel makes after 
he has stated a certain position in order to relate that position to all of the 
other thinkers. The first ~hapter of. this, book, for example, has only three short 

· paragraphs, called Be:f.ng, N9th~ng, Becoming,: aftl3r '·lhich Hegel makes no less than 
five observations stretching .. over-25. pages, tracing philosophy_ .from the Orient to 
the Greeks to Spinoza an"d. Kant. In Chaptc?=" -III, Being For Self, l-7hich happens to 
be where t·7e are nou, it is the observation on the Ideality of Leibnitz (Hegel I, 
pp. 173·176) .that mal<es Lenin speak out both for. the profundity of the trans for• 
mation of the ideal into ·t~C.· .real and against Wlg~r materiali_sm: · 

The thought of the.ide~l pas~ing into th.e .re•l is profound: 
very important· for hiStory. But also in the. Personal life 
of man it is cie&e thtit thia containlil mi.}Ch j;rUt.h •. Against 
wlgaJ:. materialism. NB. The differericc":! of tt~ ideal frOm 
the material is also not unconditional, not inordinate •••• 
Obviously, Hegel take:s. his. &elf-development_ of ce:ncepts, of . 
categod.es, in _connection l-1ith the entire .h·istory .of philo
sophy •. This gives st"ill a .!l£!t ·~poet to the <lhole Losic •. 
(Lenin, p. 114) 

• 
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(I should also add, since "" are doing a greot injustice to Hegol by skipping so 
much in this book and b'y not going into the categories themselves, that I do have 
complete outlines of each of the major uorl-c:s of Regel and it will be possible for 
those ·uho wioh to study the l10rlt in gr.eete:.·· detail ~ finishL13 this course to 
consult these notes. In the case of Sd.cnce of Logi~, the outline t~as made on 
January 26, l96l.) 

The final section of Book I, Measure, is tihere Lenin makes the greatest 
leap fon1ard. I am not copying H&o but Lenin himbelf, who, in this section as he 
approaches the Observation on Nodal lines, urites 'the word 11Leaps!" and repeats it 
three times, further stresses it by uriting; "interruptions in gradualneas,'• and 
further surrounding these with all aorta of intricate lines I cannot describe 
(look them up yourself in Lenin, p, 123) and the essence is contained in the fol
lowing quotations: 

It is said nature non facit saltum; and ordinary imagination, 
uhen it has to conceive nn ari.sing or passing m.1ay, thinks it 
has conceived th.em (as was mentio.ned) Hhen it imagines them 
as.a nradual ~ergence. or disappearance. But ."Je saH that the 
changes of Beiti.g uere in general not only a transition 'of one 
magriitude into another, but a transition from the qualitative 
into the quanti~ative, ~nd conVersely ••• (Hegel I, ... p. 339) 

... 
·Here· u~at tve should hoid in m~n.d ·ia that the ·leap· is tlhei:e quaritity: re

veals thBt it is just quality. superceded and absorbed but not ennihilat.ed even as, 
to use t·loidS ~1e kncm be.tter, abstract letbor degradeD the concrete.laborer',but. 
carinot destroy him, for he is 1.'Subjeci:," thtit is to say, the ~c.tive human' b~iilg 
whose 11quest for universality_1_1 · is only the nlorS · intenae by this degradatiort of the 
cl;lpitalist process of production. ThO point is that. even before you come to the· 
essential process of productiOn (or t·7h3t in.Hegel is t'he Doctrine of E~sence), the 
dialectic of development, the transformation of quality into quantity and quantity 
into measure (which is on the very threshold of essence) is present. 

You ,;'1111 see Lenin S;et al"ong u~limmingly as ~oon its we. raach Es·aence, arid 
so, I hope, ~1ill t·1e. 

Lecture III. ••Book II, The Doctrine of Essence 
11or~' 

Actuality and the Theory of Knm~ledge 

I decided to put a subtitle that is not in Hegel because Lenin keeps 
stressing the relationship of. the theory of knowledge t'l actUality. It is charac
teristic of Hegel that, -where o_thers. t10ul<l have. considered that, with Essence, 

·they have reach~~· t-l_l,ta~ is 11beh1.nd 11 appearance, Hegel not only emphasizes .t.he. rela
tionship of the two, but the one fl~~ing out of the other on the way to a still 
further self-d~velopment: 

Essence ·is :miduay bet:toJeen Being and N'otioh: it:: is the mean 
bettoJeen them, and its movement conStitutes .the transition 
frnm Being to Notion ••• Essence first shoqs intC'I itself or 
is Reflection; next it appears; thirdly, it manifests itself. 
(llegel II, p. l7) 
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In 4 uord, every atage, even unessential shC'u, is not to be disregarded. 
Or, llS Lenin explains Hegel 'a GtatctJent t'l'uit 11ShOl.J then is the phenomenon of skep
ticism" (Hegel II, p, 22): 

And again: 

i.e., the unessential, se~ming, S!Jperficial, vnnishes more 
often, does not hold so 11 tightly, 11 doel'i nee "sit so firmly" 
as 

11
Essence." Approxin1atel:,.·: t:he movement of a river--the 

foam above and the deep currents below. But even the foom 
is an expr&ssion of essence~ (Lenin, p. 130) 

This N .B, Hegel is for the "objective validity" (if it msy 
be called that) of Semblance, "of that t-thich is immediately 
given" (the ex~ression 11 that which is giv,.n 11 is generally 
used by Hegel ••• ) The more petty philosophers dispute wffether 
essence .f!!: that uhich is immediately given should be taken as 
basis (Kant, Hume, all the H:achiets). Instead of !!,£, Hegel 
puts and, explaining the concrete content of this 11 and, 11 

(Lentn, · p. 134) 

The profundity of Hegel lies precisely in this, that even when he deals 
· ·t<~ith what is unessential, what is mere show, he discloses its obiectivity. _Appear .. 

ance is a· higher· stage than shou but at that point, too, t1e are yet. to got to 
Essence. One ·of the most pregn~nt SentenCes in Essence ~fa that, des Pit~ ~the ·_di$•; 
tin~tiona and eveti oppos.itions between Appearance and Essence, the. cruciill is not 
the opposition between the t~~o~ ·but the. fact that Eaoent.;~, too, _must appear.. In· 
a word, no stage can be "skipped," Ea_ch of the a tages is a necesSary 11moment, 11 

an elemerit of the very development of the _essential, of th-e corit'radictory _develo·p·
ment:. In Regel, __ far from opposites _never meeting, it is the ceaseless meeting. of 
opposites· that is the essential movement in life, in theory, :tn pr~ctic_e •.. .Hegel 
has nothing but scorn for "the law of .the excluded middle, 11 whereupon Lenin com .. 
menta: 

,,,Hegel says w!ttily··!t is said that there is no third, 
There is a third in this thesis itself. A itself is the· 
third, for A can be· both +A antJ -A. "The something thus· 
is itself the ·third term which Was_ auppos~d ·to be exclude~ •11 

This is shrewd and correct. Every concrete thing, every 
concrete something stands in multifarious and often cOntra
dictory relations to everything else, ergo it is itself and 
some other, · (Lenin, p·, 138) 

The real leap·, as ·we have known for sometime and haVe constantly qtiOtcdt 
·comes with the reading of the section on the Law of ContrGdiction: 

Movement and ''self-moyemP.nt11 (this NB! arbitrarY (indepen·· 
dent), spontaneo~s, internally-necessary movemen~), 11change

1
11 

"movement and vitality, 11 "the principle of all self-movement, 11 
11
impulse11 (Tr1eb)''to "movement" ·and to 11ac·t~vity11 --the oppo .. 

site to 
11
dead Be:l.ng"•·-who would believe ·that this· is :·the core 

of '''Hegelianism," of ab·st:raet and abstruse (ponderous, absurd?) 
Hegelianism?? This core had to be discovered; understood, res
cued, laid bare, refined, which is precisely what Marx and 
Engels did, (Lenin, p, 141) 
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From now on, Lenin shous t\le highest appr~tiation of the idealism in dis"' 
lectical philosophy. The thought has its o~m di<2lectic and uhat is crucial here 
is that Lenin is not merely saying: L~t•s read Hegel msterialistically. Let's never 
forget that for t-larxists, for revolutionaries, the highest ::ontradiction is that 
bo2tueen capital and labor, the cla:Js struggle. By now he has taken that for granted 
philosophically as \/ell as in life, and, instead fl.tresses that the idea of univer
sal movement came first uith Hegel, then in Harx and finally with Darw1.n: 

The idea of universal ~ovement and change (1613 Logic) uas 
conjectured before its application to life and society. In 
regard to society it HOB proclaimed earlie-r (1847 communist 
Hanifesto) than it Has demonstrated in application to man 
(1059 Ortoin of Species). (Lenin, p. 141) 

He will not develop this thought in full until the third book which deals 
uith Notion, and we, too, do not want to rush ahead. Instead, it is Lmportarit to 
shot~ hoH all the Stalinists, and later the Maoist revisicms, centered precisely 
around contradiction. That is to say, the counterpart 'to their cldss collabora
tionist actions in life was the revisions introduced into the Hegelian law of 
objective contradictions.. By claiming that ther·e no longer were any classes in 
11socialist lands, 11 they concluded that "therefore" there were. no contradictions. 
VJhen lotao introduced the concept that there uere no contradictions among "people·, 

11 

that in China, 11 therefore, 11 what dj.ffcrenC'es that there are can be handled by a 
11correct policy." The headlines throughout the ~-1orld that he earned .with that. 
speech on-how to handle contradictions among people, happened to have been.uttered 
just as the fi"tst edition of Marxism and Freedorri l-.,ent to press and here is ·the 
footnote (#17) that I added; · 

The lowest of all todny's sophists is the head of the Chinese 
Communist Party and State'; Hao Tse-tung, ~1ho recentlY: (June· 18, 
1957) caused a world sensation ~dth his opeech, "On Contradic• 
tion, 11 in 1-thich he proclaimP.d, 11Let a hundred flowers bloco, · 
Let a hundred schools of thought contend~ 11 Mao has ridden this 
single traclt, ~1hich he calls 11Contradictio11, 11 ever since·1937. 
At that time, he directed his attack against "dogmatists" who 
refused to reduce all contradictions in the 3ntiooJapancse strug· 
gle and submit to 11 the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek.'' In 1952, 
Hao introduced a new set oi:: definitions into 11Contradictions," 
this time applying it to .those uh_o· opposed the ChineSe Commu-
nist Party taking sole power in China. By June 13, 1957, after 
editing with a heavy hand the speech he delivered on February 27th 
to the Supreme State Conference, he reduced the struggle of class 
against class to a contr-ldiction among 11 the people11 while he be .. 
came th~ champion, at one nnd the same time, of the philosophy . 
of a hundred flouers blooming and o~,.§..q9_gply one Pa·rty. the 
Chinese Commun!§..t.J'Al.l".t..Y' .. .IJJ.l.in&• Outside of the exploitative 
class relations themselves, nothing so clearly exposes the 
neu Chinese ruling claos as thei-r threadbare philosophy. 

The concrete that Lenin had in mind 1 the one that he refers most often to, 
is Marx 1 s Capital. He Hill soon be saying on tho \olhole relationship of Ground to 
condition, or the relationship of history to thought; "arid purely logical elsbora· 
ti·on? It coincides. It must coincide, as induction and deduction in Capital.

11 

(Lenin, p. 146) · 
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The point is that Lenin, throughout this first section "Essence as Reflec
tion in Itself," is stressing; the critic:al importance of contradiction, without 
which it is absolutely impossible to unde1:stand any development. Anyone who blunts 
contradiction to either the point of mere.difference or to not seeing the transi .. 
tion from one to the other ha& uo conception of tfhat Hegel means by negativity or 
the inherent self-movement: 

NB* 
(1) Ordinary porceptiolt graops the difference and the 

contradiction, but· not the transition of one to the other, 
but this is the mo9t important. 

(2) Intelligent· reflection and mind. Relfection grasps 
the contradiction, expresses it, brings things __ ;in relation 
to one another. compels the "concept to shine tt:rough the 
contradiction" but does not express the concept of things 
and their relation. · ·· 

(3) Thinking reason (Mind) sharpens the blunted differ
ence of variety, the mere manifold of imagination, to the 
~ssentfal difference to Opposition. Only when the cootradfc .. 
tiodS reach the peak does manifoldness become regular and 
lively in relation to the other .. ~acquire that negativity which 
is the inner pulsation of-sel£·m~vcment and life. 

Again, the stress is both on life snd thought. Hegel himself concludes the 
section, not with the law of contritdiction, but .ti'ith the: movement from that first 
to Ground, then to Condition, uhich could be translated Be history itself. It .is 
impossible' to develop at length these Cju'intesse11tial points iil. so brief an outline. 
For the time being, it tdll have to suffice to stress two things. One, that Lenin 
here brought in, as we .9:lready quoted, the-relationship .beti7een in~uctive and 
deductive metho~ in Capital. And, two, to l<eep in mind that .w.hat Hegel is arguing 
for is the need· to get rid of the concept· of Grol.!nd as a substratum ·and to know 
that when you hav~ got ~id of this c:oncept of something· being "behind 11 the immc• 
diate, the apparent, you· have by no means g~tten rid o! the fact that the immedia'te, 

·too, is the result of a mediating process. Hegel relentlessly restates his theses 
that "The Fact Emerges Out; of Ground" and tha't ''When ell the COnditions of a Fact 
are present, it enters into Existence." (Hegel II, P•. 105) Uhereup~n Lenin com .. 
ments: 

Very good! lib at has the Absolute Idea and idealism to do with 
it? (Lenin, p. 147) 

Also let us not forget tb:~t t4'ben Lenir) referred to Capital, he ·at one and 
the same time, stressed what was great about H6gel~s concept of Ground and Condi
tion--"The universal all .. sided,: ~ital connection of everything _t-1ith everything and 
the reflection of this connection in human concepts." And then pointed to the 
direction in ohich both the ~1ork of Hegel and Marx must continue: 

•k I have used my own translatj.on here <Marxism and Freedom, 1958 edition, p. 331) 
because the "official·" translation (Lenin,· .l'• 143) us"es non-philosophic termino .. 
logy in the question· of perception, reflection and mind. There are other places 
it is equally 11 loose11 in its translation but for uni~ormity 1 s sake, I have used 
their translation in these Notes. 
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Continuation of the Horl~: of: Hegel and Harx must consist in 
the d i a 1 e c t i .-: a 1 t:>lnboo:P.tion of the hi£Jtory .of 
human thought, science DDt~ techni':ue. (L~nin, p. 147) 

He are first notY" in section 2, Appe.arance, ~1hich in tum is divided into 
Existence, Appearance, and EGsential Relation~ Though ue can, by no means, claim 
to have dealt with it in the fet.;o rcf~rences tole made to it in the iirst section, 
~~e nevertheless must here limit ourselves to but tuo questions: the Lau of Appenr
a!S.Cc and the ~1orld of appea::f'nce. If you tdsh to practic.;: dialectic by going off 
into your ot-m E.:nalysis in the rec.:l yorld, let me give you a hint: Lenin's 11 playing 
dcmn11 of the importance of lat·l is due to his underlying critique of economiam; 
thuo, on the onC' hand, he sho1o/S that law is the 11eudurir.g (the persisting) in 
appea-.:ances 11 ~ut iu not beyond appearance: lind, on the other hand, that "Appear
once is r i c h· e r than lau. 11 (Lenin, p. 152). Let Lenin sum it up for us: 

The essence here is that both the HOrld of appearances and the 
l-Jorld in itself are moments of· wm 1 s knouledge of nature, stages, 
alterations or deepenings (of knowledge)~ The ohifting of the 
t7orld in itself further and further .f.!.gm the.Horld of appear-, 
anceo .. ·that is uhat is so far still n•Jt to be seen. in Hegel. 
N .B. Have not Hegel' c ,·'moments 11 'of the concept the signifi
cance of . 11momcnto 11 of transition? (Lenin, p. 15~) 

The r.~oat exciting part in the Doctr1.ne of Essence io ·Section !II, Actuality, 
tJhich Hegel definea as the "unity of Zssence and Zxf.stence." (lleg.el II, p. 160) 
Unity ic not, houever., 11oyntheaic''; ii: is the ~L'Y apex of cOritradiction. 

The greatness of Hegel is that he trrote Logic ~reed from anything con
crete and yet· it contains th~ essenc~ of all concrete. ~~us, if you are an econo
mist, a Uancist economiot,· think of ActuSlit'y ao cnp"ltalist crises and you t-1111 
discern some absol~ttely magnificent developments and truths and think it couldn 1 t· 
p·ossibly mean anything else. But if you think Of philosqphic terms, saf.·lilte a 
Narcuse, the concrete that preoccupieB you is that you .9re finally freed from 
being enineshed in. phenor.tena, tied· only t'o "observable facts, 11 are capable· of 
grasping reality as a totality and you uould be just Sa right as uheil you thought 
Actu~lity applied only to capitali~t crises .• 

Hhen you 1 ll be flying on your Olm~ and uill have to trace a ·development, 
be it in literature 

1 
the eel f.-determination of nations, or a general strike, you 

uill llt once recogniz~ that the confii-ct is no loneer a question only·of opposi.tion 
betuecn the existent and the as yet non-existent forces, but bet.ueen two co-existin'l 
antagonistic forcec that simply cannot continue to co-exist endlecsly. And of 
course you 1ll be right--and in all fields. 

The point is that you simply cannot lWit the "uses of thiS sclf .. movemcnt 
· throush contradiction." Lenin himself beean to free himself: from all residue of 
taldne the empiric fact as the actual. You. a~::e Actuality first as continBency, 
then as substance, and ~Jhen you come to cause and t:hinlt you "really" get it this 
time, Heg~l firct tells you that effect and cause are not poles apart at all. Let 
us therefore follou Lenin and note also thllt at this point he goes bac!t to the 
11:::maller Logic 11 Hhere 11the same thing io expounded very often more clearly, ldth 
concrete examples" (Lenin, p. lSi') anrJ he quotes from it (par. ll~J) the paragraph 
on Posoibility: 
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"in1cther a thinB is posnible or itnpor.sible dependa oit the 
content, i.e., on the Rum-total· of the moments of Actuality 
uhich in its unfolding discloses itself to be Necessity. 11 

Lenin comments: "•The sum-total. the ~ntirety of the moments 
of Actuality, uhich in its unfolding discloses itself to be 
Necessity.' The unfolding of the sum-total of the moments 
of actuality NB m the essence of d:!.alictical cognition." 
(Lenin, pp. 157-158) 

(One thing is sure, it iD much easier to read the "Smaller Logic" than the 
Science of Logic and you now deserve to malte it a bit easier for yourself, so 
start reading, ·especially tbe section on Actuality.) 

Lenin singles out the express1on, ''necessity is blind only insofar as it 
is not understood." Uhen Lenin reaches the section analysing the rclatiotlsbip of 
Substantiality to Causality, he sums it up in two nays: 

And again: 

On the one hand, kno~1led;te of matter must be deepened to know
ledge (to the conc~pt) of Substance in order to find the causes 
of phenomena. On the other hand; the actual cognition of the 
cause is the deepening· of knolJ!~dge from the externality of 
phenomena to the Substance.· Tuo types of exlimples should ex
plain this: l) from the hiatory of natural science, and 2) 
from the history of philosophy. tlore exactly: it is· not. 11
exampleu

11 
that should be used here-••com-parison is ·not proof,-

but the guintesDcnce 0£ the history of both :the one and the 
other + the history of technique. (Lenin, p. 159) 

~llien one reads Hegel on causality, it appears strange at first 
glance that he dwells so relatively lightly on this theme, be• 
loved of the l(a.ntians. · Uhy? Becsuse 1 indeed, for him causality~ 
is only ~ of the determinations of univeroal connection,. nhich 
he had a.lready.-covered earlier, in his ehtirc exposition,· much. 
more deeply and all-sidedly;. ab;avs arid from the ;Very outset 
em phasing this connection, the t•ec:l.procal transitions, etc., 
~tc. It tiould be··\'ery instructive to compare the 11birth-psngs 11 

of nea•emPiricism (respective "physical ideali!J_m11 ) with the 
solutions or rather. nith the dialectical method of. Hegel. 
(Lenin, p. 162) 

You can actually feel Lenin bursting forth, on his min, prepared to engage 
the real uorld ac he approaches the end of the Doctrine of Essence and Hegel states 
that Book III, the Doctrine of the Notion, is "the realn1 of Subjectivity or of 
Freedom." (Hegel II, p. 205) Lenin "rites joyously: 

NB Freedom = Subjectivity 
(

11or") 
End, Conaciousn2ss, Endeavour 

NB 

(Lenin, p. 164) 
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LectUre Iv.- .. Boolt III* Sub1cctivc Logic or The Doctrine of Notion 

llith the Notion ue rcnch, ct one and the sarne time, that t-~hich in philo
oophic terms is oldest, moct m.·itten about, and purely intellectualistic; 3nd, 
from a Harxist point of vieu, le::lst uritten about, most "feared 11 as idealistic, 
unreal, 11 pure11 thousht, in a uord, a cloaetl ontology. 

And yet, it iB the Doctrine of the Notion that develops the categories of 
Freedom and, therefore, should mean the objective and subjective means vhereby a 
neu· society is born. It is true that, consciously for Uegel, this "as done only 
in thought, t-Jhile in lif.e all ciJntradictions persisted. But uhat Uegcl did "con
sciou.cly" does not explain auay the .objective pull of the future on the present, 
and the present as history (the French Revolution for Hegel), .end not just as the 
statuti quo of .on existing state. B<i! that aG it may, let's follov Hegel himself. 
A Sl7eeping and concrete historic sense oavcd Hegel from both the introspection and 
empty absolutes of his philosophic contemporaries and from Kant 1s Critique that, 
nevertheleoo, kept object and subject l·70rlds apart: 

It \Jill alHays l'emain a matter for astonishment: how the Kantian 
philosophy tmcu that relation of thought to senauous existence, 
uhere it halted, for a merely relative relation of bare appear
ance, and fully acltDOl·7ledged and asaerted a higher unity of the 
b·IO in the Idea ,in general., and, particularly:, in the idea o.f an 
intuitive unde:rstanding; but yet stopped. daad at this relative 
relation and at the assertion that the Notion is and remains · 
utterly separated .from reality;· so thSt, it· affirmed as true .uhat 
it p~onounced to be finite Imouledge, and declared to be super
fluous ·and improper figmente of thought that which it recognized 
as truth·, and o~ l'Jbich it established the definite potion. 
(Hegel li, p. 226) 

On the relationship of Hegel to Kant~ Lenin wrote: 

Essentially, Hegel is completely right os opp'Jsed to Kant!' .• . 
Thought procCeding from tha concrete to the abstract .. -provicle_d 
it is £S>rrect (NB)· (and !(ant, like all philosophers, speaks of 
correct. thouBht)••doeo not get Bl-18}' from the truth but comes_ 
closer to it. The abs.traction of matter, of a .!!2, of nature, 
the abstraction of ysllle, etc., in short !l1 scientific (cor• 
rect, serious, not absurd) abstractiono reflect nature more 
deeply, truly and completely. ~rom living perception to aboo 
straCt thought, and from· this to eractiCe,--such is· the dialec
tical path of the cognition of ~. of the cognition of objec
tive t·eality. Kant di~[:&rages lcnoulcdge ·in o~der to· make l'IBY 
for faith: ·Hegel exelto lc.not-lledge, esserting that knowle.dge is 
knouledge of God •. The materialise .exalts th.e kn01'7lcdge of 
matter, of nature, consigning God, and the philosophical rabble 
that defends God, to the rubbish heap. (Lenin, p. 171) 

On the vary next page, Lenin again ohot·7S that the concrete he had in his mind in 
rending Hegel uao Capital an<l its economic categories. ThuD: 

* Boolt III is with Boott II in Volume II; hence the references to Hegel's Science 
of Logic uill continue to be, simply, Hegel. II, P• _. 
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Here, too, Hegel is ecs~ntially right: vQlue ic a category 
uhich diopenceo uith th:;! mntcrial oZ u<:>nsuousncss, but it 
ia ~ than the lou of cupply ancl demand. (Lenin, p. 172) 

Indeed, uhcre, in the Doctrines o:Z: Being and Ecsencc, Lenin had t~10 refer
ences to Capital, here in the Doctrine of Notion, he baa no less than 13 references. 
Not only that, the referenceD move from seeing parallelisms be~1ccn Logic and 
Canital to the break uith ill (includinB his oun) previous interpretations by 
Mar .. dsts. It is here that Lenin uill urite the categoric aphorisms: 

Harxists c;:iticised (at the beginning of the t·uentieth cen· 
tury) the Kantians and Uumists t.,Ore !.n the mnnner of l:~euerbach 
(and Buehner) than of Regel. (Lenin, p, 179) 

It is impossible completely to understand J.Iao.:'s Capital, 
and especially its first chapter, uithout having thoroughly 
studied and understood the ~.of.Hegel 1 s Logic. Conse
quently, half a century later none of the Marxists under-

. stood Harx~~ (Lenin, p, lGO) 

But ~1e. are forcing Lenin tO. run ahead 0£ hirDself ,· so we better retrace our 
::tepa to the end oi the introductory· section.- "On the. Nqtion ~n General, 

11 
as h~ 

enters Section I, 3ubjcctivi.ty. The firot thins;, he meets the spec.ifi~ categories 
in Boolt III-·Univercal, Particular, Indiv~du!l:l .... .aud notes: 11These pat.•ts of the 
't-10rk should be called:" s. Lc:O!: ~neans of ge_tting a headache! 11 But he no sooner said 
it than· he b_egan deVelopiilg all sorts of new c·oni::epts :. 

ObviOUsly, here too the chief thing for Hege·l is to ~ the 
transitions. From a certain point of vieu, under certai\1 
conditions, the universal is th'e individual, the individual 
is the univerSal. Not .only (1") conn~ction, and in'separable 
connection, of all concepts and judgments, but.(2) transi-
~ frOiil one into the other, .and not only transitions, but 
also (3) identitv of oopoGites--that is the chief thing for 
Hegel. But this ·merely 11glimmet'S11 through the i.!lll of extremely 
abstruoe exposition. The history of thought from the stand-
po_int of the de:_velopment and app.l:I.ca·~ion of the general concepts 
and categories of the Logic--That's tvohat is neede~! (Lenin, P• 177) 

By the.time he has roached the third chapter (The Syllogism) in that sec
tion t<~here Hegel could be said to have brolten dotm the division between objecti
v_ity and subjectiyity, ·it is ss if D uhole riew t~orld hao open~d up before Lenin. 
He reads Hegel's statement: ttAll things are a Syllosisin, a universal t'lhich is 
bound together uith individuality through particularity; bUt of course' they are 
not uholes consisting of three oropociticns." (Hegel II, p. 307) Lenin· not only 
dra~1s the parallel bett:een Capitnl and Harx, and rejects previouf!J· interpretations 
of Hegel, insisting that (as uc quoted previously) it uas impossible to understand 
Capital uithout understanding the uhole of the Logic, hut he also gets a new 
appreciation o~ the Logic an something that can be used for his. age: 
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NB: to be inverted. 
Marx apelicd 
Hcgel 1s dialec .. 
tics in its 
rational form 
to political 
economy. 

-15-

The formation of (abstract) notions and oper<:~tions t-tith 
them already includes idea, conviction, c o n s c i o u s
n e a o of the lat·t-r;ovcrncd c.hBrncter of the objective 
connection of the uorld. To distinr,uish causality from 
this connection is stupid. To deny the objectivity of 
notions, the oUjectivity of the universal in the indivi .. 
dual and !n the particular, is impossible. Consequently, 
Hegel is much. mor~ profound than Kant, and others, in 
tracing the reflection of the movement of the objective 
uorld in the movement of notions. Just as the Dimple 
form of value, the ind1.vidual act of ·exchange of one 
given commodity for another already includes in an unde
veloped form all the main contradictions of capitalism, 
so the simple'Bt"generalization, .the first and simplest 
formation of notions (judgments, syllogisms, etc.) 
already denotes man 1 s ever deeper cognition of the obiec
~ connection of the uorld. Here is_ l-1here one should 
loolt for the true meaning, significance, and role of 
Hegel.' s Loeic, This NB·. ·(Lenin, pp, 170-179) 

For us to be able to see those objective ullrld connections, we must tarry 
a bit more nith those categories .. ·Universal, Particular, Individual. They charac
terize not only the movement of the 1!!r.Js as a uhole and in itS individual parts; 

'they also characterize the movement of all development in theory and in. life. If 
you Hrite, for Universal, Socialism; and for Particular, you assume ~ specific his
toric period in nhich, say, the Russian Revoluti'on l:ook the form of nationalized 
property; and for Individual, that is t.o say the concrete realiza-tion of a Univer
sal, you t.,rite the Self-activity of man ~1hich makes the popula.tion "to· a man" the 
Controllers .of their at-m. destiny in production a.nd in the State; you ~an see ~1hat 
a very big gap there is bet."'t·ieen not only the UniVersal and the Individual, but 
bett·teen the Particular and the Individual, so big a gap, in fact, that. the Parti
cular may nev~r reach the Individual, may get transformed into its very opposite. 
That is uhy Lenin, even before. he summarized· the dialectic as the unity of oppo• 
sites, paid so muc:.li atte~tiori to transitions: 

The transition from the syllqg~Dm of analogy (about analogy) 
to the syllogism of necessity,--from the syllogism of induc
tion to the syllogism of analogy,··the syllogism from the 
universal to the individual--the syllogism from the indivi· 
dual to· the universal,·-the exposition of c o n n e c: t 1 o n 
and t r a n s 1 t i o n s (connection .!§. transition)_ that is 
Hegel 1s taste. Hegel actually proved that logical forms and 
laue are not an empty shell, but the reflection of the objec
tive world. MOre correctly, he did not prove,- but made a 
brilliant guess, (Lenin, p. 100) 

It is not as easy to follot·l through the transitions, to work out the rela
tionships of Universal, Particular, and Individual, as it_ appears when someone 
else has tiOrlc:ed out something that bas already been proven by history. A revolu
tionary like Leon Trotslc:y "got stuclt11 irt thnt ~Partic\llar form bec:ause it uas a 
nec:easary form and the actual historic appearanc:a in the Russian Revolution. It is 
this ubich has us by the throat, or rather bad Leon Trotsky by the throat, and he 
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never did return to test 1-1hat the Individual tiBS either logically or in the con
crete life of the population; he merely tcclc for granted the Universal and con
cluded that 

11
therefore11 it "'as also so in thr" concr~te, or tUJS on the way to being 

so. 

Heasure your comprehension of the logical development against a concrete 
subject. For example, we consider the question of self·determination of nations 
now, related to uhat Lenin wrote .1bout it ·.!.i.tu. he had gone through the Lo8;1c 
(read those articles either in the Selected t-1or.ks, Vol.V, part IV, or in tbe Col
lected I.Yorks, Vol. XIX). And then reread it all, after you have completed the 
Logic, alt.,ays keeping before you Uagel 's statement in the Absolute Idea, "the self
determination in which alone the Idea is, is to hear itself speak." 

Now return to Lenin on the Logic es he comes to Section II, Objectivity. 
You must read for, yourselves pages 187 to 188 since this is one of the times ~_o7hen 
he divides· a page in two and on .. one t1ide writes directly what Hegel says, and on 
the other side 11 translates 11 it 'into MatcrieU.st Dialectics. I can only quote one 
phrase from it: 

At the begirinin8, ma~'s e'nds appear_· foreigil ( 11other11 ) in relation 
to -nature.· !Iuman consciOusness, sciCilce ( 11dei Begriff11 }~ reflects 
the- essence, the substance· of nature,· but at ·the same time this 
consciousness is something external. in r,el.:ition to nature (not 
immediately, not simply, coinciding with It.) (Lenin, p. ·188) 

which again getS translated into: 

In actual.fact, men's euds·-~re engendered by the obje_ctive world 
and pres~ppose it,--they find it as something g"ii.ren, pr~~ent. 
But it seems to man as if his ends are taken from outside the 
world, ~re independent of the uorld .. ("freedom").· 
((NB All this ·in the paragraph on ·"The. Subjective End." NB)) 
(217-221) (Lenin, p. 189) · 

' . The point throughout Section II,· Obje.ctivity~ _is that, in his "transla..; 
tions,

11 
Lenin, far from stressing that- he mu~t read. Hegel "materialistically, 11 

now emphasizes that 11the germs of historical materialism11 are in Hegel. ·Thus 
Lenin capitalized and bold-faced and '"'rote: ''Hegel and lli~t;orical Materialism" 
alongside the statement ·from Hegel: "ln .his tools_ man posAesses power .·over exter .. 
nal nature, although, as regards: his Ends, he _frequently .is subjec:_ted to it. 11 

(Hegel II,·p. 388) Once again he relates the cate8ories of !ss!£.to human prac-
tice: · 

Hhen Hegel endeavours- .. soinetimes even huffs and puffs--to. bring 
man's purposive activity under the Categories of logic, saying 
that this activity is the "ayllogfsm" (Sch1ub), that the subject 
(man) plays the role of a "membern .in the logical 11figure". of the 
"syllogism," and so on, THEN THAT IS l.'OT MERELY STRETCHING A POINT i 
A MERE GAHE; THIS HAS A VERY PROPOUND,. PURELY MATERIALISTIC CON• 
TENT. IT IIAll TO BE INVERTED: THE .l'RACTICAL ACTIVITY OF MAN HAD 
TO LllAll HIS CONSCIOUSNEsS TO THE REPETITION OF THE VARIOUS LOGICAL' 
FIGURES THOUSANDS OF MILLIONS OF TIMES IN ORpEfi THAT THESE FIGURES 
QQl1.tl!. OBTAIN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF~. THIS NOTA BENE, (Lenin, 
P• 190) . 
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Remarkable: Hegel comes to the 11 Idea 11 as the coincidence of the 
Notion and the object, as truth, throug~ the practical, purposive 
activity of man. A very close appro&ch to the viet-: that man by 
his eractice proves the objective correctness of his ideaa, con
cepts, knOl·1ledge, science. (Lenin, p. 191) 

This does not mean, as Mao has interpreted, that all that remains is prac~ 
tice. Quite the contrary. Lenin no sooner reaches the third section, the Idea, 
t·Jhen he stresses that (1) this section contains "the very best of the dialectic," 
and (2) that not only for Hegel does practic~ refer to practice in the theory of 
cognition,· but for Uarxists the theoretic has an objective validity all its own; 
indeed, t'1ithout it, the practice ·t·Jould be insufficient to bring about a successful 
revolution. (Be sure to read pages 304. to 308~ 11The Philosophy of the Yenan 
period: Mao_ perverts Lenin" in Uarr.ism and Freedom.} 

Although ue will leave the lest ch~pter. of thia section' to a separate lec
ture, it is clear here that Lenin no loriger counterpose!r·subjective and objective 
as the ·tuain that never meets: 

Logical concepts Sre subjective no ·loDB as they remain "abstract~'.' 
in thciir abstrar.t fozm, but at the snme time. they express also the 
Things-in-themselveS. Nature ic b~th concrete and abstract, both 
phe~omenon.!!!!! essence, bOth momu-.-:.-;nd relatio;:- Human concepts 
are subjective in their abstractu~~d, separateness, ·but objective 
as. a t·Jbole, in the procefls, iri the sum-total, in the tendency, in 
the source • (Lenin, p. 2 OB) 

Because of this profoUnd· grasp. of the inter-pen.etration of o~jective· and 
subjective, Lenin mattes the leap to re'cognizing the ·creativity of consciousness: 
"Alios: Man's cOnsciousness not only reflects the Objective (7orld, but.creates 
it" (Lenin, p. 212)·, l·lhich he further extends to the. transformation of reality: 
11that the uo.rld does not satisfy man and oan decides to cbanse it by his activity •

11 

. (Lenin, p. 2.13) Again and again, he rela.tes activitY- to transformation and on· 
that note will ·approach the "Absolute Idea: 

The activity of man, uho hSs constructed an objective picture of 
tlie wol:ld for himself, changes external actuality, abolishes its 
determinateness (= alters some sides or oth'er, qualitie.s~ of it), 

· and thus removes from it the features' of Semblance, ··externality 
and nullity, and maltes it ao being in and for·itself' (=objectively 
true). (Lenin, pp. 217-210) 

Lecture V ... -The Absolute Ide's 

A full lecture is being devoted to a single chapter, the last in the Logic, 
because the working out of this is the taslt of our age and not only· the task of 
the boolt, PhilosoPhy· and neyolutian.· This separates us ·from others, !l! others, 
including eyen Lenin, It is true, of cOurse, that o1e could not begin to carry out 
this taslc. had Lenin not left us all those stepping stones. It is true that we 
must first internalize-whet Lenin had done u:f.th the chapter before we can .make any 
steps on our own. But it is equally true that no one can t'lork out the problems of 
another generation. That taslt has remained for us. 
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Spealdng strictly philosophically, tile worlting out of this chapter in 1953 
is what led, on the one hand, to the split in the State-Capitalist tendency, and, 
on the other hand, to the extension of that analysis into Marxist-Humanism. In 
a word, even though ue ourselves uere not conscious of it at the time (as can be 
seen from th~ fact that the Letters on the Absolute Idea of May 12 and May 20, 
1953 uere addressed to a co-lead~r in the State-Capitalist tendency) .. it is, in 
fact, this grappling uith the Absolute Idea uhich led to our singling out the 
Humanism of Marxism as the etnblem of ourselves as a tbcoreticalllo" independent ten
dency, and as the unique expression of the age. Therefore, it uill be important 
for you to consider t~ose letters as part of these notes. If you still find it 
too difficult to follot7 that paragrapb•by•paragraph interpretation of the Absolute 
Idea (as t'1ell as the chapter on Absolute Knowledge from the Phenomenology of Mind), 
then study only thooe paragraphs which are the subject of Lenin's notes. 

Hegel begins the ~hapter with this sentence: 

The Absolute Idea has now turned out to be the identity of the 
Theoretical and the Practical Idea;. ench of these by itseff is 
oue_sided and contains the Idea ittlelf only as a sought Beyond 
and an unattained goal; each Consequently is a synthesis of the 
tendency, and both contains and does not contain the·Idea, and 
paoses from one concept to the other, but. failing to combine 
the two concepts, does no.t p!!ss beyond t:heir contradiction. 
(Hegel II, p .•. 466) 

And .in the next paragraph, llegel has a statement which. ue singled out last 
as the underlying thought t<1hich should guide your study of self--determinB:tion: · 
11The self-determination therefore in which alone the_ Idea is, is to bear itself 

'spea1t. 11 Despite all that Lenin, in 1916, that is to say, the year after completing 
Hegel's Science of. Logic, had uritten on self~dete.r!;!lins:tion·· of natio:tS·, it was not 
this sentence that he singled .out in 1915. t'ibat he was concerned uith was the 
dialectic as the uhole l-7hicb' first, now, after nearly a thousand pag~s, uas once 
again' summarized by Hegel. As he was to. expres£ it Bt the end: 

It is. noteworthy that the t"lhole chapter on the "Absolute. IdeS~' 
scarcely says a i-1ord about God (h~rdly ever has a "divinE!" . 
"notion" slipped out accidentally) and apart ft:om that--this 
g--it contains almost nothing that is sp_ecifically i d e a 1-
i· s m, but bas for its main .. subject th~. d i a 1 e c t i c a 1 
~· The sum-total, the last word and essence of Hegel's. 
logic is the dialectical method--this is extremely no.te~Jorthy • 

. And one thing more: in this m o·s t ide a .1 i s"t :1. c C?f 
of Hegel's worl(S there is the .!§.gS idealiDm and the m o. s t 
m a t e r i a 1 i s m. "COntradictory, 11 but· 8 fact! (Lenin, 
P• 234) 

It is this dialectic method, uhich at this point Hegel calls the Abs(Jlute 
Method, uhich preoccupies Lenin throughout the chapter, and uhiCh allows him to 
summarize it for himself in 16 points, that ctresscs. the. totality as.uell as 
ob1ectiyity, unity as.well as struggle of opoosites,. co-existenc~ and causality 
as uell as transition from one to its opposite until the uholc .. self-mov.!inent 
appears to be but a r~turn to the old,.but is, in fact, ~he negation of the nega
tion, Studyina the <>hole 16 points very carefully (Lenin, pp. 221-222 or in 
Marxism and Freedoe, pp. 349-350), he is then ready to summarize all of the 16 
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points into a single onC!: 11In brief, _dialectics can be defined as the doctrine of 
the unity of opposites. This embodies the essence of dialectics, but it requires 
ex plana tiona ilnd development • 11 

It is necessary, once again, to return to those cat.egorics: Universal, 
Particular, Individual, keeping in mind also the deff.nition Hegel gives of Indivi .. 
duality in his final uork, the Philosophy of Nind'l'q "individuality ••• purified of 
all that interferes ••• ~dth freedom itself , 11 In the Science of Logic he urate: 

In the absolute method, hot-tever, the universal does not mean 
the merely abstract but the objectively universal, that is, 
that t1hich is in itself the concrete totality, but not as· 
oosited or for itself. Even the abstract universal considered 
as such in the Notion (that is, according to its truth) is not 
only the simple: as abstract it is already pooited as sffe'cted 
uith a negation. For this reason thet'e is neither in actuality 
not in thought anything Go simple and abstract as is commonly 
imagined. Such a Simple entity is a mere illusion ,;.1hich is 
based on ignorance of t-1hat in fact is given. (Hegel II, P• 471) 

Once again, Lenin keeps stressing to himself that there is hei:e a "Clear, 
irupor·tant sketch of the dialectic, 11 singling out the follouing Hegcilian principle: 

To hold fast the positive in ~ negative, and the content of· 
the presupposition in the result. is th~ most important part 
of rational cognition·; also Only th2 simplest refleetion is 
needed to furnish conviction of the absolute truth and neces
sity of this .requirement, uhile tdth regard to· the examples of 
proofs, the uhole of Log!.c consists of these. (Hegel II, p. 476) 

Upon uhich· Lenin comments: 

Not .empty negation, not futile negation, not scepti~~l negation, 
vacillation and doubt is characteristic and essential .. in dialec
tics,--nhich undoubtedly contains the element of negation and 
indeed as itS Dost ~portant element--Do, but negation ap a · 
moment of Connl'!ction, as a. moment Of devetcopment, retaining 
the· pos.itive, i.e., ti'ithout any vacillat:lons, without any 
eclecticism. (Lenin, p. 225) 

The next tuo pages in ·Hegel, Lenin copies pretty nearly in full, stressing 
constantly that it is:· 11 the kernel of dialectics, the criterion ·of truth (the 
unity of the concept and reality). 11 Uhat he is referring to· especially is Hegel 1

B 

description of the second negativity as the turning point of the ~-1hole movement, 
and yet the self-movement and the objectivity predominates in Lenin so that when 
he comes to the sentence in Hegel in \"lhich l<IC have reached the transition of the 
Logic to Natura, Lenin notes 11it bringi:J 'Jne t-7ithin a hand 1 s grasp of materialism •••• 
This is not the last sentence of the bgg!£) but what: comes after it to the et;~-d of 
the page ia unim?ortant." (Lenin, p. 233) lie will be retracing our steps to the 

* Tht! Philosophy uf l-lind io Volume III of the EncycloPedia of Philosoohical Sci .. 
ences of uhich Volume I ""s published as Hegel'• 12J!i£l Volume II, the Phil~sophy 
of Nature ba9 never been translated into English; and Volume Ilia or the Philoso
phy of Mind,ia published separately. 
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second negativity just oc: soon as I shotl uhat it is thE~t I urate in my letter on 
the Absolute Idea under Len1.n 1c above C!UOted remarkc: 

But, my dear Vladimir Ilyitch, it is not true; the end of 
that page .!J!_ important; tile of 1953, ue t~ho have lived 3 decades 
after you and tried to absorb all you have left us, \'le can tell 
you that. 

Lioten to the very next sentence: "But "this determinotion 
is not a perfected becoming or a transition ••• '' Remember hott 
transition was everything to you iu the days of lfouopoly, the 
eve of socialism. Uell, Hegel has passed beyond transition .. 
He says this last determination, "the pure Idea, in uhich the 
determinateness or reality ·a£ tbe Notion is itself raised to 
the level of Notion ic an absolute liberation, having no fur
ther immediate determination l1hich is not equa;.:y oosited and 
and equally Notion. Consequently there is no transition in · 
this freedom ••• The transition·here therefore must rather-be 
tnken to mean that the Idea· freely releases itself in abso
lute self·security and self-repose." ·(Latter dated 5/12/53, 
p. 7) 

Nou then, let us return to the second uegativfl os Hegel expresses it: 

The negativitlr uhich .has just been considered ifi the turning' 
point of the movement of the Notion. It is the simple point of 
negative s~lf·relation, the innermost Source of all ac~ivity, of 
living and spiritual self•movement, the dialectic soul'which all 
truth has in it and through· which it. alone is t'l'uth; for the 
transcendence of. the opposition betl-1een the N'otion and Reality, 
and that unity uhich is the truth, rest upon this subjectivity 
alonr:_.--The second negative, the negetive of the negat:!.ve which 
ue have reached, is this transcendence of the contradiction, but 
is no more the acti\•ity of .:JD external ref~ec_tion than the con· 
tradiction is; it is the innermost and most objeCtive moment of 
Life and Spirit, by virtue of »hich. a subject is personal .and 
free. (Hegel II, p~. 477·478) 

Hhere Lenin stressed the objectivism, we added ~mphasis on 11 personal and 
free. 11 Uhere Lenin had next emphasized the mst~l!'ialism, -we. stressed that uthe 
transcendence of 'the _opposition betueen Notion and ·Reality ••• rest upon this_ sub .. 

. jectivity olone. 11 And uhere _Lenin stopped a paragraph short of the end of the 
Losic, "" proceeded to shou thst Hegel's anticipation of Volumes II and III of the 
Encyclop_edia uao similar to Uarx 1s anticipation, in 11The General Lau of Capitnlist 
Accumulation11 in Volume I of £.a...2it.!l; of the movement of the lau of motion of 
capitalism in Volumes II and III. \le concluded that 11hnt Hegel is shotdng in the 
movement from the Logic to Nature to Mind uas this1 The movement is from the logi• 
cal principle or theory to nature or practice .~ from practice nqt alone to theory 
but to the """ society "hich is ito essence.; (Letter datod 5/20/53, P• 4) 

It ic thio diocovery that there is a movement from practice to theory os 
uell as from~ to practic(r upon which the t-:hole ·of Marxism ond Preqdom,. is 
built. No t-Jonder that, thouS:h ttarx:l.sm and Freedom uas only an idea in· any head in 
1953, I had urittan: I em shaldng all over for ue havo come to· whg!je we part from 
~. I ~entioncd before that, although in the auproach'to tho· Absolute Idea 
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Lenin had mentioned that 1aan • s cognition not only reflects the objective t-Iorld 
but creates it, nevertheless nithin the c:huptel· he never developed it.. Objective 
world connections, materialism, dialectical materialism, it is true, is what pre
dominates, not the object and subject as one fully developed. (Letter dated 
5/12/53, p. 2) 

And. it is uhy I had also uritten, in that letter: NOI·I STAND UP AND SHOUT 
PERSONAL AND FRilll, PERSONAL AND FREE, PERSONAL AND FREE AS LENIN HAD SHOUTED LEAP, 
LEAP, LEAP HI!EN HE Fil\ST SAil DIAL!lCTICAL DZVELOPMEIIT AS THE DZVHLOPMENT OF BOTH 
THE OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE IIORLD, It is true that Lenin, too, had written: 
"This NB: The richest io the most concrete and -most subjective11 alongsirle .Hegel's 
statement: "The richest consequently is also the most concrete and sub1ective, and 
that t·7hich carries itself back into the simplest depth is also the moGt powerful 
and comprehensive.'' (Lenin, p. 231) 

But the subjectivity, the self-activity of the proletariat, firs·t became 
concrete and predominant l.Jben I.enin prepared himself for the November revolut1.on 
as the February had brol(en Out. It t'i'B3 never to leave him again. There uas not 
a single important uriting of his that did not breathe the spirit of freedom, 
population to a man, t·Iorl,er as subieet, masses sa subject, from then until the 
day of his d~ath. Since this meant not only "in general, 11 liS againot capitalism, 
but concretely even against hia co~leaders, it is of the utmost importance that 
this lecture be concluded with: (1) the sections on the Trade Union debate (pp. 
194-210), which includes also Lenin' a Will; (2) tbe debate against J!ukharin," that 
is to Say the pamphlet, State-Capitalism and Narxist Humanism. n't' Philosophy and 
Revolution, Finally, (3) you should D0\'1 be able. to get along stiimmingly with the 
chapter "Hegel's Absolutes as Ncu Bcgil'mings'' in Why HegeL f.1by Now? · 

In fact, uhy not practice a.ll you have learned. and more by tlriting PhilOso
phy and Revolution? 

• 

P.AYA DUNAYEVSKAYA 
Detroit, Michigan 
December 14, 1967 
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